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Abstract
The study of optically active molecules has been continuous for over two centuries, due to
the role chiral molecules play as both the building blocks of life, and therefore their importance
in developing pharmaceuticals. Theoretical calculations to study chiroptical properties, such as
optical rotation (OR), electronic circular dichroism (ECD), vibrational circular dichroism (VCD),
and Raman optical activity (ROA), have only been developed in the last two decades. Since then,
two fundamental questions have dominated research of chiral molecules. The first question lies
in successfully relating the magnitude and sign of chiral properties to a structure, as there is no
chemically intuitive way to determine, without performing measurements or calculations, if the
OR of a given chiral molecule will be small or large, positive or negative. The second relates to
the effect of solvation, as we currently do not know the root causes of the changes induced in the
OR by a change in the environment.
We investigate the structure-property relationship by examining helicenes, an interesting class
of chiral molecules due to their intrinsic structural chirality (an unfunctualized helicene has no
chiral centers) and their large OR. We used a method that decomposes the calculated OR into
occupied-virtual MO pairs, and allows us to investigate what drives the large chiroptical response
of helicenes. We examined the effect of the pitch, which is the distance between one full turn
of a helix, and the length of helicenes. We then functionalized them with electron withdrawing
and electron donating groups to investigate how this changed the OR. We find that helicene OR
is driven by large magnetic dipoles and that we can characterize the type of contributions to OR
into three subgroups by the general angle of the magnetic dipole with respect to the helical axis.
We also extend our method to localized orbitals, which present the orbitals in the more chemically
intuitive form of bonds and lone pairs.
Next, we investigated solvation effects in concert with the Vaccaro group at Yale University.
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They measured gas and solution phase OR values for a series of rigid chiral molecules. We wanted
to investigate how capable the polarizable continuum model (PCM) was at reproducing solvent
effects and trends on OR. We performed calculations at a series of wavelengths and in a series of
solvents, and compared our results to the calculated values. Gas phase calculations agreed very
well with experimental values; however, PCM was unable to reproduce not only the solvent shifts,
but also the trends in solvent shifts. We then calculated zero point vibrational corrections (ZPVCs)
to the OR in an effort to improve our results, with mixed success.
We also worked to reduce the cost of computational calculations of OR, as cheaper calculations
would allow us to investigate larger or more complicated systems, including better descriptions of
solvent effects. Our efforts were two-fold. First, we developed a method to reduce the cost of the
linear response equations by removing a portion of the orbitals prior to the solution of the coupled
perturbed equations. We tested a variety of cutoff types and magnitudes with two basis sets and
two functionals, and found that despite discarding large portions of the MOs, we maintained high
accuracy and showed large speedups. Next, we optimized the exponents of a small basis set for OR
calculations by taking the diffuse functions of large basis sets and appending them to a smaller one.
We performed multiple tests with our new basis sets on a variety of molecules with OR ranging
from <10 to >4,000 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1. The resulting basis sets were highly accurate, capable
of producing values similar to the larger basis sets at a reduced cost.
Finally, we collaborated with the Avarvari group at the Université d’Angers, who study func-
tionalized helicenes. They were interested in synthesizing helicenes that could act as circularly
polarized light (CPL) emitters. They began by synthesizing for the first time helicenes with a
strong electron withdrawing group (benzothiadiazole, BTD), which they found were not emissive.
We performed calculations of electronic and chiroptical spectra to characterize the transitions, and
were able to show that the fluorescence quenching was likely due to intersystem crossing in their
helicenes. Their next series of helicenes were highly emissive, making them likely candidates
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A molecule is chiral if its mirror image is not superimposible on the original structure. The two
enantiomers behave identically in achiral environments, and thus have the same boiling points,
density, NMR spectra, etc., but interact differently when exposed to a chiral environment, e.g. bi-
ological systems. For instance, (R)-limonene is known for its lemon-like smell and is commonly
used in household cleaning agents, whereas (L)-limonene has a turpentine-like smell, and is often
used in industrial cleaning agents.1 We can recognize the two odors because our nose is a chiral
environment. In fact, all of life, including the human body, is built with only one enantiomer of the
amino acids in the proteins and the sugar bases in the DNA, namely L-amino acids and D-sugars.
This phenomenon is known as homochirality, and its origin is still not well understood.2 As many
pharmaceutically active molecules are also chiral, it is incredibly important to take proper precau-
tions when testing and selling chiral drugs.3 Because the efficacy of a chiral drug is directly related
to the enantiomer, the assignment of absolute configuration (AC) is of paramount importance. In
the past, AC was often assigned via 1H NMR or X-ray crystallography, although these methods
were time consuming and came with no guarantee of success.4 This led to the popularity of spec-
troscopic techniques to identify chiral molecules, which measure a property that is directly tied
to the structure of the molecule, for example optical rotation (OR), electronic circular dichroism
(ECD), or most commonly vibrational circular dichroism (VCD). However, these techniques do
not provide any indication as to which structure produces a certain response.
Because experimental spectroscopy cannot solely assign the AC, the development of accurate
quantum chemical methods for simulating chiroptical properties has led to a synergistic approach
where calculations are paired with experiments.2 The first specific rotation calculation (usually
1
denoted as [α]ω ) was performed by Polavarapu in 1997 at the Hartree-Fock level of theory.5 In
the last two decades, optical rotation calculations were extended to modern density function theory
(DFT) and coupled cluster (CC) theory.6–20
Despite many advances, a full understanding of the nature of the OR eludes researchers, as
there remain two open ended topics in the study of chiral properties. The first is related to the
intrinsic relationship between the optical activity of a molecule and the structure, as there remains
no intuitive explanation as to why certain structures lead to large or small [α]ω , or one sign in
preference to the other. The second is related to the solution phase; there is a non-obvious effect
the environment plays upon optical activity, as it is not straightforwardly related to the polarity of
the solvent.2
Studies of the intrinsic structure-property relationship between chiral molecules and OR have
seen work to decompose the equations used to calculate optical rotation21–25. Conformational and
vibrational effects play a pivotal role on the magnitude and sign of [α]ω , as chiral molecules are ex-
tremely sensitive to the geometry,12,26–34 and that zero point vibrational corrections (ZPVCs)35–44
can constitute a large part of the [α]ω .
Solvent effects have seen just as much if not more interest, with the development of gas phase
experimental measurements.45 PCM, a simple solvation model that has seen effective use in re-
producing solvent effects on other physical properties, has been tested and found to be unable to
reproduce solvent specific rotation values.27,34,46–53 Crawford et al. have performed calculations
of solvent effects using chiral molecules embedded in a frozen density potential of a solvent sys-
tem,54 while Haghdani et al. used quantum mechanical micro-solvated clusters in an attempt to
reproduce solvent effects. Molecular-dynamics simulations have been used to generate snapshots
of amino acid and solvent systems, which were used to calculate [α]ω by using quantum chemical
methods to treat the solute and treating the solvent as a series of point charges.55,56 Beratan and
co-workers performed similar calculations; however, the edge of their point charge system is sur-
rounded by PCM.57,58 Capelli and co-workers have developed a polarizable embedding scheme
in which the solvent is treated by a series of both point and polarizable charges, which they call
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the fluctuating charge method.59,60 While these methods have produced correct results in some
calculations, they are not consistently able to predict either the magnitude of solvent shifts from
the gas phase or determine which solvent induces the largest change in the [α]ω when the molecule
is solvated.
Optical rotation studies are made even more difficult due to the cost of the calculations, which
comes from the need for extensive treatment of electron correlation effects, as the property is
sensitive to the entire electronic spectrum of a molecule and not localized to the effect of small
chromophores, and large basis sets, because optical activity is sensitive to the periphery of the
wavefunction.2,61 Combating this expense has therefore become important, as we seek to study
new and larger systems. A basis set has been developed specifically for calculating optical rotation
that can produce [α]ω values calculated with aug-cc-pVTZ at a cost closer to aug-cc-pVDZ.62,63
By appending the diffuse functions from a large basis set to a much smaller basis set, Wiberg et al.
showed that a small basis set with diffuse functions could be used to predict the [α]ω calculated
with larger basis sets.61 Additionally, local correlation methods have been investigated to alleviate
some of the cost from expensive electronic structure methods.64–66
As a particularly interesting class of chiral molecules due to large [α]ω and an intrinsic struc-
tural chirality, helicenes have been a topic of continuous research for the last century.67–69 They
have a variety of applications, including use in LCD and OLED screens,70–72 organic transistors73
and photovoltaics,74–77 and are capable of acting as chiroptical switches.78–80 Computational stud-
ies are often paired with experimental helicene studies to analyze the effect of conformational
changes and functional group substitutions, which have a pronounced effects on the electronic
properties.79–89
The goal of this work is to provide or utilize tools that may lead to predicting the effect of
structural or environmental changes on optical rotation. The work in this document is all motivated
by these goals, beginning by understanding the physics leading to the generation of natural optical
activity (Chapter 2). We investigated helicenes by altering functionalization and geometry (Chapter
3) and rigorously tested a simple solvation model in an attempt to capture solvent shifts or trends
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(Chapter 4). We have implemented and tested a method to select orbitals with small contributions
to [α]ω and eliminate them prior to the calculation (Chapter 5), and have constructed a small basis
set with the goal of reproducing the accuracy of larger basis sets at a reduced computational cost
(Chapter 6). We have worked in concert with an experimental group to simulate the spectra of the
helicenes they synthesize in hopes of one day directing them in the design of chiral molecules with
targeted optical properties of interest (Chapter 7).
Chapter 3 discusses our analysis of the origin of the large OR in helicenes, by decomposing
this property in terms of one-electron excitations between molecular orbitals. We explore how
the OR changes with the size of the helicene, and with the introduction of electron donating and
withdrawing groups. We found that the [α]ω is dominated by a few transitions with large magnetic
dipoles, which can be broken down into three categories. In the same chapter, we also explore
the use of localized orbitals, which are often closer to a chemically intuitive picture of single and
double bonds. We found that localized orbitals offer a clearer description of the phenomena which
lead to optical rotation than the cannonical orbitals; however, the localization scheme is limited by
the number of contributions which need to be considered.
In concert with the Vaccaro group at Yale University, who provided us with experimental gas
and solution phase data of a series of rigid chiral molecules, we investigated if PCM, a simple sol-
vent model, could reproduce trends in solvent shifts to [α]ω . This work is presented in Chapter 4,
where we analyze the [α]ω for each molecule and compare it to experimental values across multiple
wavelengths and in multiple solutions of varying polarity. The calculations were investigated both
for quantitative reproduction of [α]ω in the solvent and gas phases and qualitative agreement in the
relative solvent shifts. We found that calculations reproduced gas phase [α]ω fairly well; however,
PCM could not reproduce the magnitude or ordering of solvent shifts. Additionally, ZPVCs to
[α]ω were calculated to evaluate their effect on agreement with experimental results. We found
that ZPVCs worsened the calculated agreement with experiment when calculations over-predicted
[α]ω ; however, under-predicted results were improved.
Chapter 5 recounts our work to develop a method to reduce the cost of [α]ω calculations by
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reducing the cost of solving the coupled perturbed (CP) Kohn-Sham (KS) or Hartree-Fock (HF)
equations. The method selects orbitals based on predicted contributions to [α]ω and eliminates
them from the calculation. We tested four cutoff types in addition to three cutoff orders of mag-
nitude, two functionals, and two basis sets, and found that the method successfully eliminated
un-needed contributions, and a full implementation would lower the overall cost of calculations.
Our work in Chapter 6 is based on the work of Wiberg et al., who showed that combining the
diffuse functions of a large basis with a small basis set improved the ability of the small basis set to
predict [α]ω values similar to the larger basis set.61 We describe our optimization of the exponents
of the diffuse functions for [α]ω calculations and then our tests of the reduced basis sets. The new
basis sets are smaller in size but able to accurately reproduce the values calculated with a larger
basis set.
Chapter 7 details our collaboration with the Avarvari group from the Université d’Angers,
who study helicenes due to their unique optical properties and possible applications across a wide
variety of organic systems. We simulated electronic spectra in order to investigate the cause of
fluorescence quenching they were seeing in their experiments, and successfully reproduced the
absorption and emission of their helicenes. We then proceeded to simulate ECD spectra to compare
with molecules for which they were able to create enantiomerically pure solutions.
Our work has opened new avenues for the investigation of optical activity. We demonstrated
a method to decompose [α]ω into component parts, which we used to understand the effect func-
tionalization plays on helicenes, but can be applied to quantum mechanical solvent systems or
new molecules of interest in order predict the effect of structural and environmental changes on
OR. Reducing the cost of [α]ω calculations allows us to access new systems for study or perform




2.1 Theory of Optical Rotation
2.1.1 The Principles of Optical Rotation
Optical activity, which refers to the different interaction of the two enantiomers of chiral molecules
with circularly polarized light, was initially recognized with the work of Arago in 1811, who
observed the effect in quartz crystals.90 One year later, Biot noted two separate effects, the rotation
of a plane of linearly polarized light (optical rotation), and then the wavelength dependence to the
degree of rotation (optical rotatory dispersion). Several years later, in 1818, he deduced that the
angle of rotation was inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength of the incident light.90
In 1825, Fresnel discovered that plane polarized light could be described as a superposition of left
and right circularly polarized light, a discovery that allowed him to relate optical rotation (OR)
to a difference in the group velocity of the left and right circularly polarized waves of light in an
optically active medium.90
This phenomenon can be understood by considering a linearly polarized wave of light with
angular frequency ω:
ω = 2πc/λ (2.1)
where c is the speed of light in a vacuum and λ is the wavelength. This wave can be represented
as the sum of a left and right circularly polarized waves, each with their own group velocity. If the
left and right polarized waves of light enter a medium at the same time, then after some distance l,







where vR and vL are the group velocities of the right and left circularly polarized waves, and θ R
and θ L are the respective angles of rotation. The plane of polarization of the incident light is given








where nL and nR are the left and right indices of refraction, given by n = c/v. Therefore, the
angle of polarization of the transmitted light, and thus the optical rotation, are dependent on the
circular birefringence of the medium, which is the difference in index of refraction for left and right
circularly polarized light. The optical rotation is usually reported normalized to the path length and





2.1.2 The Quantum Mechanical Description of Optical Rotation
The derivation of the quantum mechanical formula of the specific rotation begins from considering
a chiral system in the presence of an electromagnetic field. We use perturbation theory, starting
with a free particle for simplicity, and reverting back to molecules later on. A free charged particle









where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, and e is the charge of an electron





mv2− eφ + e
c
A ·v (2.6)
where φ and A are the scalar and vector potentials, m is the mass of the particle, v the velocity, and






From equation 2.6, we find the Hamiltonian using






(p− eA)2 + eφ
(2.8)
where p is the generalized momentum of the particle. This Hamiltonian may be subdivided into





H ′ =− e
m
p ·A+ eφ (2.10)
where the term in A2 is not included, as it does not contribute in a semi-classical treatment of light
scattering. As the electric and magnetic fields are determined using




we are left to choose the specific form of the scalar and vector potentials. We expand about the
center of the particle in a translating frame and make the choice:90




εαβγ(Bβ )0rγ + ...
(2.12)
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because higher order multipole moments are required to describe the effects of a non-static field.
Substituting Eq. 2.12 into Eq. 2.10, we arrive at an expression for the interaction Hamiltonian:90
H ′ = e(φ)0−µα(Eα)0−mα(Bα)0 + ... (2.13)
We switch now to a description in terms of a molecule in an isotropic medium, rather than of
a single free particle. In order to obtain the optical rotation, we must find the molecular property








ψ = H ′ψ (2.14)
where H0 is now the unperturbed molecular Hamiltonian and H ′ is the interaction Hamiltonian




where ψ(0)n is the solution to the time-independent Schrödinger equation. Treating the fields as
a harmonic perturbation of frequency ω , and assuming that the wavelength of incident light is
much larger than the size of the molecule, we may develop a form for the perturbed eigenfunction
which is first order in the perturbations.90 We may then write the induced multipole moments of
the molecule using the expectation value of the corresponding operator. Rosenfeld showed that the
electric dipole of a chiral molecule induced by a frequency-dependent electromagnetic field can be
written as:91







where 〈µ̂ 〉 is the expectation value of the electric dipole operator, µ 0 is the static dipole moment













Im(〈ψ0|µ̂ |ψ j〉〈ψ j|m̂|ψ0〉)
ω2j0−ω2
(2.17)
where ψ0 is the ground electronic state of the molecule, ψ j is the jth electronic excited state, ω j0
is the energy difference between the two states, and h̄ is the reduced Planck’s constant. The G′











where NA is Avogadro’s number, me is the mass of the electron, and M is the molecular mass in
amu.16 The specific rotation in Eq. 2.18 is the same as that in Eq. 2.4, but expressed in terms of
frequency rather than wavelength. We note that to perform the calculation for an oriented system,
the contribution from the mixed electric dipole-electric quadrupole polarizability tensor, Aα,βγ , is
needed. As this tensor is traceless, it does not contribute in isotropic systems.
2.2 Linear Response
The definition of G′ in Eq. 2.17 is based on a sum over the excited states of the molecule. In
practice, the sum-over-states series converges very slowly,92 and linear response (LR) techniques
are used instead.93 The LR expression can be recovered by inserting the resolution of the identity,





Im[〈ψ0|µ̂ |ψ j〉〈ψ j|(ω j0−ω)−1|ψk〉〈ψk|m̂|ψ0〉+C.C.] (2.19)




〈ψ j|(ω j0∓ω)−1|ψk〉〈ψk|m̂|ψ0〉 (2.20)
where 〈ψ j|Xm(±ω)|ψ0〉 is the perturbed density of the molecule under the effect of a magnetic
field. By solving Eq. 2.20 in the space of excited Slater determinants {Ψ j} (built from the ground
state Ψ0 as a series of molecular orbital excitations) instead of excited states, and inverting the





where E0 = 〈Ψ0|H|Ψ0〉 is the energy of the unperturbed molecule. This method is more efficient
than the sum-over-states approach, because instead of having to evaluate all the excited states, we
need only solve the system of linear equations in Eq. 2.21, and then insert the solution into Eq.
2.19.
2.3 Choice of Gauge
Practical calculations of [α]ω are dependent on the choice of molecular origin. If the origin of the





















〈Ψ j|(r̂k−a)× p̂ j|Ψ0〉
)
(2.23)
in the length gauge (LG), where the sums are over the number of electrons in the molecule, and we
have used the definitions µ̂ = ∑
i




ri×pi. In the following equations, the leading
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ω , constants, sums, and subscripts will be dropped for clarity. Equation 2.23 is expanded to:
〈Ψ0|r̂|Ψ j〉 · 〈Ψ j|r̂× p̂|Ψ0〉−〈Ψ0|a|Ψ j〉 · 〈Ψ j|r̂× p̂|Ψ0〉
−〈Ψ0|r̂|Ψ j〉 · 〈Ψ j|a× p̂|Ψ0〉+ 〈Ψ0|a|Ψ j〉 · 〈Ψ j|a× p̂|Ψ0〉
(2.24)
Because the functions Ψ j are orthogonal to Ψ0, the second and fourth terms in Eq. 2.24 naturally
disappear (〈Ψ0|a|Ψ j〉= a〈Ψ0|Ψ j〉= 0), and the origin dependence remains only in the third term.
In the limit of a complete basis set, we can use the relation −i h̄m p̂ = [r̂, Ĥ] in Eq. 2.24:
〈Ψ0|r̂|Ψ j〉 · 〈Ψ j|r̂× p̂|Ψ0〉−〈Ψ0|r̂|Ψ j〉 · 〈Ψ j|a× [r̂, Ĥ]|Ψ0〉 (2.25)
Because Ĥ is a Hermitian operator, we can write the second term in equation 2.25 as:
ω j0〈Ψ0|r̂|Ψ j〉 · 〈Ψ j|a× r̂|Ψ0〉 (2.26)
which is now 0 due to the properties of a dot and cross product.
In practical calculations, the use of a complete basis set is not possible and the problem of
origin dependence remains. Modern quantum calculations alleviate this issue by using London
atomic orbitals, also known as gauge invariant atomic orbitals (GIAOs).19,94,95 GIAOs add a field





[(B+eiωt +B−e−iωt)×Rν ] · r
}
χν (2.27)
where Rν is the coordinate of the center of the orbital. After some algebra,96,97 GIAOs lead to
the same replacement as in equation 2.25, and the origin dependence of the magnetic dipole once
again disappears.
Another solution to the gauge problem is to perform [α]ω calculations in the velocity gauge,
where Eq. 2.22 becomes:
1
ω
〈Ψ0|p̂|Ψ j〉〈Ψ j|r̂× p̂|Ψ0〉 (2.28)
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This naturally removes the issue of a shift in origin, although a new problem arises. The 1
ω
prefactor cancels with ω in the numerator of Eq. 2.18, causing [α]ω to have an unphysical non-
zero value at the static limit (if ω = 0, there is no light and there should therefore be no plane of
polarization to rotate). One solution, proposed by Pederson et al. and called the modified velocity
gauge (MVG), is to subtract out the static limit from the calculated value of [α]ω .17 At the complete
basis set limit, the static limit term goes to 0 and the LG and MVG calculations become equivalent.
However, because [α]ω calculated in the LG converges faster to the complete basis set limit with
the size of the basis set than in the MVG, LG calculations are preferred when using DFT.17 On the
other hand, because coupled cluster (CC) calculations ignore the response of the orbitals, GIAOs
do not solve the origin dependence in the LG. Ruud et al. studied the effect of moving the origin
in CC calculations, and suggested either to place the origin at the center of mass of the molecule,
or to use the MVG.13
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Chapter 3
Configuration Space Analysis of the Specific Rotation of
Helicenes
(This work taken with the permission of Tal Aharon and Marco Caricato from J. Phys. Chem. A
2019, 123, 4406-4418.98 Supporting information is available online.)
3.1 Introduction
The study of optically active molecules is of continuous interest due to the fundamental role chiral
molecules play in living organisms, as building blocks of life (i.e., L-amino acids and D-sugars) as
well as drugs.2 Given the homochiral nature of biological compounds, the correct determination
of the absolute configuration is paramount, for instance, for the synthesis of natural products with
favorable biological activity. Chiroptical spectroscopy and theoretical simulations have been very
successful at this task, and they have become an essential tool in the pharmaceutical industry. This
work focuses on the oldest of these measurements, that of the specific rotation [α]ω , whose sign is
directly related to the absolute configuration of a particular enantiomer. The accurate calculation of
[α]ω is difficult as this property is very sensitive to the molecular structure and the interaction with
the environment. Nevertheless, great progress has been made over the past two decades, including
the use of modern density functional theory (DFT) and coupled cluster (CC) methods.5–20
Despite this progress, a chemically intuitive understanding of the relationship between the
absolute configuration of a chiral molecule and the [α]ω sign and magnitude is still lacking. Var-
ious groups have developed models to determine structure-property relationships. For instance,
Autschbach and coworkers performed a decomposition of [α]ω via localized orbital contributions
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to the diagonal elements of the Rosenfeld tensor. This work showed that the large [α]ω of (1S,4S)-
norbornenone is due to electron delocalization between the C=O and C=C chromophores.21 Kahr
and coworkers extended the analysis of optical activity to include non-chiral molecules through a
simple and effective Hückel theory decomposition.24,99 Wiberg examined the effect on [α]ω of the
rotation of the torsional angle of terminally substituted 1,4-pentadiene (C=C to C=X interactions,
where X=C, O, NH, and S), and found a dependence on the electronegativity of X.100,101 We have
also introduced a method of decomposing [α]ω in terms of transition electric and magnetic dipole
contributions, called S̃k method (discussed in section 3.2).23,26 We showed that a limited number of
orbital transitions can be used to describe [α]ω for molecules with strong chromophoric groups,23
and that changes in [α]ω due to conformational flexibility are dominated by a small number of
transitions,26 thus simplifying the interpretation of the structure-property relationship.
In this work, we apply the S̃k analysis to a series of standard and functionalized helicenes
of various length. These molecules are comprised of a series of fused phenyl rings, and have
been studied extensively both computationally and experimentally.67 They are known for their
intense chiroptical response,102 non-linear optical activity,103,104 and self-assembly.67 They have
also garnered interest as redox active chiral switches,79,83 and have been functionalized exten-
sively to modulate their optical properties.81 The Avarvari group created many helicene derivatives
to investigate the effect of functionalization on its electronic properties.81 Crassous and cowork-
ers successfully synthesized novel organometallic helicenes,81,87,105–107 and showed that the elec-
tronic circular dichroism (ECD) spectrum reversibly switches under redox stimuli.79,83 Autschbach
and coworkers performed theoretical simulations of ECD and UV/Vis absorption spectra of these
organometallic helicenes to elucidate the role of charge-transfer excitations in the redox switch-
ing mechanism.82,84–86,88 Nakai, Mori, and Inoue also studied the ECD spectra of helicenes, and
analyzed the rotatory strength of various absorption bands based on the relative orientation of the
transition electric and magnetic dipole moments.108–110 In this work, we extend these analyses to
the specific rotation of standard and functionalized helicenes through the S̃k method. We aim to un-
derstand how [α]ω changes with length and pitch of the helical backbone, and with the introduction
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of electron-withdrawing or donating groups, which may lead to guidelines for the development of
compounds with desired electronic responses. The S̃k analysis reveals that the [α]ω magnitude is
driven by delocalized motion of the electron along the entire backbone of the helicene, resulting
in strong magnetic dipole contributions. Functionalization directs the orbital density towards or
away from the substituent groups, affecting [α]ω based on the electron push/pull strength and on
the degree of orbital overlap between the groups.
Since [α]ω is invariant to unitary transformations within the occupied and virtual molecular
orbital (MO) subspaces, we also explore the use of localized MOs (LMOs) (with the Boys111,112
and Pipek-Mezey113 approaches) for the S̃k decomposition of the specific rotation. We find that
LMOs may provide a more chemically intuitive picture than canonical MOs, however, they are
best employed when the molecule possesses small, localized chromophores.
This work is organized as follows: section 3.2 reviews the S̃k method and the derivation of
localized MOs, section 3.3 describes the computational protocol, section 3.4 presents the results of
the calculations, and section 3.5 contains a discussion of these results and concluding remarks.
3.2 Theory
















where Nex is the number of excited states, ωn is the transition energy to the nth excited state, ω is
the frequency of the incident light, M is the molecular mass, and Cω is a proportionality constant
to obtain the common units of deg [dm (g/mL)]−1.91 The rotatory strength Rn is related to the











where µi and mi are the ith component of the electric and magnetic dipole operators, respectively,
and Ψn is the nth excited state. Note that Rn is the dot product of the two transition dipoles. If the












Eqs. 3.1-3.3 apply only in nonresonant conditions (i.e., ω far from ωn), as is the case in this work.
The SOS equations are of little practical use, due to the large number of excited states needed
to converge the series in Eq. 3.3.92 A more computationally efficient approach to calculate [α]ω
is based on the linear response formalism.15,20 For the case of single reference methods such as
















where k runs over singly excited Slater determinants φk. The 〈φk|X+mi|0〉 matrix element represents
the electron density perturbed by the magnetic dipole, and it is evaluated by solving the coupled-






In order to interpret the specific rotation in terms of molecular orbital (MO) contributions,
we may define a quantity similar to R̃n in the configuration space of the Slater determinants by





















Since S̃k is also written as a dot product between two vectors, its magnitude and sign depend on
the magnitude of the vectors and the angle θ between them. The advantage of the linear response
formalism over the SOS formula is that the Slater determinant contributions to [α]ω (and thus the
S̃k values) can be computed all at once by solving the linear system of equations in Eq. 3.5.
In section 3.4, we proceed to analyze the origin of [α]ω of each molecule by the components
of the S̃k dot product as well as the involved occupied and virtual MOs with Eqs. 3.6-3.7. One can
focus on the largest S̃k contributions to the specific rotation to obtain a qualitative understanding
of how individual orbital transitions affect this property, which may provide key insights on the
structure-property relations in chiroptical spectroscopy. For clarity of discussion, in the rest of the
paper we refer to “S̃k contributions” to [α]ω even if the values reported are actually S̃k+ S̃∗k as in Eq.
3.7, and we use “magnetic dipole” contributions when discussing the 〈φk|X+mi|0〉 matrix elements
in Eq. 3.6.
The Rosenfeld tensor and [α]ω are invariant under unitary transformations within the occupied
MO and virtual MO subspaces, respectively. Therefore, it may be convenient to express S̃k using
different choices of MO basis, beyond that of canonical MOs, as different bases may provide a
smaller number of S̃k contributions to [α]ω , or a more chemically intuitive picture. Localized
MOs (LMOs) are often utilized for this purpose. Therefore, we consider two popular choices
of LMOs: Boys111,112 and Pipek-Mezey (PM)113. The former are obtained by maximizing the







[〈i|r|i〉−〈 j|r| j〉]2 (3.8)
where NMO is the number of MOs in the subspace. The PM localization is based on the definition
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where Nat is the number of atoms in the molecule, and QiA is the Mulliken population of orbital i









and the LMOs are obtained by minimization of D. Both localization techniques scale as O(N3),
where N is the atomic basis set size, as they require the evaluation of electric dipole integrals.
Thus, the computational cost of the MO localization is small compared to the solution of the self-
consistent field (SCF) and CP equations.
3.3 Computational Details
All calculations were performed with a development version of the GAUSSIAN suite of pro-
grams.114 Geometries were optimized using the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ model chemistry
with D3 dispersion corrections.115,116 Calculations of specific rotation were performed at the
sodium-D line (ω = 589.3 nm) with the B3LYP117–119/p-3-21G level of theory in the length gauge
formalism using gauge-including atomic orbitals19,94,95. The p-3-21G basis set is built by aug-
menting the standard 3-21G basis set with p-type diffuse functions from the standard aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set. This unorthodox choice is based on previous work that showed how diffuse functions
are the most important to obtain a good description of [α]D.61 In the context of this study, using a
reduced basis set is critical as this allows to reduce the number of S̃k contributions, and to simplify
the qualitative decomposition and analysis of [α]D in terms of orbital transitions. Nevertheless, all
[α]D values computed with p-3-21G are in reasonable agreement with those obtained with the full





As discussed in section 3.2, the Rosenfeld tensor (and thus [α]ω ) can be decomposed in different
MO bases, related by unitary transformations within the occupied MO or the virtual MO sub-
spaces. Thus, we consider transformations of both the occupied and virtual MO subspaces, as
well as transformation of only the occupied MO subspace, as this may be enough for the qualita-
tive interpretation of the [α]D tensor with the S̃k analysis. In summary, we obtain the [α]ω tensor
and the corresponding S̃k values for five choices of MO basis: canonical MOs (CMOs), Boys-
localized occupied MOs (BO-LMOs), Boys-localized occupied and virtual MOs (BOV-LMOs),
PM-localized occupied MOs (PMO-LMOs), and PM-localized occupied and virtual MOs (PMOV-
LMOs). Given that the computational cost of the MO localization and of the tensor transformation
is virtually negligible compared to the solution of the SCF and linear response equations, we eval-
uate [α]D and S̃k with all five MO options for every calculation, and choose the most appropriate
for a specific system on-the-fly.
The first test case is (1S,4S)-norbornenone, because this molecule has a very large [α]D, and
previous studies have shown that it is dominated by a small number of electronic transitions.21–23
In Figure 3.1, we report the cumulative contribution of the S̃k transitions to the total [α]D, separated
according to their magnitude. The canonical MO basis provides the most compact representation
of [α]D, in the sense that a single transition is dominant, and it determines the sign. More transi-
tions are necessary to reach the converged value of the rotation (e.g., 8 transitions are necessary to
be within 50% of the converged value, and about 60 transitions to be within the 10% margin), but
a single transition is enough for a qualitative discussion. The isodensity plots and corresponding
vector representation of the electric and magnetic dipoles for this transition are reported in Fig-
ure S1 of the supporting information (SI). Since the interpretation of this transition was already
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Figure 3.1: Plot of the cumulative % S̃k contributions to the total [α]D for (1S,4S)-norbornenone
with various choices of MO basis. The S̃k contributions are divided according to their magnitude
as reported in the x axis labels, while the y axis reports the cumulative percent of [α]D recovered
by summing all S̃k in the current and larger-value ranges. The numbers on the bars indicate how
many transitions fall within each range.
presented in our previous work,23 we do not further discuss it here. In terms of LMO bases, the
PMOV-LMO choice also provides a fairly compact representation of the specific rotation, as only
three transitions are sufficient to be within 30% of the converged value, see Figure 3.1. The iso-
density plots for the four LMOs involved in the transitions, and the electric and magnetic dipoles
are shown in Figure 3.2. Unless explicitly noted, the electric and magnetic dipoles shown in this
and in the following figures are unscaled. As expected, the transitions involve orbitals localized
on the carbonyl and alkene groups. All S̃k values have the same sign, as the angle between the
vectors is < 90◦. Transitions (1) and (3) indicate a charge transfer from the carbonyl to the alkene
group and vice versa, with a rotation of the orbital density along the carbonyl group; transition
(2) is of π → π∗ nature and it would have no contribution to [α]D in a symmetric alkene group
(e.g., ethylene) where the two vectors would be perfectly orthogonal to each other, but it presents
a non-negligible S̃k value in this case because of the geometrical distortion introduced by the cage
structure. The other choices of orbital localization do not offer a similarly compact representation
of the tensor, as at least 7-8 transitions need to be considered at once.
We repeat a similar analysis for [8]helicene, with the S̃k contributions to [α]D reported in Figure
3.3. The CMO basis provides the most compact representation of the specific rotation, with 16
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(a) Localized MOs (b) Transition dipoles.
Figure 3.2: Transitions with the largest S̃k values for (1S,4S)-norbornenone using PMOV-LMOs.
Left: occupied and virtual LMOs; right: electric (red) and magnetic (blue) transition dipole mo-
ments.
Figure 3.3: Plot of the cumulative % S̃k contributions to the total [α]D for [8]helicene with various
choices of MO basis. The S̃k contributions are divided according to their magnitude as reported in
the x axis labels, while the y axis reports the cumulative percent of [α]D recovered by summing all
S̃k in the current and larger-value ranges. The numbers on the bars indicate how many transitions
fall within each range.
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transitions necessary to get within 20% of the converged [α]D value. As described more in detail in
the next section, these orbitals are delocalized over a large part of the molecule, and not all of the 16
S̃k values need to be discussed individually as they correspond to transitions similar in nature. On
the other hand, none of the LMO bases provides a compact decomposition of the specific rotation,
as at least 76 S̃k values are necessary to reproduce [α]D (with PMO-LMO). Such large number
would make the analysis rather cumbersome even if the individual MOs are localized. This result
is not completely surprising, as delocalized CMOs can describe rather complex orbital density
motion across the molecular frame all at once. This complex motion is fragmented into many
contributions using a localized MO picture, resulting in many S̃k values of comparable magnitude
that need to be analyzed explicitly. This trend holds for all of the other helicene compounds
considered in this study, as shown in Figures S2-S6 in the SI, thus, we will continue the discussion
only in terms of the canonical MO results. Additional plots detailing the S̃k contributions to [α]D
in the CMO basis (divided by S̃k magnitude) for all compounds are reported in Figures S7-S9 of
the SI.
3.4.2 Helicenes
Helicenes possess strong optical activity, leading to large [α]D, which is clearly due to the in-
trinsically chiral helical structure of these compounds. However, it is interesting to understand
whether this strong chiral response is primarily due to the electric or magnetic dipole components,
or their relative orientation. At the same time, it is important to determine how the optical response
changes with functionalization of these molecules, as this can provide useful insight for the de-
sign of compounds with targeted electronic characteristics. Thus, we consider unfunctionalized
helicenes (in section 3.4.2.1) as well as their functionalized equivalent with both electron with-
drawing: benzothiadiazole (BTD), and donating groups: two thiol groups (in sections 3.4.2.2 and
3.4.2.3). For the functionalized species, we consider both mono- and bis-substitution. We compare
molecules of similar molecular mass, since [α]D is inversely proportional to this quantity (see Ta-
ble S1). Thus, we consider the dithiol group as equivalent to a phenyl ring unit, and a BTD group
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as equivalent to two phenyl ring units. In other words, we compare the results for [N]helicene
(where N is the number of phenyl units) with those for dithiol[N-1]helicene, BTD[N-2]helicene,
bis-dithiol[N-2]helicene, bis-BTD[N-4]helicene, and dithiol-BTD[N-3]helicene. The structure of
the compounds for N = 6 is shown in Figure 3.4, and the calculated [α]D values for all helicenes
are shown in Figure 3.5.
a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 3.4: Structures of the N = 6 forms of the various helicenes discussed in this work. a) [6]he-
licene, b) BTD[4]helicene, c) dithiol[5]helicene, d) bis-BTD[2]helicene, e) bis-dithiol[4]helicene,
f) dithiol-BTD[3]helicene.
Figure 3.5: Calculated [α]D (deg [dm (g/mL)]−1) for the helicenes in this study. Unfunct:
[N]helicene; Thiol: dithiol[N-1]helicene; BTD: BTD[N-2]helicene; Bis-Thiol: bis-dithiol[N-
2]helicene; Bis-BTD: bis-BTD[N-4]helicene; Mixed: dithiol-BTD[N-3]helicene.
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Using the S̃k analysis, we can separate the contributions to [α]D in two categories: one where
the magnetic vector is aligned with the helical main axis, Type A, and one where it is not, Type
B; the latter can be further separated in two subcategories: one where the magnetic vector is
orthogonal to the helical main axis, Type Bs, and one where the magnetic vector is tilted with
respect to the helical main axis (usually by an angle 0◦< φ < 90◦), Type Ba. The s subscript stands
for symmetric because these transitions are significant in molecules with the same terminal groups
(and the magnetic vector coincides with the C2 rotational axis), whereas the a subscript stands for
asymmetric because these transition are significant for compounds with different terminal groups.
The transition types are shown schematically in Figure 3.6.
(a) Type A (b) Type Bs (c) Type Ba
Figure 3.6: Types of transitions that dominate the contribution to [α]D. Curved arrows represent
the motion of the orbital density associated with the transition, while straight arrows represent the
total magnetic (blue) and electric (red) dipoles. The black dashed arrows represent local magnetic
moments for half-rotations of the orbital density.
Type A transitions are characterized by orbital density moving up or down the body of the
helix, and involve MOs generally delocalized over several fused rings, which explains the parallel
orientation of the magnetic dipole with the helical axis. At the same time, the MO centroids
also move along the helix, so that the transition electric dipole moment is tilted with respect to
the helical axis. The angle θ between the two dipoles is consistently > 90◦, corresponding to a
negative S̃k value that increases the [α]D magnitude (the two quantities are related through a minus
sign, see Eq. 3.7). In this type of transition, the direction of the orbital density motion (up or
down the helix body) is not important, as the angle between the electric and magnetic vectors is
always obtuse, and the S̃k sign is consistently negative. Type B transitions can be interpreted as
the combination of two separate rotations of the orbital density along the two halves of the helix.
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Each half-rotation may be qualitatively described by a local magnetic vector that is tilted with
respect to the main helical axis. In Bs transitions, where the terminal groups of the helicene are the
same, the tilting angle has the same magnitude for both local magnetic vectors (i.e., φ and π−φ ),
so that the components of these vectors parallel to the helical axis cancel out, and the resulting
magnetic vector is perpendicular to the helical axis, see Figure 3.6b. In Ba transitions, where
the terminal groups are different, the tilting angles of the local magnetic vectors are different in
magnitude so that the cancellation of the components parallel to the helical axis is not perfect, and
the resulting magnetic vector is also tilted, see Figure 3.6c. In either case, the electric vectors tend
to be orthogonal to the main helical axis, or have similar orientations as in the Type A transitions.
The result is that the overall angle θ between the electric and magnetic dipoles is always acute, thus
the corresponding S̃k contributions decrease the [α]D magnitude. However, given that the magnetic
vectors are typically smaller in magnitude compared to those in the Type A transitions (due to the
partial or complete cancellation of the components parallel to the helical axis in the vector sum of
the local magnetic dipoles), the S̃k values for the Type B transitions are also smaller in magnitude
than those for the Type A transitions. Hence, Type A transitions dominate the contribution to [α]D,
and they determine its sign.
In the following sections, we compare the [α]D values with the most important S̃k contributions
in a single plot for each class of helicenes. Since [α]D is an intensive property while the S̃k values
are extensive quantities and they are opposite in sign, see Eq. 3.7, the plots report −S̃k/M rather
than just S̃k. Although [α]D and S̃k have different units, the reported values are proportional through
the Cω factor in Eq. 3.7; in other words, the sum of all −S̃k/M terms would provide values
coincident with the [α]D values in the plots. The same figures also include the decomposition of
each S̃k value in terms of the magnitude of the electric and magnetic dipoles as well as the cosine
of the angle θ between the two vectors. The scope of these plots is to identify the main S̃k terms
according to the transition type, and to understand which element of the dot product between the
transition dipoles is responsible for the trend of S̃k (and ultimately [α]D) with N. The magnitude
of the electric and magnetic dipoles as well as of −cosθ are scaled by M1/3 so that their product
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equals the corresponding −S̃k/M value. Because all relevant transitions fall into one of the three
categories discussed above (Type A, Bs, or Ba), we focus on the transitions with the largest S̃k
value for the detailed discussion of the calculations on each set of molecules. For the figures that
depict MO isodensity plots, we focus on a representative member of the set, since the MOs look
similar across helicene lengths.
3.4.2.1 Unfunctionalized Helicenes
[N]helicenes are the most basic helicenes. The calculated [α]D at this level of theory is in good
agreement with experiment, as shown in Figure S10 in the SI.109,120,121 Figure 3.7 reports plots of
[α]D for all unfunctionalized helicenes, including the main S̃k contributions and their sum, when
more than one transition is important. A good qualitative agreement with the [α]D trend is obtained
with four transitions for [6]helicene (three Type A and one Type Bs), two transitions for [7]helicene
(one Type A and one Type Bs), and five transitions for [8]helicene (three Type A and two Type Bs).
An example of a Type A and a Type Bs transition is reported in Figures S11-S12 of the SI, which
show the orbital isodensity and vector orientations.
As mentioned above, Type A transitions increase the magnitude of [α]D, while Type Bs tran-
sitions decrease it. For the larger helicenes (N = 7, 8), there is one very large Type A transition
that dominates, which corresponds to a rotation of the orbital density over the entire body of the
helix. The spatial extension of both the occupied and virtual MOs over the entire molecule is fa-
vored by the overlap of the terminal phenyl rings, see Figure S13 in the supporting information.
Such overlap is not possible in the smaller helicene, so that the Type A S̃k contributions are all
relatively small (2-4 a.u.); nevertheless, there is a considerable number of such transitions so that
their collective contribution to [α]D overcomes that of the large Type Bs S̃ks. When we analyze the
magnitude of the S̃k values in terms of the components of the vector dot product, we notice that the
Type Bs transitions have similar values across the helicene set because the magnitude of the dipole
vectors and the angle θ are not significantly influenced by the helical length. This is reasonable
because increasing the number of phenyl ring units increases the molecular length only along the
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Figure 3.7: Detailed decomposition of [α]D for [N]helicenes. a) [α]D (deg [dm (g/mL)]−1): green
triangles; individual −S̃k/M values: circles (Type A) and diamonds (Type Bs), where colors dis-
tinguish transitions of the same type across subfigures; sum of −S̃k/M values: black squares.
The other panels represent the electric dipole magnitude (b), magnetic dipole magnitude (c), and
−cosθ (d), where θ is the angle between the dipole vectors, for each transition, all scaled by M1/3.
The transitions presented in a) recover 103.5%, 78.0%, and 84.3% of the total [α]D for N = 6–8,
respectively.
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main helical axis, but the vectors involved in the Type Bs transitions do not have any component
along that direction, see Figure 3.6. On the other hand, the magnitude of Type A S̃k values is
strongly correlated to the magnitude of the magnetic dipole, which increases considerably with the
helicene length. At the same time, the electric dipole and the angle θ are not strongly influenced
by the helical length because the latter does not affect the distance between the orbital centroids
(at least for the range of N value considered in this work). Note that the electric dipoles for various
transitions point in different directions depending on the relative position of the MO centroids, but
the angle from the helical axis (and thus the angle θ with the corresponding magnetic vector) is
rather constant.
It is well known that a parameter that determines the magnitude of [α]D in helicenes is the
helical pitch: the larger the pitch, the larger the [α]D magnitude. We investigate this trend using
[6]helicene, where we perform a constrained geometry optimization by fixing the distance between
two C centers one full-turn apart at the equilibrium distance, and at ±0.5 Å from equilibrium. The
S̃k analysis shows that one leading Type A transition changes significantly (although the orbitals
involved remain qualitatively of the same nature and shape), becoming more and more dominant
with increasing pitch, see Figure 3.8. The S̃k decomposition clearly shows that its magnitude is
mostly influenced by the angle θ between the electric and magnetic vectors, whose relative changes
in magnitude largely compensate each other. More specifically, it is the direction of the electric
dipole that determines the change in angle, because of the change in position of the MO centroids,
while the direction of the magnetic dipole remains parallel to the helical axis. Thus, the change of
[α]D with the helical pitch is a geometric rather than an electronic effect.
3.4.2.2 Mono-Functionalized Helicenes
In this section and the next, we investigate the factors that determine the changes in [α]D due to
functionalization. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, we use BTD as a π-electron withdrawing group,
and two thiol units as π-electron donating groups.
The BTD group increases [α]D compared to the unfunctionalized helicene analogues, as shown
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Figure 3.8: Detailed decomposition of [α]D for [6]helicene with different pitch. a) [α]D (deg [dm
(g/mL)]−1): green triangles; individual−S̃k/M values: circles (Type A). The other panels represent
the electric dipole magnitude (b), magnetic dipole magnitude (c), and −cosθ (d), where θ is the
angle between the dipole vectors, for each transition, all scaled by M1/3. The three transitions
presented in a) recover 55.6%, 85.9%, and 103.9% of the total [α]D for ∆Pitch = -0.5, 0, +0.5 Å,
respectively.
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in Figure 3.5. A more detailed representation of the results for the BTD[N-2]helicenes is reported
in Figure 3.9. This figure indicates that Type A transitions dominate the S̃k contributions to [α]D,
and only one transition is necessary to reproduce the qualitative trend with N. The magnitude of
the electric and magnetic dipoles is similar to that of [N]helicenes, with the former decreasing and
the latter increasing with increasing N. At the same time, the angle between the vectors increases
with N. This behavior can be explained by considering the orbitals involved in Type A transitions
explicitly, and an example for BTD[6]helicene is shown in Figure 3.10. The presence of the elec-
tron withdrawing group tends to localize the virtual MO on the BTD unit, while the occupied MO
is still delocalized across the helix, albeit to a lesser degree than in the unfunctionalized helicene
analogue. Overall, the S̃k value for this transition is similar to that of [6]helicene. However, with
increasing N, the more localized nature of the virtual MO simultaneously induces: 1) a longer
rotation around the helix body compared to the corresponding [N]helicenes, thus slightly longer
magnetic vectors by a factor of 1.2-1.45; 2) shorter electric dipole vectors, because the orbital
centroids get closer to each other; and 3) larger angles θ , as the electric dipoles become more
aligned with the helical axis while pointing away from the magnetic vector. At the same time, the
asymmetry in the terminal groups of BTD[N-2]helicenes changes the Type Bs transitions into Ba
transitions. The latter have S̃k values that are opposite in sign compared to the Type A transitions,
and smaller in magnitude compared to both Type A and Bs transitions because the angle between
the vectors is closer to 90◦, see Figure 3.6. Taken together, strong Type A and weak type Ba con-
tributions result in an overall increase in the [α]D magnitude of BTD[N-2]helicene compared to
[N]helicenes by a factor of 1.25-1.3.
Figure 3.5 shows that [α]D for dithiol[N-1]helicenes is reduced by 5-20% compared to that
of the [N]helicenes. Figure 3.11 indicates that a single Type A transition recoveres a significant
portion of the [α]D for each of the three helicenes, although reproducing the internal trend passing
from N = 7 to 8 requires more than one transition. This is because the Type A S̃k values are overall
smaller for the dithiol set than for the others, thus their relative importance compared to smaller S̃k
contributions is decreased. Nevertheless, the examination of a single Type A transition is sufficient
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Figure 3.9: Detailed decomposition of [α]D for BTD[N-2]helicenes. a) [α]D (deg [dm (g/mL)]−1):
green triangles; individual−S̃k/M values: circles (Type A), where colors distinguish transitions of
the same type across subfigures; sum of S̃k values: black squares. The other panels represent the
electric dipole magnitude (b), magnetic dipole magnitude (c), and−cosθ (d), where θ is the angle
between the dipole vectors, for each transition, all scaled by M1/3. The three transitions presented
in a) recover 67.1%, 56.5%, and 85.8% of the total [α]D for N = 6–8, respectively.
(a) MOs (b) Transition dipoles
Figure 3.10: MOs (a), and electric (red) and magnetic (blue) transition dipole vectors (b) for a
Type A transition of BTD[6]helicene.
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Figure 3.11: Detailed decomposition of [α]D for dithiol[7]helicene. a) [α]D (deg [dm (g/mL)]−1):
green triangles; individual −S̃k/M values: red circles (Type A). The other panels represent the
electric dipole magnitude (b), magnetic dipole magnitude (c), and−cosθ (d), where θ is the angle
between the dipole vectors, for each transition, all scaled by M1/3. The three transitions presented
in a) recover 61.4%, 62.8%, and 45.0% of the total [α]D for N = 6–8, respectively.
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to explain the overall smaller values of [α]D for the dithiol set compared to the unfunctionalized
helicenes. The trends for the vector magnitudes and relative angles, also in Figure 3.11, are similar
to those for BTD[N-2]helicenes, see Figure 3.9. The main difference is that the magnitude of the
magnetic dipoles and the angle θ are smaller with the dithiol groups than with BTD. The reason for
this change can be understood by considering the orbitals involved in a typical transition, shown
in Figure 3.12. With dithiol, it is the occupied MO that is now more localized on the substituent
group. However, since dithiol is a weaker electron donating group than BTD is an electron with-
drawing group (compare the atomic charges of the bridging carbons of BTD, phenyl, and dithiol
model systems in Figure S14 of the SI),122,123 the localization is not as strong as in the BTD[N-
2]helicenes. This leads to the smaller magnetic dipole and angle θ values, and ultimately S̃k and
[α]D values, even if the trends are consistent for both choices of substituents. Furthermore, as for
BTD, Type Ba transitions also tend to decrease [α]D, and their relative importance is larger be-
cause the Type A S̃k values are smaller. Compared to [N]helicenes, the relative smaller magnitude
of the magnetic dipoles of the dithiol[N-1]helicenes, and the compensating changes in the electric
dipole magnitude and angle θ lead to overall smaller [α]D values. However, the weak electron
donating nature of the dithiol group also leads to a smaller deviation from the [N]helicenes [α]D
values compared to BTD[N-2]helicenes.
(a) MOs (b) Transition dipoles
Figure 3.12: MOs (a), and electric (red) and magnetic (blue) transition dipole vectors (b) for a
Type A transition of dithiol[7]helicene.
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3.4.2.3 Bis-Functionalized Helicenes
We now consider the functionalized helicenes with two substituent groups at both ends of the
helix: bis-BTD[N-4]helicenes, bis-dithiol[N-2]helicenes, and mixed dithiol-BTD[N-3]helicenes.
The corresponding [α]D values are plotted in Figure 3.5. The specific rotation for the bis-BTD
species with for N = 6, 7 is similar in magnitude to that of the corresponding mono-BTD species,
but it is larger by 20% for the N = 8 compound. The detailed component separation for the S̃k
values of the bis-BTD[N-4]helicenes is reported in Figure 3.13, where it is clear that one Type A
transition dominates. Although for these transitions the magnetic dipole moment is parallel to the
helical axis, they can be also described as two half-rotations of the orbital density from the central
rings towards the terminal BTD groups, where the virtual MOs are localized, see Figure 3.14 for
the N = 8 case. Contrary to regular Type Bs transitions, the overlap of the virtual MO region in
between the BTD units can be described as a phase change for one of the half-rotations, which
in turn changes the direction of the corresponding local magnetic dipole moment. Therefore, the
components of the local magnetic dipoles that are parallel to the helical axis add up, while the
component orthogonal to that axis cancel out, resulting in a total magnetic dipole parallel to the
helical axis as in a typical Type A transition. The overlap of the BTD groups is particularly large
for bis-BTD[4]helicenes (i.e., N = 8), which produces a strong pull for the half rotations, and a
particularly large magnetic dipole moment and related S̃k value. On the other hand, the resulting
magnetic dipole for the N = 6, 7 species is of the same magnitude of that for the mono-BTD
species, while the changes in electric dipole magnitude and angle θ compensate each other. As a
result, [α]D for the mono and bis-BTD compounds with N = 6, 7 are similar in magnitude. Note
that for bis-BTD[N-4]helicenes there are important contributions from Type Bs transitions, given
that these compounds belong to the same point group as [N]helicenes, but these contributions are
compensated by a number of smaller Type A S̃k terms (not shown).
Figure 3.15 reports the detailed data for the largest S̃k contributions for bis-dithiol[N-2]helicenes.
Also in this case, one Type A transition dominates. These compounds are characterized by a [α]D
that is reduced further from the dithiol compounds by 50-70%, due to smaller Type A S̃k contribu-
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Figure 3.13: Detailed decomposition of [α]D for bis-BTD[N-4]helicenes. a) [α]D (deg [dm
(g/mL)]−1): green triangles; individual −S̃k/M values: red circles (Type A). The other panels rep-
resent the electric dipole magnitude (b), magnetic dipole magnitude (c), and−cosθ (d), where θ is
the angle between the dipole vectors, for each transition, all scaled by M1/3. The three transitions
presented in a) recover 146.6%, 144.7%, and 173.5% of the total [α]D for N = 6–8, respectively.
(a) MOs (b) Transition dipoles
Figure 3.14: MOs (a), and electric (red) and magnetic (blue) transition dipole vectors (b) for a
Type A transition of bis-BTD[4]helicene.
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tions. These Type A transitions are similar in nature to those for the bis-BTD species, as shown
in Figure 3.16 for a typical case, except that now it is the occupied MO that is mostly localized at
the edges of the helix (i.e., on the dithiol group) while the virtual MO is more localized toward the
central rings. However, the same discussion in terms of the sum of two half-rotations applies here
as well to describe the contributions to the S̃k value. As for the mono-substituted helicenes, the
dithiol group is a weaker directing group than BTD, so that the resulting magnetic dipole moments
are smaller in magnitude. Although we limited the analysis to the largest Type A S̃k value, we note
that a significant number of Type A and Bs transitions contribute to [α]D with S̃k values that are
similar in magnitude and opposite in sign, so that they mostly cancel out.
Figure 3.15: Detailed decomposition of [α]D for bis-dithiol[N-2]helicenes. a) [α]D (deg [dm
(g/mL)]−1): green triangles; individual −S̃k/M values: red circles (Type A). The other panels rep-
resent the electric dipole magnitude (b), magnetic dipole magnitude (c), and−cosθ (d), where θ is
the angle between the dipole vectors, for each transition, all scaled by M1/3. The three transitions
presented in a) recover 105.9%, 178.6%, and 125.4% of the total [α]D for N = 6–8, respectively.
The [α]D values for the mixed dithiol-BTD[N-3]helicenes are very close to those of [N]helicenes
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(a) MOs (b) Transition dipoles
Figure 3.16: MOs (a), and electric (red) and magnetic (blue) transition dipole vectors (b) for a
Type A transition of bis-dithiol[6]helicene.
(for N = 6, [α]D is smaller by 13.5%, while for N = 7,8, [α]D is smaller by only 1.5%), as reported
in Figure 3.5. The trend of [α]D with N for the dithiol-BTD compounds is reported in Figure 3.17
with the usual main contribution from a Type A transition. Similar to other cases, the trend in S̃k
is determined by the length of the magnetic dipole, which increases with the length of the helix.
However, the overall magnitude of the magnetic dipole is in general larger than the equivalent tran-
sitions in the unfunctionalized helicenes. The reason why the final [α]D values are similar between
these two sets of compounds is the angle θ , which is closer to 90◦ in the dithiol-BTD set. This is
due to the asymmetry of the substituent groups, which affects the orbital density rotation around
the helix body and results in a magnetic dipole that is slightly tilted away from the helical axis.
This is an electronic effect rather than a geometrical one. It can be shown by replacing the dithiol
groups in the dithiol-BTD[5]helicene with a regular fused phenyl unit, and reoptimizing the geom-
etry of the new C and H centers while keeping the rest frozen (in other words, we constructed a
BTD[6]helicene with the same pitch as the original dithiol-BTD[5]helicene). The magnetic dipoles
in the original and modified structures are close in magnitude, but in the latter the dipole is less
aligned with the helical axis, thus reducing the angle θ with the electric dipole, see Figure S15 in
the SI.
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Figure 3.17: Detailed decomposition of [α]D for dithiol-BTD[N-3]helicenes. a) [α]D (deg [dm
(g/mL)]−1): green triangles; individual −S̃k/M values: red circles (Type A). The other panels rep-
resent the electric dipole magnitude (b), magnetic dipole magnitude (c), and−cosθ (d), where θ is
the angle between the dipole vectors, for each transition, all scaled by M1/3. The three transitions
presented in a) recover 84.6%, 80.0%, and 85.6% of the total [α]D for N = 6–8, respectively.
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3.5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this work, we present an analysis of [α]ω of helicenes in terms of S̃k contributions, which allow
the decomposition of this property according to one-electron excitations between MOs. We show
that such analysis can be performed with different choices of MO representation. For helicenes,
canonical MOs are the best choice because delocalized π orbitals offer the most natural and com-
pact decomposition of the specific rotation. However, localized MOs are likely better for molecules
with small functional groups, where LMOs may provide a more chemically intuitive partitioning
of [α]D.
We focus on [N]helicenes with N = 6− 8 as well as analogous functionalized species, where
electron-withdrawing and donating groups direct the movement of the electron density and there-
fore affect [α]D. The scope is to determine how the rotation changes with N and with the function-
alization groups. We find that the major contributions to [α]D come from three types of transitions,
categorized depending on the orientation of the magnetic dipole term: parallel to the helical axis
(Type A), orthogonal to the helical axis (Type Bs), and tilted (Type Ba), see Figure 3.6. Type A
contributions are the strongest, and determine the sign of the rotation. Type B transitions are pro-
gressively weaker and have the opposite sign, thus reducing the magnitude of [α]D. In particular,
Type Bs transitions are present in symmetric compounds (i.e, those with the same terminal groups
and C2 symmetry), while Type Ba transitions occur in asymmetric compounds (i.e., those with
different terminal groups).
Type A transitions are mostly characterized by movement of the electron along the entire body
of the helix, thus generating a large magnetic response along the helical axis. The magnitude of
these transitions increases with N because the electron can move further, and their S̃k values are
strongly dominated by the magnitude of the magnetic dipole. Terminal substituents affect this
type of transition by a tendency to localize the occupied or virtual MOs on the group. For strong
groups (BTD), this increases the extent of the motion along the body of the helix compared to the
unfunctionalized helicene analogues, thus increasing the magnitude of the magnetic dipole and the
corresponding S̃k value. In turn, this results in an overall increase of the specific rotation. For
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weaker groups (dithiol), the partial localization reduces the extent of the motion along the body
of the helix, thus resulting in smaller [α]D. Bis-functionalization induces Type A transitions with
large S̃k values that may be described by simultaneous half-rotations of the electron from the ter-
minal groups to the central rings, and vice-versa. In these half-rotations, the local magnetic dipoles
sum constructively (thanks to a phase change in one of the MOs). The resulting S̃k values may be
smaller, similar, or larger than those of the corresponding unfunctionalized helicenes depending on
the strength of the terminal groups and the degree of overlap between these groups. Specifically,
bis-dithiol substitution leads to smaller [α]D than the [N]helicenes analogues, see Figure 3.15, bis-
BTD substitution leads to similar values of [α]D for N = 6, 7 and larger values of [α]D for N = 8
(due to the overlap between the terminal BTD moieties), see Figure 3.13. Interestingly, a mixed
substitution leads to [α]D values similar to the [N]helicenes analogues, see Figure 3.17, because
the magnetic dipoles of the large S̃k terms, although larger than in the unfunctionalized compounds,
are tilted away from the helical axis due to the asymmetry of the terminal groups. The analysis of
Type A transitions also allows us to show that the helical pitch effect on [α]D is geometrical rather
than electronic, as the magnitude of the electric and magnetic dipole vectors is mostly unchanged,
but the angle between the two increases with the pitch, see Figure 3.8. Type B transitions can be
described as two simultaneous half-rotations of the electron along the body of the helix, without
phase change of the MOs. This results in complete (Bs) or partial (Ba) cancellation of the mag-
netic dipole component along the helical axis, which leaves the component perpendicular to the
axis dominating. Therefore, these transitions correspond to smaller S̃k values than those of Type
A. Additionally, the S̃k values of Type B transitions are not strongly dependent on N because the
length of the helix only affects the contributions that are parallel to the helical axis.
It appears from this analysis that functionalization of the helicenes influences [α]D in a com-
plex manner, where the strength of the substituent groups and the length of the helix may lead
to cooperative or competitive effects. At the same time, the S̃k analysis affords a relatively simple
interpretation of these effects in terms of one-electron MO transitions. These studies may therefore
lead to guidelines for the design of compounds with desired chiroptical responses.
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3.7 Supporting Information
The Supporting Information includes the primary transition in the canonical MO (CMO) basis for
(1S,4S)-norbornenone, plots of the cumulative contributions to [α]D from S̃k for the N = 8 helicene
derivatives with all MO bases, and the same plots for all helicenes with the CMO basis. Addition-
ally, it contains a plot comparing experimental and calculated [N]helicene [α]D, examples of Type
A and Type Bs transitions and MO overlap for [8]helicene, a comparison of the atomic charges
of BTD, naphthalene, and dithiol models, and a comparison of the magnetic dipoles for dithiol-
BTD[5]helicene and a modified BTD[6]helicene. Finally, it contains tables with the molecular
weights of all helicenes, the numerical values of the data reported in Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.11,
3.13, 3.15, 3.17, as well as the Cartesian coordinates (Å) for the optimized structures.
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Chapter 4
Comparison of Measured and Predicted Specific Optical
Rotation in Gas and Solution Phases: A Test for the Polarizable
Continuum Model of Solvation
(This work taken with the permission of Tal Aharon, Paul Lemler, Patrick Vaccaro, and Marco
Caricato from Chirality 2018, 30, 383-395.98 Supporting information is available online.)
4.1 Introduction
The study of chiroptical properties has been of great importance since the discovery of optical
activity in crystals by Arago (1811) and Biot (1812), with continuing interest being due, in part, to
the pervasive nature of chiral species in biochemical science and the pharmaceutical industry.124
Since the specific optical rotation, [α]T
λ
(at wavelength λ and temperature T), of chiral molecules
is tied closely to their absolute stereochemical configuration, which, in turn, often determines their
pharmacological activity, ab initio studies of this fundamental quantity have become increasingly
popular as they can provide direct access to a key structure-property correlation. Beginning with
the work of Polavarapu in 1997 at the Hartree-Fock level of theory, quantum-chemical calculations
of specific rotation have been extended to density functional theory (DFT) and to coupled cluster
theory (CC).5,7,9–14,16–20,125
Although the aforementioned theoretical approaches successfully have aided in the character-
ization of chiral molecules and their interactions, open questions remain. One key issue is the
ability to reproduce the effects of solvation on observed specific-rotation values. The work of the
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Vaccaro group on the measurement of dispersive chiroptical signatures in the vapor phase by means
of cavity ring-down polarimetry (CRDP) has revealed unexpectedly large changes in the magni-
tude and even the sign of [α]T
λ
upon transferring chiral species from the vacuum to the condensed
phase.2,31,45,54,126–128 Despite extensive efforts, such large effects have eluded a robust theoretical
characterization.
Several theoretical methods to approximate the effects of solvent upon [α]T
λ
have been reported.
By combining continuum solvation models and molecular dynamics simulations, Mukhopadhyay
et al. managed to obtain qualitative agreement with experimental data acquired for a simple chiral
test molecule, methyloxirane. Their analyses showed the optical rotation in water was dominated
by the solute contribution, while the dissymmetric first solvation shell formed in a benzene solvent
contributed nearly as much to the specific rotation as the solute itself.57,58 Kundrat et al. utilized
molecular dynamics simulations to evaluate specific rotations for a series of amino acids. These
authors employed explicit point charges to approximate solvent molecules in quantum-mechanical
calculations created from classical-dynamics snapshots and compared emerging results to those
obtained from a continuum-solvation model. They attributed the worse performance of the ex-
plicit solvation approach in reproducing the experimental [α]T
λ
values to shortcomings of DFT.55,56
Crawford and co-workers applied CC calculations for the solute with frozen-density embedding
(FDE) potentials for the solvent, but this approach was not sufficient to reproduce the solvation
effect on specific rotation correctly, despite previous success with electronic absorption spectra.54
Haghdani et al. used a microsolvation-plus-continuum scheme to calculate specific rotation in
solution, but concluded further developments were needed to quantitatively predict solvation ef-
fects.129 Other work has entailed use of polarizable force fields to describe the solvent, which
showed promise for describing the change in sign of methyloxirane rotation observed in solution
phases.130 However, these approaches were unable to account consistently and generally for solva-
tion effects on specific rotation, and they also required considerable computational effort as they all
are based on multiple [α]T
λ
evaluations for tens or hundreds of snapshots derived from molecular
dynamics simulations.
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Another approach to describe solvation effects is based on continuum models, where the atom-
istic representation of the solvent is replaced by a continuous, polarizable medium. These methods
provide considerable computational savings as they avoid the need for conformational sampling.
One of the most widely used schemes is the polarizable continuum model (PCM) developed by
Tomasi and co-workers.131–134 Indeed, preliminary DFT-PCM studies have shown some success in
reproducing solvent effects on [α]T
λ
, suggesting that this may be an efficient scheme for predicting
specific optical rotation in the condensed phase.46–48 Recent efforts combining the linear response-
CC (LR-CC) approach and PCM also have provided some encouraging results.49 The present
contribution systematically investigates the ability of PCM to reproduce solvent effects on the dis-
persive chiroptical properties exhibited by a series of conformationally rigid chiral molecules, and
affords a thorough comparison of calculated and experimental values of specific optical rotation
across multiple wavelengths and phases (viz., in the vapor phase and in various solvents possessing
distinct polarities). In contrast to recent studies focusing on anomalously large rotatory powers im-
bued by the action of inherently dissymmetric chromophores, the ensuing analyses have addressed
the more typical case of modest optical activities resulting from localized stereogenic elements
that are perturbed asymmetrically by the surrounding chemical environment.135,136 Zero-point vi-
brational corrections (ZPVCs) also are evaluated in the gas and solution phases, as they have been
shown to be capable of significantly modifying the purely electronic response, and may be a dom-
inating factor in the temperature dependence of the specific rotation.30,37,41,42
Measurements and calculations of specific rotation in both gas and solution phases are pre-
sented for a set of four molecules: (R)-α-pinene (1), (S)-3-carene (2), (R)-cis-pinane (3), and
(S)-2-chloropropionitrile (4), the structures of which are shown in Figure 4.1. These compounds
were chosen for their volatility and relative magnitude of rotation (which facilitate measurements
in the vapor phase), for their solubility in organic solvents, and for their conformational rigidity
(which avoids contributions from several isomers that would complicate comparisons between the-
ory and experiment). The solvents selected for the present study are listed in Table 4.1, along with
their static (ε0) and optical (ε∞) dielectric constants, which are the main parameters used in the
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PCM treatment of solvation.
Figure 4.1: The set of chiral molecules targeted by the present study.
Table 4.1: Solvents used in this work, and their optical (ε∞) and static (ε0) dielectric constants.
Solvent ε∞ ε0
Acetonitrile (ACN) 1.81 35.7
Methanol (MOH) 1.77 32.6
Chloroform (CHL) 2.09 4.7
Dibutyl Ether (DBE) 1.96 3.0
Benzene (BNZ) 2.25 2.3
Cyclohexane (CYH) 2.04 2.0
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Theory and Computational Details
Calculations of [α]T
λ
, expressed in deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, are reported, with the equilibrium values





where NA is the Avogadro constant, a0 is the Bohr radius in cm, λ is the wavelength of the incident
light in nm, and M is the molecular weight of the chiral molecule in g/mol. Here G′ is the mixed
electric dipole-magnetic dipole polarizability tensor, or Rosenfeld tensor, which is computed using
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standard linear-response techniques.91,137–139 Zero-point vibrational corrections (ZPVCs) are eval-



















is the specific rotation at the equilibrium geometry as defined by Eq. 1. This
expansion neglects the first derivative of specific rotation with respect to the normal modes;42
however, computation of this missing term also requires the evaluation of cubic force constants,
which was deemed too demanding in the context of the present work. Therefore, the ZPVCs in
Eq. 2 are limited to quadratic terms as this should be sufficient for a semi-quantitative discussion
of the results. The sum in Eq. 4.2 runs over the harmonic vibrational degrees of freedom of the
molecule,










where ν̃i is the fundamental wavenumber (in cm-1) for the i-th vibrational displacement.30 Only
corrections at 0 K are considered, as this again is enough for a semi-quantitative discussion. The



















where s = 0.1 follows from the recommendation of Crawford and coworkers, and the square root
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of the vibrational frequency in the denominator (in analogy to the average displacement in Eq. 4.3)
is introduced to produce larger displacements for soft modes.35
All calculations were performed with a development version of the GAUSSIAN suite of pro-
grams.114 Optimized geometries obtained by applying the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ model chemistry
in each respective medium (i.e., gas phase and solution phase) were used for specific-rotation calcu-
lations with all other levels of theory to avoid geometrical effects. The [α]T
λ
calculations were per-
formed with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, which offers a good compromise between computational
accuracy and cost, at the following levels of theory: B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP, and coupled cluster
singles and doubles (CCSD).115,117–119,140–144 The DFT methods exploited the length gauge with
gauge-including atomic orbitals (GIAOs) to remove origin dependence.19,94,95 Since GIAOs can-
not be used with standard CCSD, calculations are reported for the modified velocity gauge (MVG,
origin independent) and the length gauge (LG, origin dependent) because the latter has shown bet-
ter convergence with basis-set size.17 All ZPVC calculations were performed with B3LYP, and the
results were added to the equilibrium [α]T
λ
values computed at other levels of theory.
Calculations in solution used the symmetric integral equation formalism version of the polar-
izable continuum model (IEFPCM, but denoted as “PCM” in the following text).145 In this model,
the solvent is represented by a continuous and polarizable medium where a cavity of proper molec-
ular shape hosts the solute. The solute-solvent electrostatic interaction is introduced through an
effective term in the Hamiltonian, which depends on the macroscopic static dielectric constant,
ε0. PCM also can be used to introduce solvent effects on frequency-dependent molecular proper-
ties such as the specific rotation.131,134 These calculations are performed in the non-equilibrium
regime, which assumes the solvent molecules and nuclei are too slow to respond to changes in the
solute electron density and are kept fixed (i.e., the inertial response), while the solvent electrons
respond instantaneously (i.e., the dynamic response). The latter enters the solute linear-response
equations used to evaluate the Rosenfeld tensor, and the PCM term now depends on the optical
dielectric constant of the solvent, ε∞ (i.e., the square of the refractive index). The cavity is built as
a series of interlocking spheres centered on the solute nuclei and the radii are parameterized. Based
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on preliminary tests, cavities were built with Bondi radii and a scaling factor of 1.2 (viz., RC = 1.7
Å, RH = 1.2 Å, RN = 1.55 Å, and RCl = 1.75 Å). Added spheres have been used for the specific
rotation calculations to avoid unphysical solvent pockets. ZPVC calculations were performed by
maintaining the cavity fixed during numerical differentiation (cf. Eq. 4), as initial tests showed
numerical instabilities when the cavity was moved during the geometry displacements.
4.2.2 Experimental Details
(All measurements in this work were performed by the Vaccaro group at Yale University)
Experimental values of specific optical rotation, [α]T
λ
in deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, at incident wave-
length λ and near-ambient temperature T were obtained, in part, from published CRDP studies,
which gave requisite intrinsic (vapor-phase) chiroptical properties for (R)-α-pinene (1),126 (S)-3-
carene(2),31 (R)-cis-pinane (3),126 and (S)-2-chloropropionitrile (4)128 at λ = 355nm and λ = 633
nm. Complementary solvated quantities for 4 were acquired from the same source, while new
solution-phase measurements were performed for other targeted species.128
Samples of 1, 2, and 3 were procured from a commercial source (Sigma-Aldrich) and used
without further processing at their specified purities of 99%, 99%, and 98.5%. While 1 was stated
by the manufacturer to have a percentage enantiomeric excess (%ee) of 97%, neat optical rotation
measurements for 2 at the sodium D-Line (589.3 nm) suggested >97% ee when compared to
previously published metrics and chiral GC-MS analyses of 3 (based on a Sigma-Aldrich B-DM
column; 40 m length x 0.25 mm diameter) indicated >95% ee.31 As such, explicit corrections of
measured [α]T
λ
parameters for enantiomeric and chemical purity were deemed to be unnecessary.
Solution-phase studies of dispersive optical activity were performed in a temperature-regulated
(25±1 ◦C) quartz sample cell (10.000 ± 0.005 cm length) by utilizing a commercial polarimeter
(Perkin-Elmer 241; ± 0.002◦ angular accuracy) that operated at discrete visible/ultraviolet excita-
tion wavelengths filtered from NaI and HgI atomic-emission lamps (viz., 365.02 nm, 436.83 nm,
546.07 nm, 578.39 nm, and 589.30 nm). Each measurement was repeated at least twice with a
substantial integration time (20 s) being used to ensure reproducibility, leading to reported quan-
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tities that represent the average of acquired experimental results. Solvents selected for the present
study, acetonitrile (ACN), methanol (MOH), chloroform (CHL), di-n-butyl ether (DBE), benzene
(BNZ) and cyclohexane (CYH), were of spectrometric grade, and solute concentrations were kept
as low as possible (typically ≤ 10−3 g/mL) to minimize aggregation (solute-solute) effects while
still retaining high polarimetric precision.
Since intrinsic rotatory powers were restricted to excitation wavelengths that did not overlap
with those available for solution-phase measurements, solvated results were extrapolated to their
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(4.6)
where A is an overall amplitude factor while λeg and γeg denote the resonant wavelength and spec-
tral dephasing linewidth for an isolated electronic transition between excited state |e〉 and ground
state |g〉. For an |e〉↔ |g〉 resonance characterized by dephasing rate Γeg = 1τ (in s
−1), where τ (in
s) denotes the corresponding dephasing time, the quantity λeg (in m) is related formally through
the speed of light in a vacuum, c, as λeg = 2πc/Γeg = 2πcτ . Deduced from a full perturbative
expansion for attendant matter-field interactions, this expression correctly predicts the vanishing
magnitude of specific rotation in the asymptotic limit of long wavelengths (λ → ∞).2 In view of
the three adjustable parameters (A, λeg and γeg) in Eq. (6), attempts to utilize this model directly
for the least-squares interpolation of vapor-phase measurements were hindered by the availability
of only two data points (at 355 nm and 633 nm). Under such circumstances, the value of A was
constrained to equal that obtained from analyses of the closest solution-phase mimic for isolated-
molecule behavior (often acetonitrile).
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4.3 Results and Discussion
(All measurements in this work were performed by the Vaccaro group at Yale University)
The optical-activity results are presented as a series of correlation plots between experiment and
theory. Two quantities of particular interest are considered: the equilibrium value of the specific
rotation [α]T
λ

















ZPVCs only are considered in a second stage because the effects on ∆[α]T
λ
are large and would




plots are presented separately for
each molecule and level of theory, with the [α]T
λ
results (gas and solution phase) for all wavelengths
reported on the same graph. In this way, the performance across various media can be assessed
readily via visual inspection. All numerical values are listed in Tables S26-S65 in the support-
ing information (SI). Four key wavelengths are examined in detail by the present study: 355 nm,
436.83 nm, 589.3 nm, and 633 nm, where 355 nm and 633 nm are the incident wavelengths avail-
able for gas-phase CRDP measurements, while 436.83 nm and 589.3 nm are two of the emission
lines used for solution-phase measurements. Phase-dependent values of specific rotation at wave-
lengths for which measurements are not available are obtained from the least-squares regression
procedure described in the Experimenal Details section (cf. Eq. 4.6). Experimental findings are
reported along the horizontal axis, while the corresponding calculated quantities are reported along
the vertical axis. In addition, two linear fits of each dataset have been performed, one for the gas
phase and one for the solution phase (the latter considering all solvents concurrently).
Figure 4.2 displays optical-activity results for compound 1. Experimentally, [α]T
λ
decreases
when going from a rarefied gaseous medium to the condensed (solution) phase, except in methanol,
for which the [α]T
λ
increases. The slope of the CAM-B3LYP linear fit shows a nearly 1:1 corre-
spondence between theory and experiment for the gas phase, with experiment being over-predicted
for the solution phase. B3LYP and CCSD-LG underestimate both gas and solution phase measure-
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ments. CCSD-MVG calculations predict [α]T
λ
values that are too low in the gas phase, but repro-
duce solution-phase measurements and both DFT methods are contradictory to what is found in
experiments. For instance, the calculated solvent effects for acetonitrile and chloroform are large
while the experimental shifts are small (measured 355 nm values of 188.2, 186.6, and 188.8 deg
dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in gas, ACN, and CHL). In addition, experiments performed in benzene, cyclo-
hexane, dibutyl ether, and methanol show a significant change, amounting to between 10-20% of
the gas phase value (measured 355nm values of 188.2, 146.3, 152.8, 166.0, and 197.1 deg dm−1
(g/mL)−1 in gas, BNZ, CYH, DBE, and MOH), while the best predicted shifts for the same sol-
vents, obtained with PCM and CCSD-MVG, range between 5-10% (CCSD-MVG 355 nm values
of 157.9, 138.7, 152.8, 143.0, and 168.8 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in gas, BNZ, CYH, DBE, and MOH).
The experimental [α]T
λ
parameters decrease in magnitude from acetonitrile to benzene in order of
decreasing ε0 and increasing ε∞ (cf. Table 1). In all calculations, this ranking is maintained for
acetonitrile, cyclohexane, and benzene but not for dibutyl ether and methanol. While the cor-
relation between experimental and calculated rotatory powers increases linearly with decreasing
wavelength for CCSD and CAM-B3LYP, the B3LYP data points deviate markedly from linearity.
For compound 2, Figure 3 reveals large differences between gas-phase and solution-phase re-
sults. The correlation plots show very good agreement for gas-phase rotatory powers across all
methods, although experimental values consistently are underestimated. Similarly, the comparison
between theory and experiment for solvated response is fairly linear across all methods; however,
predicted values generally overestimate observed behavior. Interestingly, the experimental find-
ings suggest a large shift in [α]T
λ
between isolated and solvated conditions, indicating the action of
a general “solvation” shift that is nearly independent of the choice of solvent. The relative change
in magnitude between gas-phase chiroptical response and that of the closest-lying solvent, dibutyl
ether, is five times greater than the largest difference between two solvents (measured 355nm val-
ues of 153.8, 85.5, and 72.1 deg deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in gas, DBE, and CHL). The sign of this
shift is not in keeping with calculations, which suggest [α]T
λ
to be larger in solution than in the gas
phase (cf. ensuing discussion and [α]T
λ
plots). Experimental solvent trends also are not reproduced,
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Figure 4.2: Gas and solution phase plots of [α]T
λ
(in deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) for (R)-α-pinene (1). The
solvent acronyms are listed in Table 1. Experimental results are provided by the Vaccaro Group.
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as the medium with the largest observed rotatory powers, dibutyl ether, has the smallest predicted
[α]T
λ
values (across all methods), while the opposite behavior is obtained for chloroform.
Figure 4.3: Gas and solution phase plots of [α]T
λ
(in deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) for (S)-3-carene (2). The
solvent acronyms are listed in Table 1. Experimental results are provided by the Vaccaro Group.
The calculated and experimental [α]T
λ
parameters for compound 3 are highlighted in Figure
4. As with the previous systems, the correlation between theory and experiment under rarified
conditions is quite good, with DFT showing particularly strong results indicated by a linear slope
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Figure 4.4: Gas and solution phase plots of [α]T
λ
(in deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) for (R)-cis-pinane (3).
The solvent acronyms are listed in Table 1. Experimental results are provided by the Vaccaro
Group.
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near unity. In solution, experimental values are dispersed in a manner that is not reproduced by the
calculations. The solvent-induced perturbation is small in acetonitrile, where the specific rotation
is nearly identical to that of the gas phase, and becomes quite large in benzene, where the effective
shift represents 50% of the gas-phase results (measured 355 nm values of 61.9, 61.6, and 92.1 deg
dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in gas, ACN, and BNZ). CCSD-MVG predicts that the effect of acetonitrile to be
very small and, while the largest change from gas to any solvent still is obtained with benzene, the
magnitude of this effect is reduced to only 20% (CCSD-MVG 355 nm values of 34.7, 36.5, and
40.8 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in gas, ACN, and BNZ). DFT also predicts very small shifts with PCM,
amounting to only 10% from gas to benzene in the case of B3LYP (B3LYP 355 nm values of 63.3
and 69.1 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in gas and BZN). The largest difference in rotatory powers now is
between two solvents, chloroform and dibutyl ether, rather than with the gas phase (B3LYP 355nm
values of 70.7 and 63.1 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in CHL and DBE).
Figure 5 illustrates results obtained for compound 4, which is the only chiral system having a
negative optical rotation in the current dataset. Studies performed in benzene are not included, as
they seem to exhibit behavior inconsistent with those of other solvents and molecules. Linear cor-
relation plots obtained for the CCSD-MVG gas-phase and solution-phase predictions have nearly
identical slopes, which probably is fortuitous given the spread of the experimental results in so-
lution, while other methods yield gas-phase slopes greater than their solution-phase counterparts.
The three latter methods also predict acetonitrile rotatory powers to fall essentially along the linear
fit of the gas phase. In addition, while the observed range of solvated chiroptical response is appre-
ciable (measured 355 nm values of -45.4 and -64.4 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in ACN and CYH), there
is very little difference between any pair of solvents in the calculations (the largest being found
for CCSD-MVG which yields 355nm predictions of -38.7 and -42.7 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in MOH
and CYH). Nevertheless, quantum-chemical analyses reproduce the qualitative trends seen in the
experiments, where [α]T
λ
is largest for cyclohexane, followed by dibutyl ether and then methanol,
although acetonitrile does not fit this trend. The magnitude of the solution-phase specific rotation
increases with increasing ε∞ in the calculations, and with decreasing ε0 in the experiments, but the
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two sequences are different, as depicted in Table 1.
Figure 4.5: Gas and solution phase plots of [α]T
λ
(in deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) for (S)-2-
chloropropionitrile (4). The solvent acronyms are listed in Table 1. Experimental results are
provided by the Vaccaro Group.
We now move to a discussion of solvent shifts, ∆[α]T
λ
, the first of which is presented in Figure 6
for molecule 1. In contrast to other methods, CCSD-MVG successfully reproduces the proper sign
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of this quantity for cyclohexane, benzene, and dibutyl ether, but the magnitude is underestimated
by a nearly a factor of two. The ∆[α]T
λ
values predicted by CCSD-MVG for methanol also have
the same sign as the experimental values, and are reproduced nearly quantitatively as well. The
signs of ∆[α]T
λ
estimated by CCSD-MVG for acetonitrile and chloroform are incorrect, although
experimental values are difficult to reproduce as their magnitude is smaller than the expected ac-
curacy of the theoretical methods. (experimental {CCSD-MVG} 355 nm values of -1.6 {12.0}
and 0.6 {4.9} deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 in ACN and CYH). The largest shift both experimentally and
theoretically is observed for benzene. All other theoretical approaches predict incorrect signs for
the solvent shifts.
The solvent shifts for compound 2 are illustrated in Figure 7. In addition to the over-prediction
of solvent effects mentioned above, experiments and calculations also disagree on the direction of
the shifts, with the former displaying a negative slope while the latter predict solvation to increase
the magnitude of ∆[α]T
λ
. Additionally, CCSD-LG and both DFT methods yield very similar ∆[α]T
λ
parameters, while CCSD-MVG suggests much smaller values.
Figure 8 highlights the ∆[α]T
λ
results obtained for compound 3. The calculations reproduce
the sign of the experimental shift (except in the case of acetonitrile), but the magnitude is severely
underestimated. Despite an incorrect sign, both choices of gauge for CCSD correctly predict a
very small shift in acetonitrile (355 nm shift values of -0.3, 1.8, and 0.2 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1
by experiment, CCSD-MVG, and CCSD-LG). The CC methods also duplicate the smaller shift
observed in chloroform than in benzene while erroneously giving a greater shift in cyclohexane
than in chloroform. The converse is true for DFT, where the acetonitrile results are large (355 nm
shift values of 5.1 and 3.9 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 by B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP), the benzene shift is
smaller than that of chloroform, and ∆[α]T
λ
in chloroform is larger than in cyclohexane (as found
in the experiments).
Figure 9 depicts the ∆[α]T
λ
results for compound 4. Although the shift magnitudes are un-
derestimated by calculations, particularly by CCSD-LG, the correct sign is obtained. Despite the
non-linear trend noted for acetonitrile, which arises from the small experimental change of ∆[α]T
λ
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Figure 4.6: The ∆[α]T
λ
(deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) plots for (R)-α-pinene (1). The solvent acronyms are
listed in Table 1. Experimental results are provided by the Vaccaro Group.
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Figure 4.7: The ∆[α]T
λ
(deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) plots for (S)-3-carene (2). The solvent acronyms are
listed in Table 1. Experimental results are provided by the Vaccaro Group.
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Figure 4.8: The ∆[α]T
λ
(deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) plots for for (R)-cis-pinane (3). The solvent acronyms
are listed in Table 1. Experimental results are provided by the Vaccaro Group.
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Figure 4.9: The ∆[α]T
λ
(deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) plots for (S)-2-chloropropionitrile (4). The solvent
acronyms are listed in Table 1. Experimental results are provided by the Vaccaro Group.
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with wavelength relative to calculated values, calculations for all solvents produce similar shifts.
This anomaly may stem from the similar structures of acetonitrile and 4, which could lead to subtle
interactions that differ from those operating in other (bulkier) solvents. Such effects are not repro-
duced by PCM since the atomistic nature of the solvent is neglected. To a lesser extent, this also is
true for methanol, which exhibits comparable behavior. The trend reported for the ∆[α]T
λ
plots of
4 in Figure 5, where the magnitude of the specific rotation in solution increases with increasing ε∞
in calculations and with decreasing ε0 in experiments, is present in the ∆[α]Tλ shifts as well.
Figure 4.10: The R2 coefficients and slopes for linear fits of the gas-phase specific rotation. The
black bars indicate how the values change when ZPVCs are included.
The trends across molecules can be compared directly by examining the R2 (correlation coef-
ficient) metrics and attendant slopes extracted from linear regressions in Figures 2-9 (where inter-
cepts were constrained to zero). These results have been compiled in Figures 10 (gas phase) and 11
(solution phase), with the corresponding zero-point vibrational corrections (ZPVCs), as discussed
in the Theory section, also being included. Excellent agreement is achieved between experiment
and theory in the gas phase. The R2 values indicate a strong linear correlation to exist between
the calculated and experimental rotatory powers, while the accompanying near-unity slopes imply
the former to reproduce the latter uniformly. The CCSD-MVG method performs exceptionally
well for compounds 1, 2, and 4, but underestimates experiments for 3. The CAM-B3LYP slopes
are close to unity for 1, 2, and 3, suggesting good predictions of polarimetric results, while the
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slope for molecule 4 is significantly larger than that for 1. As shown in Figure 10, vibrational
corrections tend to improve calculations by enhancing the quality of correlation attained with mea-
surements. However, because the addition of ZPVCs consistently increases the slope for these
systems, analyses that underestimate this quantity are improved while those that do not are made
worse. Consequently, the consistently under-predicted CCSD-LG slopes are enhanced towards
unity while their over-predicted CAM-B3LYP counterparts always deteriorate upon addition of
ZPVCs. The performance of B3LYP and CCSD-MVG with ZPVCs depends on how well exper-
imental values are duplicated initially, although such corrections do tend to improve the overall
agreement with experiment.
Figure 4.11: The R2 coefficients and slopes for the linear fits of the solution-phase specific rotation.
The black bars indicate how the values change when ZPVCs are included.
The R2 metrics for solution-phase specific rotations in Figure 11 suggest that the linear cor-
relation between experiment and theory remains reasonable, although not as good as in the gas
phase. Indeed, the accompanying slopes imply that solvated results depend strongly on the solute
being considered. CCSD methods consistently underestimate experimental findings, except for 2,
which (as mentioned previously) would appear to be an especially difficult case. For compound
1, slopes from either choice of gauge for CCSD are just under unity, while those for 3 and 4 are
much smaller than unity. DFT methods have similar difficulties predicting [α]T
λ
for 2, but also
tend to overestimate or underestimate rotatory powers for the remaining three molecules without
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a clear pattern. ZPVCs improve the quality of correlation attained for 1 and 2, while worsening
it for the other two species of interest. Such corrections tend to increase the slope of the linear
fit obtained for all methods and molecules, thus (as found in the gas-phase) enhancing the perfor-
mance of methods that under-predict experiments while diminishing that of their over-predicting
counterparts.
Figure 12 contains the R2 (correlation-coefficient) metrics and slopes extracted from consider-
ation of solvent shifts, both of which suggest the correlation between experiment and theory to be
exceptionally weak. The R2 parameters for plots of 2 are much better than those of the other so-
lutes, yet calculations predict corresponding shifts in the wrong direction. The addition of ZPVCs
strengthens the correlations for 2 and 3, but weakens them for 1 and 4. Slopes are underestimated
for every molecule, although only those for 3 and 4 have the correct sign, as does that for 1 evalu-
ated by CCSD-MVG. All slopes for the shifts of 2 have the wrong sign, as do those of 1 for almost
all methods. The addition of ZPVCs increases the slope for 3 and 4, but the solvent shift remains
under-predicted. For 1 and 2, where calculations predict the incorrect direction of the shift, ZPVCs
further increase the slope magnitude towards more negative values. This indicates that such vibra-
tional corrections do not produce a general improvement of calculated results for the present set of
target molecules.
4.4 Conclusion
A detailed study has been performed to elucidate the influence of solvation effects on the dispersive
optical activity of four small organic molecules: (R)-α-pinene (1), (S)-3-carene (2), (R)-cis-pinane
(3), and (S)-2-chloropropionitrile (4). In particular, this test set was exploited to systematically
examine the quality of agreement attained between experimental measurements of specific rota-
tion, [α]T
λ
, and calculations performed with the polarizable continuum model (PCM) and three
levels of theory: B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP, and CCSD, where the latter employed two choices of
gauge for the magnetic perturbation. In the gas phase, theory and experiment display excellent
correlations, in keeping with previous reports.140 Indeed, despite specific cases of overestimated
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Figure 4.12: The R2 coefficients and slopes for the linear fits of the solvent shifts. The black bars
indicate how the values change when ZPVCs are included. The R2 values for (R)-α-pinene are
negative (not reported), which is indicative of very weak correlation between data points.
or underestimated predictions, the relationship between theoretical and experimental rotatory pow-
ers (viz., the experiment-theory correlation) in the gas phase is strongly linear for all methods (the
only exception being B3LYP results obtained for molecule 1). Most importantly, all quantum-
chemical analyses correctly reproduce the sign of the observed chiroptical response. The addition
of zero-point vibrational corrections tends to increase the slope of the linear fit of [α]ω , favoring
CC results, which underestimate experimental findings, while the agreement using DFT become
worse, as DFT tends to overestimate experimental results.
Experiments clearly show solvation can have a large effect on dispersive optical activity, with
each solute-solvent pair behaving differently. The PCM does predict an overall effect on [α]T
λ
, but
its magnitude is significantly underestimated. This trend is apparent in Figures 4 and 5, where there
is a large disparity among rotatory powers measured in solution, while the corresponding spread
for calculations is minimal. CCSD with both choices of gauge underestimates the specific rotation
in solution for three of the four target molecules, while overestimating the effect for 2. On the other
hand, the various functionals considered by the present work provide a somewhat mixed behavior
(cf. Figures 10 and 11), as the results of DFT calculations are system and property dependent. For
all methods, the linear-fit correlation found in the gas phase seems to deteriorate in the presence of
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a solvent medium. The addition of ZPVCs has a similar effect to that in the gas phase, causing the
underestimated predictions for 3 and 4 to be improved while the kindred overestimated results for
1 and 2 are made worse.
Solvation shifts (cf. Eq. 7) are found to be very difficult to reproduce, particularly for those
cases where the magnitude of [α]T
λ
decreases in solution. Such behavior is observed for com-
pounds 1 and 2, and PCM is unable to reproduce these effects except in the case of 1 with CCSD-
MVG. Other solution-phase calculations always give larger rotatory powers than those predicted
for the gas phase, independent of the initial sign or direction of the experimental solvent shift. For
molecules 3 and 4, ZPVCs produce a minute increase towards experimental values of the solvent
shift, whereas for 1 and 2 the solvent shifts tend to worsen upon incorporation of such vibrational
corrections.
The emerging results suggest that it may be better to compute the value of the specific rota-
tion in solution directly rather than attempt to obtain solvation shifts with PCM, as one may apply
empirical corrections to account for any systematic offsets. However, the attendant error seems
more molecule dependent than in gas phase, as demonstrated succinctly in the case of (S)-3-carene
(2). The shortcomings in PCM may be due to the fact that the current model is purely electro-
static in nature, and the missing effects of dispersion and repulsion may play an important role
for chiroptical properties.146 Additionally, the process of “chiral imprinting”, as embodied in the
chiral ordering induced in the achiral solvent molecules that constitute the first solvation shell, has
been shown to afford significant contributions to [α]T
λ
in certain cases, and such phenomena cannot
be reproduced by PCM.57 Thus, dispersive optical-activity calculations in solution based upon the
standard PCM methodology do not seem to offer the same predictive power as kindred calculations
performed in the isolated-molecule limit of the vapor phase, and more sophisticated treatments of
solvation appear to be necessary.
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A Molecular Orbital Selection Approach for Fast Calculations
of Specific Rotation with Density Functional Theory
5.1 Introduction
The study of optically active molecules is of great interest due to the fundamental role they play as
the building blocks of life (L-amino acids, D-sugars), and their importance in the pharmaceutical
industry.2 Due to their pharmaceutical relevance, facile assignment of the absolute configuration
(AC) of chiral molecules is important because it is directly tied to their bio-active properties. The
ability to directly link a structure to the chiroptical property of interest, such as optical rotation
(OR), led electronic structure calculations to become a standard for identifying the AC of chiral
molecules. Accurate calculations require the proper account of electron correlation, and large basis
sets.2 To this end, great progress has been made in recent years in applying both density functional
theory (DFT) and coupled cluster (CC) methods to the calculation of [α]ω .5–8,10–20,147 However, as
systems of interest become larger, the cost of electronic structure calculations becomes prohibitive,
and compromises between cost and accuracy are needed.140
Despite the increasing complexity of systems of interest, few attempts have been made to re-
duce the cost of [α]ω calculations as a whole. Wiberg et al. calculated [α]ω with small basis sets
(STO-3G and 3-21G) augmented with diffuse functions from large correlation consistent basis sets.
These mixed basis sets reproduce the values obtained with the full basis sets at a fraction of the
computational cost.61 The optical rotation prediction (ORP) basis set, developed specifically to cal-
culate [α]ω , is able to produce aug-cc-pVTZ level quality but is closer in size to aug-cc-pVDZ.62,63
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Crawford et al. extended the local correlation idea of Pulay and Saebø148,149 to response proper-
ties,150 and then later implemented it for [α]ω calculations.64 This method uses localized orbitals,
and neglects interactions between distant orbitals, thus reducing the cost of the correlation part of
the calculation.65,66 While this method is successful for smaller systems, the authors show that for
larger systems the need for tighter thresholds outweighs the benefits of neglecting parts of the wave
function.64
In this work, we present a different approach to reduce the cost of [α]ω calculations with Kohn-
Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT), based on the selection of the molecular orbitals (MOs)
that are likely to contribute the most to this property, and discarding the rest. We have recently
shown that a significant portion of the MOs do not contribute significantly to [α]ω through a post-
calculation analysis of the optical rotation tensor.23,26,98 Here, we try to determine the meaningful
MOs beforehand, and to solve the linear response equations only with a subset of relevant MOs
while preserving accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 5.2 outlines the procedure for the orbital selec-
tion, section 5.3 contains the results of the calculations, and section 5.4 presents a discussion and
concluding remarks.
5.2 Theory and Computational Details
In order to explain how the orbital selection process works, it is useful to briefly review how the
specific rotation is typically computed. For molecules in isotropic media, the specific rotation is



















where µ is the electric dipole moment operator, m is the magnetic dipole moment operator, the
Greek letter indexes represent Cartesian coordinates, and ψ0 and ψn are the ground and excited
electronic state wave functions, respectively. However, this series is slowly converging, and eval-
uating electronic excited states is computationally expensive. A significantly more efficient ap-
proach is based on time-averaged variational linear response theory,19,93 where the evaluation of
the transition moments in Eq. 5.2 is replaced by the evaluation of a perturbed electron density, Pxα ,
where x is the external field perturbation. Using Hartree-Fock (HF) or KS-DFT as approximations
of the unperturbed density, and using the variational nature of these methods, the perturbed density


















where Mia, jb = (εa−εi)δi jδab+Ka j,ib, Qia, jb = Kab,i j, Ka j,ib = 〈a j|ib〉+〈a j| f XC(r,r′)|ib〉, and 1 is
the unit matrix. Extra terms should appear in Eq. 5.3 when perturbation-dependent atomic orbitals
(such as gauge including atomic orbitals, or GIAOs19,94,95) are used, but they are neglected here for
simplicity. The indexes i, j denote occupied MOs, a,b virtual MOs, ε are the MO energies, 〈a j|ib〉
are two electron repulsion integrals (2ERIs), and f XC(r,r′) is the exchange correlation kernel of a
density functional. In Eq. 5.3, the matrices Sβ ,ai = 〈a|Sβ |i〉 and their complex conjugate represent
the perturbation integrals in MO basis: Sβ = µβ or mβ . The G′ tensor is then obtained by tracing





where Rα = mα or µα .
Eq. 5.3 is generally not solved by direct inversion of the matrix on the left-hand side because the
transformation of the 2ERIs to MO basis is computationally expensive (it scales as O(N5), where
N is the basis set size), and the matrix itself is rather large (i.e., the dimension is Nocc ∗Nvir, where
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Nocc is the number of occupied MOs and Nvir is the number of virtual MOs). Instead, efficient
iterative algorithms based on partial AO↔MO basis transformations are employed.152,153 These
algorithms avoid the full 2ERIs transformation and the storage of the M and Q matrices. The
scaling is thus reduced formally to O(N4), but practically to O(N3) by using efficient integral
evaluation and contraction algorithms.
In the context of this work, the key point is that any iterative algorithm generates a guess for
the solution vectors, see Eq. (64) in Ref. 152, to start the solution of Eq. 5.3. Thus, we can use the





and one based on the dot product with the conjugate dipole integrals:










where we have used the S̃ symbol to connect this quantity with the rotatory strength in configuration
space that we defined for the qualitative analysis of the MO transition contributions to the OR
tensor.23,26,98 The difference here is that the S̃ values are computed with the guess density rather
than the converged density. In particular, we solve the CPKS equations for the magnetic dipole
perturbation, so that S = m and R = µ in Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6. Therefore, an occupied MO is selected
if:
|G1ia| or |G2ia|> ε ∀a (5.7)
and a virtual MO is selected if:
|G1ia| or |G2ia|> ε ∀i (5.8)
depending on the choice of selection criterion. The threshold ε is defined either as an absolute
value, e.g., ε = 10−n where n is a positive integer, or relative to the largest value of |Gia|, e.g.,
ε = 10−nMax{|Gia|}. In the following section, we test these four possibilities for the MO selection
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criterion with three values of n: n = 3, 4, 5.
Since the scope of this work is only to test the validity of this idea, we remove the discarded
MOs from the calculation simply by setting to zero the corresponding unperturbed MO coefficients
in the CPKS calculation. This ensures that these MOs do not contribute to the evaluation of the
OR tensor, but it does not effectively change the cost of the calculation. Instead, we estimate the
potential cost savings by assuming a cubic scaling with the size of the basis set, as mentioned
above, and reporting a speed-up defined as:
Speed-Up = (Ntot/Nsel)3 (5.9)
where Ntot is the total number of MOs, and Nsel is the number of selected MOs.
All calculations were performed with a development version of the GAUSSIAN suite of pro-
grams.114 Geometries were optimized using the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ model chemistry.115,116
Calculations of specific rotation were performed at the sodium-D line (ω = 589.3 nm) with the
B3LYP117–119 and CAM-B3LYP functionals, and the aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets
in the length gauge formalism using GIAOs19,94,95.
5.3 Results
To test the success of the selection procedure outlined in section 5.2, we performed calculations
using a total of 51 molecules. This set is constructed from the 42 organic molecules provided
in the OR45 test set of Srebro et al.,140 plus 7 more organic molecules shown in Figure 5.1:
two conformers of 2-carene (43 and 44), two conformers of 3-methylcyclopentanone (45 and 46),
cycloserine (47), fucose (48), limonene (49), nicotine (50), and oxaceprol (51). The absolute
values of the specific rotation range across 5 orders of magnitude (100−104 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1),
reported in Table 1 of the Appendix, providing a stringent test for the procedure.
We define a short-hand notation to distinguish the choice of selection criterion: A/R represents
absolute or relative thresholds, M/S represents G1 or G2 (in Eqs. 5.5-5.6), respectively, followed
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Figure 5.1: Structures of molecules 43–51.
by the threshold order of magnitude (n ). For instance, AM5 indicates the G1 criterion with the
absolute threshold ε = 10−5. The results are presented in terms of relative errors, with histograms
that collect the error distribution for the test set, and tables that include the mean signed error
(MSE), mean unsigned error (MUE), maximum error (Max), the MSE standard deviation (σMSE),
the average relative number of selected MOs (N̄sel), its standard deviation (σN̄sel ), and the estimated
speed-up based on Eq. 5.9. All values of [α]D with all selection criteria are reported in Tables 1-8
of the Appendix.
The relative error distribution for CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and the AGn criterion is reported
in Figure 5.2. The plots for the other three selection criteria are similar, and are reported in Figures
1-3 of the Appendix. The collective statistical analysis for this model chemistry and all selection
criteria is reported in Table 5.1. It is immediately apparent from the figure that the error distribution
for AG5 is sharply centered around 0, and it spreads out as n decreases. Similar trends are obtained
with the other criteria. All calculations with thresholds n> 3 reproduce [α]D very well, as indicated
by both the small MUE and σMSE in Table 5.1. The AG5 results are very accurate, with a MUE
of only 0.8%, a σMSE of 1.4%, and a Max of only 5.5%. This selection criterion discards about
40% of the MOs, with an estimated speed-up of 4x, which is already significant. Using n = 4
leads to a slight drop in accuracy, but MSE and MUE are still small, -1.1% and 3.9%, respectively.
The values of σMSE and Max are larger, 8.5% and 49%, respectively. However, this is due to
molecules with small absolute values of [α]D, where small absolute errors may result in seemingly
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Figure 5.2: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules using the AGn
selection criterion and the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ method.
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Table 5.1: Relative (%) error: MSE, MUE, Max, and σMSE , average fraction (%) of selected MOs
(N̄sel) and the corresponding standard deviation (σN̄sel ), and estimate of the average speed-up (S.U.,
see Eq. 5.9) for calculations with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
n 5 4 3 5 4 3
AGn
MSE -0.1 -1.1 -1.7 -0.2 -0.3 -7.8
MUE 0.8 3.9 23 0.7 3.5 21
Max 5.5 49 211 7.3 33 228
σMSE 1.4 8.5 51 1.5 7.7 47
N̄sel 62 45 24 63 46 25
σN̄sel 5 5 4 5 5 3
S.U. 4.1 11 70 4.0 11 60
RGn
MSE 0.0 0.6 -0.7 0.1 0.1 -5.3
MUE 0.2 1.4 6.1 0.7 2.4 17
Max 1.7 13 28 9.4 21 161
σMSE 0.4 2.6 10 1.9 4.7 37
N̄sel 72 57 37 63 47 27
σN̄sel 10 12 11 15 14 12
S.U. 2.6 5.5 20 4.0 10 50
ASn
MSE 0.0 -0.6 -4.4 0.0 -0.1 -10.0
MUE 0.2 1.9 16.3 0.2 2.0 18
Max 1.2 9.5 170 1.5 18 200
σMSE 0.3 3.2 36 0.4 4.4 43
N̄sel 73 54 28 72 56 29
σN̄sel 10 5 5 9 5 5
S.U. 2.6 6 43 2.6 6 42
RSn
MSE 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3
MUE 0.2 0.2 1.9 0.1 0.2 2.0
Max 1.7 1.5 9.3 1.1 0.9 11
σMSE 0.4 0.4 2.9 0.3 0.3 3.3
N̄sel 79 71 55 75 67 49
σN̄sel 11 12 12 11 13 14
S.U. 2.0 2.8 6.2 2.4 3.3 8.3
large relative errors. For instance, the Max = 49% comes from molecule 1, which has [α]D = -19
deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, and an absolute error of -9 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1; note that both the [α]D value
and the error are considerably below the average expected error for this choice of model chemistry,
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i.e., 25-30 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1.140 The other two molecules with seemingly large relative error
in Figure 5.2 for AG4 are 19, which has [α]D = 10 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 and an absolute error of
2.1 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, and 6, with [α]D = 15 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 and an absolute error of 2.4
deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1. Therefore, the AG4 criterion does in fact provide even better results than
what appears in Table 5.1 if the statistical analysis had been performed subdividing the test set in
compounds with large and small [α]D, and the absolute rather than the relative error had been used
for the latter set. On average, this selection criterion eliminates more than half of the MOs (55%),
with a considerable estimated speed-up of 11x. On the other hand, the AG3 criterion is too loose,
as shown both in Figure 5.2 and in Table 5.1, and the large speed-up comes at the price of poor
accuracy.
The error distributions for the RGn criterion at CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level are shown in
Figure 1, and the statistical data are reported in Table 5.1. This criterion provides essentially the
same trends as the corresponding AGn choice. However, the error averages and spread tend to be
smaller than those for AGn for the same level of n . This is because a smaller number of MOs
(about 10% less) are discarded with RGn than with AGn for every n . The better accuracy comes
with smaller speed-up by a factor of ∼ 2. The results for the ASn criterion are reported in Figure
2 and Table 5.1. Calculations performed with this criterion provide results that are very close to
those with RGn in terms of accuracy, number of discarded MOs, and corresponding speed-up.
Finally, the RSn data, reported in Figure 3 and Table 5.1, are virtually identical to those obtained
with the RG(n+1) criterion. Also for these criteria, the largest relative errors are due to molecules
with small [α]D, for instance, the Max error for RG4 (13%) is due to molecule 18, with [α]D = 2.3
deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 and an error of 0.29 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1.
The error distributions with the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ model chemistry and the AGn criterion
are shown in Figure 5.3, while similar plots for the other criteria are shown in Figures 4-6 of the
Appendix. The statistical analysis for all criteria is also reported in Table 5.1. The qualitative trends
in the error distribution are very similar to those for the CAM-B3LYP functional. The statistical
data also mirror that of CAM-B3LYP, both in terms of accuracy and computational cost. The only
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules using the AGn
selection criterion and the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ method.
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notable difference is that the errors with the RGn criterion are larger than those for CAM-B3LYP
because a larger number of MOs are discarded. A similar behavior, albeit to a smaller extent,
is obtained with the RSn criterion. This difference is due to the fact that the magnitude of the
larger G1ia (and G
2
ia) values is larger with CAM-B3LYP than with B3LYP, which results in a looser
selection threshold for the latter method. Six molecules in the AG4 set have errors greater than
10%: 1, 6, 9, 18, 19, and 34, with errors of 33%, 28%, 15%, 19%, 16%, and 14%, respectively.
The [α]D for these molecules are: -17, 12, 10, 1.9, 9, and -9 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, respectively,
while the errors are 5.6, 3.24, 1.46, 0.35, 1.34, and 1.25 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, respectively. With
RG4, molecules 9, 18, and 34 have a relative error greater than 10%: -15%, -15%, and 21%,
corresponding to absolute values of 1.46, 0.27, and 1.86 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, respectively, for
[α]D values of -10, 1.9, and -9 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, respectively. The B3LYP AS4 set contains
only three molecules with errors greater than 10% (1, 9, and 18), where the errors are 17%, 18%,
and 11%, respectively, and the corresponding [α]D values are also small: -17, -10, and 1.90 deg
dm−1 (g/mL)−1, respectively. No errors greater than 10% are found for the RS4 criterion. These
values of [α]D and corresponding errors are again below the expected accuracy of this level of
theory, estimated to be in the 20-25 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 range.140,154
The error distribution for CAM-B3LYP and B3LYP with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and the
AGn criterion are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, while the same plots with the other selection crite-
ria are reported in Figures 7-12 in the Appendix. The statistical data of the error and computational
cost are shown in Table 5.2. The qualitative trends of error distribution with this basis set are sim-
ilar to those with aug-cc-pVDZ, except that the distribution is now slightly more spread out. The
statistical data in the table for CAM-B3LYP show that, for each selection criterion, there seems
to be a correspondence with the n− 1 choice of the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set in terms of accuracy,
amount of selected MOs, and speed-up. This is related to the fact that with a larger basis set there
are more virtual MOs available, corresponding to a larger number of PS
β ,ai elements. More of these
elements are small compared to the aug-cc-pVDZ case, but they still contribute significantly to
the final value of the specific rotation. Nonetheless, a tight choice of n (n = 5) for aug-cc-pVTZ
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules using the AGn
selection criterion and the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ method.
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Figure 5.5: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules using the AGn
selection criterion and the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ method.
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Table 5.2: Relative (%) error: MSE, MUE, Max, and σMSE , average fraction (%) of selected MOs
(N̄sel) and the corresponding standard deviation (σN̄sel ), and estimate of the average speed-up (S.U.,
see Eq. 5.9) for calculations with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
n 5 4 3 5 4 3
AGn
MSE 0.6 4.6 -72 0.1 -2.2 -5.4
MUE 1.9 12 95 1.8 5.0 22
Max 31 230 3698 19 60 199
σMSE 5.1 38 519 4.1 11 46
N̄sel 39 23 12 39 23 13
σN̄sel 3 3 2 3 3 2
S.U. 17 85 600 17 79 500
RGn
MSE 0.3 1.0 2.7 0.0 -0.9 -11
MUE 0.8 3.7 16 1.1 3.7 23
Max 7.6 74 258 13 85 354
σMSE 1.6 12 44 2.6 13 57
N̄sel 51 34 19 40 26 14
σN̄sel 11 9 6 11 10 6
S.U. 7.7 26 140 15 55 380
ASn
MSE 0.2 1.5 -2.2 -0.1 -2.1 -6.5
MUE 0.6 6.7 33 0.6 4.6 18
Max 3.8 121 633 4.3 44 213
σMSE 1.1 20 99 1.1 11 41
N̄sel 52 30 14 52 30 14
σN̄sel 8 4 2 8 4 2
S.U. 7.2 37 370 7.1 37 350
RSn
MSE 0.3 0.2 0.9 0.0 0.0 -0.7
MUE 0.5 0.5 2.7 0.4 0.7 3.3
Max 6.9 3.2 44 3.8 5.2 32
σMSE 1.2 0.9 6.9 0.8 1.3 6.5
N̄sel 73 53 33 68 47 28
σN̄sel 13 12 9 16 13 9
S.U. 2.6 6.8 29 3.2 9.5 46
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provides smaller spread (both in terms of σMSE and Max) and a larger speed-up than with n = 4
for aug-cc-pVDZ, indicating that a tighter threshold can be used for the larger basis set without
sacrificing accuracy and computational gains. In fact, only the AG5 set has one molecule with
error greater than 10%, molecule 6, with an [α]D of 1.3 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 and an error of 0.4
deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1. The same trends across selection criteria are observed with both basis sets,
and n = 4 or even 3 are reasonable choices for the RSn criterion and aug-cc-pVTZ. Similar consid-
eration apply to B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, where the tight n = 5 choice provides both accurate results
and large estimated speed-up for all selection criteria, except for RSn , where smaller n values are
also acceptable. For B3LYP, there are a few cases of errors above 10%, all related to small [α]D
values: three molecules with AG5, and one with RG5. The three compounds for AG5 are 6, 18,
and 34, where the errors are -12%, 19%, and 12%, respectively, from [α]D = -4, 1.5, and -9 deg
dm−1 (g/mL)−1, respectively; for RG5, molecule 34 has a 13% relative error corresponding to an
absolute error of 1.26 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1.
5.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this work, we show that accurate calculations of [α]ω can be performed with a subset of MOs
in the solution of the CPKS equations, which determine the perturbed density used to evaluate the
G′ tensor. Selecting only the MOs for the excited configurations that contribute the most to the
final value of the property can significantly reduce the computational cost of these calculations
with minimal loss of accuracy. We propose two selection criteria for the relevant MOs, based on
the guess density used in the iterative solution of the CPKS equations. With these criteria, we also
propose two definitions of the selection threshold, an absolute value and a value relative to the
largest element in the guess, and various numerical values for the threshold. We compiled a test set
of 51 chiral organic molecules with [α]D values spanning 5 orders of magnitude, and we tested the
various combinations of criteria and thresholds with two functionals, CAM-B3LYP and B3LYP,
and two basis sets, aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ.
We find that all of the selection criteria work fairly well, as long as the threshold value n is large
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enough. The latter is the most important factor, as it correlates with the number of discarded MOs.
We find that n = 5 is a very effective choice of threshold in combination with the aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set. These calculations are highly accurate, with low average errors (the largest MUE across
the set is 0.7% and the largest MSE is -0.2%), small σMSE (the largest is 4.1%), very small errors
overall (the maximum error across all 8 sets is 9.4%), and good speed-up ranging from 2− 4x.
The n = 4 threshold provides much larger speed-up, up to 11x faster than the full basis set. These
calculations come with a somewhat worse accuracy than their n = 5 counterparts, as the largest
MUE and MSE increase to 3.9% and -1.1%, respectively, and σMSE increases up to 8.5%. This
threshold choice may be ideal for screening a large number of compounds, as the calculations
can be performed quickly at a fairly high accuracy. The few large relative Max errors for the
n = 4 calculations (see Table 5.1) are all due to small absolute values of [α]D. Furthermore, the
corresponding absolute errors are at most 4 times smaller than the expected average error for CAM-
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ, and 3 times smaller than what is expected for B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ.140,154
On the other hand, the n = 3 threshold is too loose, and it leads to low accuracy. With the larger
basis set, aug-cc-pVTZ, the best threshold is n= 5, because the size of the basis set leads to a larger
number of small density elements whose sum becomes important. Nonetheless, the accuracy of the
n = 5 calculations with this basis set is better than the n = 4 equivalents with aug-cc-pVDZ, and
the estimated speed-up is larger (7-8x). At a given n , our results indicate that a relative threshold
is more accurate than an absolute one, and the G2 criterion is more accurate than G1. Thus, we
recommend either the RG5 or AS5 criteria as the best compromise between computational cost
and accuracy.
This proof-of-concept work shows that the selection of orbitals prior to the solution of the
CPKS equations, with careful choice of the selection criterion, can lead to large estimated speed-
up in calculations while accurately reproducing [α]ω . These promising results now require an
efficient implementation of the procedure for actual timing information. More importantly, we
plan to extend this approach to coupled cluster methods, whose steeper scaling with system size
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Chapter 6
Small Basis Sets Optimized for Calculations of Optical Rotation
6.1 Introduction
Optical activity has been a topic of continuous interest due to the fundamental role chiral molecules
play in pharmaceutical research. Because enantiomers of chiral molecules interact differently with
a chiral environment, the correct determination of the absolute configuration (AC) of a molecule
is of paramount importance in synthetic and biological fields. Due to the direct link between the
structure of the molecule and its optical response, chiroptical spectroscopy and electronic structure
calculations have become essential to determine the AC of chiral compounds.2 However, the use of
electronic structure methods is made difficult due to the need for highly accurate quantum chemical
methods and large basis sets close to the complete basis set limit.2 Great progress has been made in
developing quantum chemical methods for performing calculations of chiroptical properties, both
in density functional theory (DFT) and coupled cluster (CC) methods.5–20 Despite these advance-
ments, chiroptical calculations of large systems of interest are prohibitively expensive, resulting in
the need for compromise between accuracy and cost of calculations.140
There have been few attempts to address the need for large basis sets for accurate calculations.
Crawford et al. has implemented a localized orbital scheme in combination with the local correla-
tion idea of Pulay and Saebø148,149 to create cutoffs for neglecting components of the wavefunc-
tion.64,65,155 They then tested this method with three different localization schemes, finding that
while overall this method works well for pseudo-linear systems like 1-fluroalkanes, although when
the dimensionality of their system increases to the larger caged structures they test, the truncation
threshold needed to be reduced to maintain the same level of savings. To our knowledge, only the
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the optical rotatory prediction (ORP) basis set has been specifically designed to predict chiroptical
properties.62,63 Their goal was to develop a small basis set that could be applied to a variety of
optical rotation (OR) calculations of larger systems. They tested their basis set against a variety
of chiral molecules, including particularly difficult flexible biological molecules.63 Their resulting
basis set was between aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ in size, and yet consistently produced val-
ues similar to aug-cc-pVTZ.62 Howard et al. recently tested the ORP basis set in combination with
coupled cluster calculations, and also found that they were able to reproduce aug-cc-pVTZ level
results.156
This work builds off the previous work of Wiberg et al., who constructed un-optimized small
basis sets to calculate optical rotation.61 They performed DFT and CC calculations by using the
diffuse functions from aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ in combination with the 3-21G and STO-
3G basis sets. Their results indicate that the core and valence functions of larger basis sets are
not nearly as important as the diffuse functions. Un-augmented, the STO-3G and 3-21G basis sets
failed to reproduce OR, with an average unsigned error of more than 50% for the DFT calculations.
The addition of just the diffuse functions from either aug-cc-pVDZ or aug-cc-pVTZ reduced this
error to just over 14%.
In this work, we have optimized the exponents of the s, p, and d diffuse functions from the
aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets in combination with the 3-21G basis set and CAM-
B3LYP. We used a training set of 21 chiral molecules with larger OR, and targeted specifically
the common elements hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen. We then test our basis set by
performing calculations using the training set at 450 nm, 633 nm, and then with B3LYP, and then
perform the same set of calculations with a control set of molecules, most of which have a small
OR to provide a more difficult test case.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. In section 6.2, we discuss the procedure for the
optimization as well as the resulting exponents, section 6.3 contains the results of the calculations
with our basis sets, and section 6.4 contains our discussion of these tests and concluding remarks.
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6.2 Methods












where ω is the frequency of incident light in atomic units, M is the molecular mass in amu, me
is the mass of the electron in kg, c is the speed of light in m/s, and G′ is the Rosenfeld mixed
electric dipole-magnetic dipole polarizability tensor in atomic units computed with standard linear
response techniques.91,137–139
The two compact basis sets are built by augmenting the 3-21G basis set with the diffuse func-
tions of aug-cc-pVDZ or aug-cc-pVTZ. These basis sets are named augD-3-21G and augT3-3-21G,
respectively, where T3 indicates that only three functions are included for the heavier elements
(i.e., the f diffuse functions were not included, as well as the d diffuse functions for H ). We left
the 3-21G functions unchanged, and optimized the exponents of the diffuse functions of hydrogen,
carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, as they are very common elements in chiral organic molecules. The
optimization is based on the minimization the root mean square (RMS) of the relative error in
the calculation of [α]D with the compact basis set, using the S̃k values computed with the corre-
sponding correlation consistent basis set as reference, for a training set of 21 organic molecules.
The minimization is based on the Newton-Raphson procedure. As an analytical derivative of [α]D
with respect to the exponents of the diffuse functions is complicated, we employ finite difference
methods to compute the first and second derivatives of [α]D ( f in the following equations):
f ′(x) = lim
δ→0
f (x+δ )− f (x−δ )
2δ
f ′′(x) = lim
δ→0
f (x+δ )+ f (x−δ )−2 f (x)
δ 2
(6.2)
The training set is formed by molecules with [α]D greater than 80 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, shown
in Figure 6.1, as we used the relative error as metric for the optimization. Because our initial
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tests showed that the simultaneous optimization of all basis functions was unstable, we opted for
an iterative procedure where the functions for each element were optimized separately, while the
others were kept fixed at the current value. We started from H, followed by C, O, and N, then the
procedure was repeated for a new pass. Each element was considered converged when the change
in the RMS between two successive Newton-Raphson steps was less than 5%. After 5 passes across
all elements, the RMS of the error stopped decreasing, and we performed a full optimization of all
11 exponents.
Figure 6.1: Structures of molecules in the training set.
Table 6.1: Exponents for augD-3-21G before and after optimization.
Element H C O N
Optimized
s 1.823999E-02 1.769533E-01 7.702713E-02 3.172590E-02
p 1.019984E-01 1.924718E-02 4.945624E-02 9.601104E-02
d 1.984507E-01 1.988384E-01 4.998359E-01
Original
s 2.526000E-02 4.402000E-02 7.376000E-02 5.760000E-02
p 1.020000E-01 3.569000E-02 5.974000E-02 4.910000E-02
d 1.000000E-01 2.140000E-01 1.510000E-01
In Table 6.1, we report the original and optimized exponents for augD-3-21G (a typical input
for GAUSSIAN using these exponents can be found in Table 1 of the Appendix). All s functions
except for carbon become more diffuse, while all p functions except for nitrogen become more dif-
fuse. Carbon and nitrogen d functions become less diffuse with optimization. Both all hydrogen
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Table 6.2: Exponents for augT3-3-21G before and after optimization.
Element H C O N
Optimized
s 2.341077E-02 1.964813E-01 3.568807E-02 3.078583E-02
p 1.016736E-01 4.837758E-02 7.727372E-02 1.544036E-01
d 1.720940E-01 2.533549E-01 5.596826E-01
Original
s 2.974000E-02 4.690000E-02 7.896000E-02 6.124000E-02
p 1.410000E-01 4.041000E-02 6.856000E-02 5.611000E-02
d 1.510000E-01 3.320000E-01 2.300000E-01
and all oxygen functions become more diffuse. We report the original and optimized exponents
for aug-T3-3-21G in Table 6.2 (a typical input for GAUSSIAN can be found in Table 2 of the Ap-
pendix). All s functions except for carbon become more diffuse. All p functions except hydrogen
become less diffuse. All d functions become less diffuse with optimization. The only difference in
how the exponents change after the optimization is the carbon p, which becomes more diffuse dur-
ing the augD-3-21G optimization and less so in the augT3-3-21G optimization, and in the oxygen
p and d functions, which both become more diffuse during the augD-3-21G optimization and less
diffuse in the augT3-3-21G optimization.
Table 6.3: Number of contracted basis functions for each element.
Element 3-21G aug(D/T3)-3-21G aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ
H 2 6 9 23
C 9 19 23 46
O 9 19 23 46
N 9 19 23 46
In Table 6.3, we compare the number of basis functions for each element in each basis set to
give an idea of the relative cost of the calculations with each basis set. Although DFT formally
scales as O(N4), practical implementations scale as O(N3) with respect to basis set size, thus, we
can estimate the speedup of the calculation passing from the full correlation consistent basis set to








where NTarget is the number of basis functions of the full Dunning basis set, and NOpt is the number
of basis functions in our optimized basis set. We compare this estimated speedup to the actual
average speedup (i.e., based on wallclock timings) for molecules 1−5, which are the five largest
molecules in the training set, as shorter calculation times on small molecules are more prone to
variations due to computational noise.
All calculations were performed with the GAUSSIAN 09 suite of programs on the Comet ma-
chines of the XSEDE supercomputing cluster.114 Newton-Raphson steps were performed using a
locally modified version of the GAUSSIAN gauopt utility. Geometries were optimized using the
CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ model chemistry.115,116 Calculations of specific rotation were per-
formed at the sodium-D line (ω = 589.3 nm), 450 nm, and 633 nm with CAM-B3LYP117–119 and
at the sodium-D line with B3LYP, using the aug-cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVTZ, and the optimzied and
un-optimized versions of the augX-3-21G basis sets.
6.3 Test Calculations
We performed a series of tests to determine the transferability of the augD-3-21G and augT3-3-21G
basis sets. These tests include calculations on the molecules in the training set with CAM-B3LYP
at two other wavelengths, 450 and 633 nm, and with B3LYP at 589.3 nm. In order to have a more
comprehensive test of our basis set, we chose a second set of molecules, labeled the control set
(see Figure 6.2). These molecules have [α]D mostly below 100 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1, providing a
more stringent test for the new basis sets. All [α]λ values are reported in Tables 3 and 6 of the
Appendix.
As mentioned in the previous section, the [α]λ values computed with the full aug-cc-pVDZ are
used as reference for the augD-3-21G basis set, and those with aug-cc-pVTZ are used as reference
for the augT3-3-21G basis set. The performance of the optimized exponents in the reduced basis
set is compared to those obtained by using the original values of the exponents. Results for the
training set are reported in terms of relative (%) errors, whereas control set values are presented




), because the [α]λ magnitude is small. Tables
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Figure 6.2: Structures of molecules in the control set.
collect the mean signed error (MSE), mean unsigned error (MUE), maximum error (Max), and the
signed error standard deviation (σ ). We also evaluate the relative computational cost of the reduced
basis sets compared to the full Dunning ones using a theoretical estimate of the speed-up as in Eq.
6.3, and wallclock relative timings for molecules 1-5 of the training set. These calculations were
performed on the same machine with the same number of processors and memory.
It is important to discuss the errors of the reduced basis set in the context of the expected error
of the full basis sets. The latter is known for aug-cc-pVDZ thanks to Srebro et al.140 and Stephens
et al.154 Srebro et al. benchmarked optically active compounds with B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ and
CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ against experimental results using a test set of molecules with [α]D
ranging from -400 to +500 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1.140 They found average deviations of 25-30 deg
dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with CAM-B3LYP, and 20-25 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 for B3LYP, also in agreement
with previous findings from Stephens et al..154
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Table 6.4: Relative error (% MSE, MUE, Max, and σ ) for the training set with the augD-3-21g
basis set.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
λ 589.3 nm 450 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
Optimized
MSE -1.0 -1.9 -0.8 -1.9
MUE 3.7 4.5 3.7 3.8
Max 7.3 11.1 7.2 8.7
σ 4.4 5.4 4.3 4.5
Original
MSE -0.7 -1.3 -0.6 -1.2
MUE 6.8 7.8 6.7 6.7
Max 18.0 23.6 17.4 19.4
σ 8.7 10.1 8.6 8.7
6.3.1 augD-3-21G
A statistical analysis of the results for the augD-3-21G basis set with the training set is presented in
Table 6.4. The results obtained with CAM-B3LYP at λ = 589.3 nm (first column in the table), i.e.,
the optimization set, show a reduction of the error by about half with respect to those obtained with
the original exponents for all statistical metrics. For instance, MUE and σ are reduced from 6.8%
to 3.7% and from 8.7% to 4.4%, respectively. More interestingly, the control calculations at the
other wavelengths and with B3LYP follow the same trends, with the MUE and σ also decreasing
by a factor of about 2, from 7.8% and 10.1% to 4.5% and 5.4% at 450 nm, from 6.7% and 8.6%
to 3.7% and 4.3% at 633 nm, and from 6.7% and 8.7% to 3.8% and 4.5% when using B3LYP at
589.3 nm, respectively. All calculations of the training set with the reduced basis sets, both before
and after optimization, produce [α]λ with the same sign as aug-cc-pVDZ.
The statistical data for the absolute errors using the control set are reported in Table 6.5. The
results with CAM-B3LYP at 589.3 nm do not present a large change in the error after the optimiza-
tion, as both the MUE and σ change by less than 1 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1. This is because the results
obtained with the original exponents are already extremely good for this series of molecules. The
calculations at the other two wavelengths and with B3LYP provide similar trends, with the results
obtained with the optimized exponents being only slightly worse (generally less than 1 deg dm−1
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Table 6.5: Absolute error (MSE, MUE, Max, and σ ) for the control set with the augD-3-21g basis
set.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
λ 450 nm 589.3 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
Optimized
MSE 1.1 1.2 0.3 5.5
MUE 10.5 4.8 4.5 10.8
Max 28.1 17.2 13.2 58.9
σ 13.6 6.6 6.2 18.4
Original
MSE 1.7 0.4 1.0 6.1
MUE 9.7 5.5 3.7 9.3
Max 32.4 15.4 15.1 53.4
σ 12.7 7.2 5.7 15.1
(g/mL)−1) compared to those with the original exponents. Only one calculation using the control
set across all sets of calculations produces an incorrect sign of [α]λ relative to the aug-cc-pVDZ
results. This is for molecule 20 at 450 nm, which has [α]450 =−1.85 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with the
full aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. The augD-3-21G results gives [α]450 = 2.08 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with
the original exponents and 11 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with the optimized exponents. Both values are
well within the average error expected for this level of theory, see Section 6.3. At 450 nm, the Max
error with the optimized basis set in Table 6.5 is due to molecule 22, which has [α]450 = 98.13
deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with aug-cc-pVDZ, while with the reduced basis set [α]450 = 87.13 before
the optimization and = 70.04 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 after optimization. The Max value with the
original exponents is due to molecule 3, which at this wavelength has [α]450 =−153.64 deg dm−1
(g/mL)−1 with the full basis set, and errors of 32.4 with the original exponents and 22.1 deg dm−1
(g/mL)−1 with the optimized exponents of the reduced basis set. The two large Max errors for
B3LYP in Table 6.4 are due to two different molecules, molecule 30 for the original exponents
([α]D = −274.59, -327.97, and -329.6 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with aug-cc-pVDZ, augD-3-21g with
the original, and optimized exponents, respectively), and molecule 29 for the optimized exponents
([α]D = 235.89 with aug-cc-pVDZ, and errors of 53.4 and 55.0 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 for augD-3-
21g with the original and the optimized exponents, respectively). Note that the Max errors are due
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to the molecules with larger values of specific rotation, so that their relative errors are similar to
those reported in Table 6.4 for the molecules in the training set, which also have larger values of
[α]λ .
In Table 7 of the Appendix, we present the number of basis functions for each molecule with
both aug-cc-pVDZ and augD-3-21G. Using Eq. 6.3, we estimate that a calculation with augD-3-
21G should be on average 2 times faster than an aug-cc-pVDZ calculation. Calculations of the
5 largest molecules in our set are 3-5 times faster with the smaller basis set (4.25x speedup on
average).
6.3.2 augT-3-21G
In this section, we discuss the performance of augT3-3-21G compared to the full aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set. We also present the results with the reduced basis set and the original exponents, with a
variant of the reduced basis set that includes all diffuse functions with original exponetns (augT4-
3-21G), and with the full aug-cc-pVDZ results. The latter provides an important test because the
augT3-3-21G basis set is significanly more compact than aug-cc-pVDZ (in fact, it has the same
number of functions per element as the augD-3-21G basis set), and it can provide considerable
computational savings.
The statistical results for the relative error with the training set are reported in Table 6.6, where
again the first column contains the data from the actual exponent optimization. Not surprisingly,
the augT3-3-21G results with CAM-B3LYP at 589.3 nm are considerably better with the opti-
mized exponents than those with the original exponents across the board. More interestingly, the
optimized augT3-3-21G basis set outperforms augT4-3-21G as well as the full aug-cc-pVDZ on
virtually all metrics. This excellent performance is also replicated at the other two wavelengths
with CAM-B3LYP, and at 589.3 nm with B3LYP. Remarkably, the calculations with the full aug-
cc-pVDZ basis set are only marginally better than those with augT3-3-21G for the MUE metric, but
they are significaly worse for all other metrics. All calculations with the small basis sets produce
[α]D values of the same sign as the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.
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Table 6.6: Relative error (% MSE, MUE, Max, and σ ) for the training set with the augT3-3-21g
basis set.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
λ 589.3 nm 450 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
Optimized augT3-3-21G
MSE -1.6 -2.2 -1.4 -1.4
MUE 4.4 4.9 4.3 4.2
Max 10.1 12.7 8.8 8.3
σ 5.3 6 5 4.9
Original augT4-3-21G
MSE 1.1 1 1.3 1.3
MUE 5.4 5.7 5.1 5
Max 17.8 18.6 15 14.5
σ 6.6 7.1 5.9 5.8
Original augT3-3-21G
MSE 1.9 0.7 1.7 1.8
MUE 12.2 14 12.3 12.1
Max 48.8 52 46.2 45.4
σ 17.7 19.6 17.3 17
aug-cc-pVDZ
MSE 3.1 3.3 3.1 3
MUE 4.2 4.4 4 4
Max 22 22.4 20.9 20.7
σ 6.9 7.3 6.6 6.6
Table 6.7 shows the statistics for the absolute error of the control set. The optimization clearly
improves the performance of the augT3-3-21G basis set compared to the original exponents, with
a decrease of the MUE by more than 30%. A performance improvement is also recorded compared
to the augT4-3-21G basis set with original exponents across all metrics. However, the most inter-
esting comparison is again with aug-cc-pVDZ. The results in Table 6.7 show that augT3-3-21G is
definitely competitive with the considerable larger aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, with error values that
are a few deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 larger or smaller than aug-cc-pVDZ. The augT3-3-21G basis set
provides the wrong sign of [α]450 compared to aug-cc-pVTZ for two molecules, 20 and 25, be-
cause the reference results are very close to 0 (molecule 20 has [α]450 = -3.24, 3.6, -0.65, 15.2,
and -1.85 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with aug-cc-pVTZ, augT4-3-21G, unoptimized augT3-3-21G, opti-
mized augT3-3-21G, and aug-cc-pVDZ, respectively, while molecule 25 has [α]450 = -2.21, 38.51,
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Table 6.7: Absolute error (MSE, MUE, Max, and σ ) for the control set with the augT3-3-21g basis
set.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
λ 450 nm 589.3 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
Optimized augT3-3-21G
MSE 1.4 1 0.9 1
MUE 10.4 5.9 5 6.4
Max 27.5 15.1 13 17
σ 13.8 7.6 6.5 8.3
Original augT4-3-21G
MSE 6.4 3.1 2.6 3.3
MUE 12.4 6.4 5.4 6.4
Max 51.2 27 23 29
σ 17.5 8.9 7.6 9.2
Original augT3-3-21G
MSE 7.6 3.7 3.1 3.6
MUE 18.4 9.2 7.8 9.6
Max 65.7 35.9 30.8 37.9
σ 26.6 13.6 11.5 14.3
aug-cc-pVDZ
MSE 3.2 1.7 1.4 1.4
MUE 5.9 3.1 2.6 8.2
Max 47.5 25.3 21.5 50.3
σ 10.6 5.7 4.8 15.8
63.15, 2.39, and -0.6 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with aug-cc-pVTZ, augT4-3-21G, unoptimized augT3-
3-21G, optimized augT3-3-21G, and aug-cc-pVDZ, respectively). At 589.3 nm with B3LYP, the
calculation for molecule 23 has the wrong sign compared to the reference with all basis sets, in-
cluding aug-cc-pVDZ. Again, this is due to the small magnitude of [α]D: -3.73, 25.22, 34.13, 9.99,
and 11.77 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with aug-cc-pVTZ, augT4-3-21G, unoptimized augT3-3-21G, op-
timized augT3-3-21G, and aug-cc-pVDZ, respectively. All calculations with CAM-B3LYP using
the optimized augT3-3-21G basis set produce the same sign of [α]λ as the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set
at 589.3 nm and 633 nm. The largest Max error with augT3-3-21G with optimized exponents is
27.5 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 at 450 nm, see Table 6.7, which is due to molecule 28; this molecule
has a large [α]450 of 403.74, and the errors with the other basis sets are 2.9 with augT4-3-21G,
17.1 with augT3-3-21G (original exponents), and -1.2 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 with aug-cc-pVDZ.
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However, note that the Max errors are almost always larger with the other basis sets, including
aug-cc-pVDZ.
Table 8 of the appendix presents the total number of basis functions for each molecule with both
the aug-cc-pVTZ and augT3-3-21G basis sets. From these values, we expect that an augT3-3-21G
calculation should be on average 22 times faster than an aug-cc-pVTZ calculation. This agrees
with the relative times of our calculations for the 5 largest molecules, with speed-ups between 18x
and 26x.
6.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this work, we propose two compact basis sets obtained from combining the standard 3-21G
basis with diffuse functions obtained from the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set (augD-3-21G), and from the
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (augT3-3-21G). For the latter, we exclude the diffuse functions of highest
angular momentum, so that augD-3-21G and augT3-3-21G include the same number of functions
per element. The exponents of the diffuse functions for four elements, H, C, O, and N, are opti-
mized to minimize the RMS difference from the [α]D values computed with CAM-B3LYP and the
corresponding full Dunning basis sets, using a training set of 21 organic molecules. The new basis
sets are then tested on the same training set but at different wavelengths, 450 nm and 633 nm, with
B3LYP at 589.3 nm, and on a control set of different molecules with all the previous functionals
and wavelentghs. The results are compared with those obtained with the reduced basis set but
using the original exponents, and in the case of augT3-3-21G, also against the full aug-cc-pVDZ.
The tests using the training set show that the augD-3-21G basis set with optimized exponents is
improved compared to using the original exponents, as the MSE and σ are reduced by nearly half
at all frequencies and with all functionals. The tests with the control set do not show a particular
improvement with the optimization of the exponents, because the results with the original values
are already rather close to those with aug-cc-pVDZ (MUE and σ for the optimized and original
exponents are almost all within 1 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 of each other). The difference between the
augD-3-21G and aug-cc-pVDZ results are also on average smaller than the accuracy of the full
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basis set compared to experiment with both functionals. In fact, the average expected error relative
to experimental values from B3LYP is 20-25 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 and the average expected error
from CAM-B3LYP is 25-30 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1,140,154 whereas the average errors with augD-3-
21G with respect to aug-cc-pVDZ are 8.6 and 4.9 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1. From the relative sizes of
the basis sets, and using the O(N3) scaling of DFT, the augD-3-21G basis set should be at least 2
times faster than the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set (actual timings with the five largest molecules in the
set showed average speed-up of 4x).
The optimization of the exponents for the augT3-3-21G basis set leads to a large improvement
compared to the results with the original exponents for both the training and the control sets. The
optimized augT3-3-21G basis performs better than the augT4-3-21G basis set, which includes
all diffuse functions from aug-cc-pVTZ with original exponents. More importantly, augT3-3-21G
provides results that are comparable to (control set, Table 6.7) or better than (training set, Table 6.6)
the full aug-cc-pVDZ compared to aug-cc-pVTZ, at a fraction of the computational cost. Using the
relative sizes of the basis sets for each molecule and the O(N3) scaling of DFT, the augT3-3-21G
basis set is expected to be nearly 22x faster than the full aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (which is confirmed
by the actual relative timings with the five largest molecules in the set).
Both the augT3-3-21G and augD-3-21G basis set optimizations change the exponents in mostly
similar ways. The main differences are the d diffuse functions of oxygen, which are much more
diffuse after the augD-3-21G optimization, but change very little after the augT3-3-21G optimiza-
tion. The carbon and oxygen p functions also change differently for the two basis sets; however,
the change in the value of the exponents is overall small. All s functions become more diffuse
except for carbon, while all p functions, except for hydrogen and the augD-3-21G oxygen, become
less diffuse. All d functions become less diffuse in both basis sets and for all elements.
In summary, both the augD-3-21G and augT3-3-21G basis sets perform well compared to the
full Dunning basis sets, and they allow calculations of specific rotation of the same quality of
larger basis sets at a fraction of the computational work. This is particularly true for augT3-3-21G,
which provides results as close to aug-cc-pVTZ as the full aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. These results
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are indeed quite promising, and we are now testing these reduced basis set using coupled cluster
methods and against the ORP basis set.
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7.1 Introduction
Heterohelicenes are a particularly interesting family of the nonplanar conjugated aromatic he-
lical molecules known as helicenes,67,157,158 as they combine the inherent properties of carbo-
helicenes, such as strong optical rotation and circular dichroism (CD),20,68,102 nonlinear optical
properties,103,104 self-assembly abilities towards supramolecular materials,69,159 with the speci-
ficity of the heterocycle or the corresponding heteroatom. A large majority of the reports on het-
erohelicenes concern thiahelicenes, in which thiophene units replace totally160–164 or partially the
benzene rings,165–169 or azahelicenes containing pyridine rings,170–174 together with their metal
complexes.175–177 However, other heterocyclic units such as carbazole,178–180 pyrane,181,182 xan-
thenium,183 quinacridinium,184,185 pyridinium,186–188 phenoxazine,189 phenothiazine,190 phosp-
hole,191–193 dibenzofuran,194 or the more exotic azaborine75 and silole195 have been included
relatively recently in helical structures for different functions and properties. The presence of
certain heterocycles in the helical skeleton provides electroactive character, with the possibility
to access chiroptical redox switches, or allows modulation of the luminescence properties. Con-
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cerning the former, besides thiahelicenes161 and helquats,187 examples of electroactive helicenes
that have been studied for redox modulation of the CD signal are still rare in the literature78,196
and include organometallic derivatives of [6]helicene,85,197 tetrathiafulvalene-helicenes,198 and
helicene-quinones.199 For a phenothiazine-based double hetero[4]helicene, a crystalline radical
cation salt has been isolated and structurally characterized.190 On the other hand, it is known that
fluorescence quantum yields of carbohelicenes are generally very low due to efficient intersystem
crossing (ISC) from singlet to triplet excited states,200 yet the presence of heterocycles such as
carbazoles178–180 and siloles195 that themselves have luminescent properties strongly enhances
the fluorescence emission of the corresponding heterohelicenes. Moreover, when thiahelicenes
are fused with electron-acceptor quinoxaline units,166 or upon oxidation of the sulfur atoms to
sulfone groups,201 high fluorescence quantum yields and circularly polarized luminescence are
observed, as a consequence of an increased energy gap between the lowest singlet and triplet
states. Interestingly, the emission of an S-shaped double azahelicene is stronger than that of the
simple azahelicene congener.173 A particularly interesting heterocyclic unit for its emission prop-
erties and electron-acceptor character is benzothiadiazole (BTD),202,203 which has been exten-
sively used during the last decade in the design of materials for red-light emission,204,205 organic
field-effect transistors,206–209 and photovoltaics,210–212 or associated in donor–acceptor dyads with
tunable luminescence.212–214 However, thiadiazole units have been never fused to helicene scaf-
folds to the best of our knowledge. We describe herein the DFT simulations of the chiroptical and
photophysical properties that helped the characterization of enantiopure thiadiazole-[7]helicene
and its S-shaped double [4]helicene, together with the smaller congeners thiadiazole-[5]helicene
and thiadiazole-benzanthracene, respectively, as first representatives of a new family of electron-
poor heterohelicenes. These compounds were synthetized and characterized experimentally by
our collaborators in France. We also investigated a series of [N]helicene-BTD-[N]helicene fused
molecules, also synthesized and characterized by our collaborators in France, as they are expected
to perform well as circularly polarized light emitters to create organic light emitting diodes.215
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7.2 Computational Details
All calculations were performed with a development version of the GAUSSIAN suite of pro-
grams.114 Geometries were optimized using the CAM-B3LYP115/aug-cc-pVDZ model chemistry
with D3 dispersion corrections. Calculations of absorption, ECD, and emission spectra were per-
formed at the same level of theory in the length gauge formalism using gauge-including atomic
orbitals19,94,95. Solvent effects were accounted for using the polarizable continuum model131–133
(PCM) and the SMD radii.216
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Chiroptical properties of thiadiazole-[7]helicene
Electronic CD (ECD) measurements for the two enantiomers (P)-(+)- and (M)-(-)-thiadiazole[7]
helicene show the expected mirror image relationship, with a series of positive bands at 444, 370,
323 nm and two negative bands at 297 and 241 nm for (P)-thiadiazole[7]helicene, and vice versa
for (M)-thiadiazole[7]helicene (Figure 7.1, top). The UV/Vis absorption spectra (see also Figures
S12 and S13 of the Supporting Information) show, as in the case of the ECD spectrum, a series
of high energy bands, the most intense of which is centered at 260 nm, very likely arising from
a helicene-based π → π∗ transition,198 and then at 300 and 360 nm. In the lower-energy region
the weak band appearing at 445 nm (e=1300 M−1 cm−1 ) corresponds to an intramolecular charge
transfer (ICT) transition from helicene to the thiadiazole acceptor unit (see below). The calculated
ECD and absorption spectra (Figure 7.1, bottom) excellently reproduce the experimental spectra
of (P)-thiadiazole[7]helicene, although peak maxima are blueshifted by about 40 nm. All bands
correspond to π → π∗ excitations that involve different orbitals. The 444 nm band is a HOMO→
LUMO charge-transfer transition from the helicene structure to the thiadiazole unit. The 370 nm
band is also a charge-transfer transition from the helicene to the thiadiazole, which can be primarily
described as HOMO-2→ LUMO and HOMO-1→ LUMO+1. The band at 323 nm is primarily a
HOMO→ LUMO+3 transition, and the negative band at 297 is a transition from the thiadiazole
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to the helicene backbone (predominantly HOMO-2→ LUMO+1 and HOMO-1→ LUMO+2).
Figure 7.1: Experimental UV/Vis and ECD spectra of 1 in dichloromethane (5 x 10−5 M) at
room temperature (top) and theoretical UV/Vis and ECD spectra of (P)-1 (bottom); DFt/CAM-
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ, solvent: CH2Cl2, solvation model: PCM with SMD radii. Excitations ap-
pear at 410.67, 342.84, 301.5, 285.19, 262.54, and 243.2nm.
Figure 7.2: HOMO (-6.85 eV) and LUMO (-1.47 eV) orbitals for (P)-1 (DFT/CAM-B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVDZ).
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Interestingly, in the present case ICT could be operative through bond, as the molecule is conju-
gated, or through space thanks to the intramolecular π-stacking interaction between the thiadiazole
and the two terminal benzene units, as suggested by the solid-state structure (see Figure 1 in Ref.
81). This hypothesis is supported by the composition of the frontier orbitals, with the HOMO
especially developed on the three terminal benzene rings, while the LUMO is concentrated on the
BTD part Figure 7.2. All of the orbitals and their respective energies are reported in Figure S14
and Table S7 of the Supporting Information.
7.3.2 Photophysical properties and theoretical investigations of thiadiazole-
[7]helicene, double[4]helicene, thiadiazole-[5]helicene, and thiadiazole-
benzanthracene
Since the BTD unit was introduced into the structures of thiadiazole-[7]helicene (1), double[4]helicene
(2), thiadiazole-[5]helicene (3), and thiadiazole-benzanthracene (4) for its luminescence, beside the
electron-poor character, the Avarvari group determined the emission properties of the helical thia-
diazoles. However, the luminescence of helicenes can be strongly decreased by ISC. On excitation
at λex =365 nm, both enantiomers of 1 show a weak emission band centered at 490 nm (20400
cm−1), as shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S12 for (M)-1 and Figure S13 for (P)-1).
The corresponding excitation spectra show the main features of the absorption spectra, but they are
not totally superimposable, probably due to some underlying luminescence of an impurity. Thus,
the experimental quantum yield of < 0.1% must be regarded as the upper limit for the lumines-
cence of thiadiazole-[7]helicene, which is evidently much lower than the usual values for BTD
derivatives.217 To investigate the quenching of the fluorescence, we optimized the geometry of the
first excited singlet state of (P)-1, and the energy levels of singlet and triplet states are shown in
Figure 7.3. Assuming that ISC occurs from the relaxed S1 geometry, the plot in Figure 7.3 shows
a favorable energy alignment with nearby triplet states. To study the effect of spatial superposition
of the terminal rings, we performed similar calculations with smaller congeners by removing the
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terminal benzene ring or the thiadiazole ring. The data for these smaller systems, reported in the
Supporting Information (Figures S15 and S16 and Tables S8–S10) show a worse energy alignment
for ISC, in agreement with results for [5]helicene and monoaza[5]helicenes.218
Figure 7.3: Calculated energy levels [eV] of ground and excited singlet and triplet states for (P)-1,
evaluated at the ground-state optimized geometry (S0 Geom) and at the first singlet excited state
optimized geometry (S1 Geom). The ground-state energy at S0 Geom was used as reference. The
energy levels of the triplet states are slightly shifted for clarity. All excited singlet and triplet energy
levels were computed with linear response methods.
In striking contrast to 1, S-shaped double helicene 2 exhibits luminescence in dichloromethane
solution both at room temperature, with a broad band centered at 528 nm (Figure 7.4, top), and a
slightly structured band at 77 K (Supporting Information, Figure S17), with a relatively high emis-
sion quantum yield of 5.4% at room temperature when excited at λex = 420 nm. The corresponding
excitation spectrum is perfectly superimposable on the absorption spectrum, and this indicates that
the luminescence is indeed exclusively from compound 2.
The ground state and the lowest excited state of 2 were optimized (Supporting Information,
Figure S18). The calculated absorption and emission spectra reproduce accurately the experi-
mental ones (Figure 7.4, bottom). From the calculated spectra we were able to assign all of the
transitions as primarily π → π∗ charge-transfer transitions. The absorption peak at 330 nm is due
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to a transition from the HOMO to the LUMO+2 on the helicene unit (see Figure S19 and Table
S11 of the Supporting Information). The lower-energy charge-transfer transitions are all from the
helicene to the thiadiazole unit, and differ only in the orbitals involved. The large peak at 360 nm
comes primarily from HOMO-1→ LUMO transition, and the broad set of peaks around 400 nm
originates from a similar charge transfer between HOMO and LUMO. For the emission spectrum,
the calculated peak at λex = 491.3 nm (corresponding to the experimental peak at λem = 528 nm)
is characterized by charge transfer from the LUMO on the thiadiazole unit back to the HOMO on
the helicene.
Figure 7.4: Absorption, emission, and excitation spectra of 2 (c=2.58 x 10−5 M in CH2Cl2 solu-
tion) at RT; for emission λex = 420 nm, for excitation λem = 528 nm (top). Calculated absorption
and emission spectra of 2; DFT/ CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ, solvent: CH2Cl2, solvation model:
PCM with SMD radii and nonequilibrium solvation; absorption peaks at 316.1, 357.7, and 404.7
nm for λem =491.3 nm (bottom).
As for 1, a very weak emission band with maximum at 474 nm was recorded for 3 by ex-
citation in solution at 386 nm (Supporting Information, Figure S20). The slight differences of
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the absorption spectrum with the excitation spectrum (measured at emission wavelength 474 nm)
might suggest that this luminescence is probably not real. On cooling the solution at 77 K the
luminescence becomes stronger and the spectrum more structured with a slight shift to lower en-
ergy (Supporting Information, Figure S21). Likewise, the excitation spectrum does not fit perfectly
the absorption spectrum; therefore, assignment of this luminescence to some impurity cannot be
excluded. Nevertheless, the calculated absorption and emission spectra of 3 are in good agree-
ment with the experimental ones (see Figures S20 and S22 of the Supporting Information for the
optimized geometries of 3 in the ground state and singlet excited state), and the question of the ori-
gin of the experimentally observed luminescence remains open. The photophysical properties of
compound 4 resemble those of its longer congener 2. It exhibits luminescence in dichloromethane
solution both at room temperature (Figure 7.5, top) and at 77 K (Supporting Information, Figure
S24) with an emission quantum yield of 6.5%, slightly higher than that of 2. The emission band in
solution is centered at 515 nm for excitation at λex = 396 nm. Since the excitation spectra are per-
fectly superimposed on the absorption spectra, this compound exhibits real luminescence, which
is further supported by theoretical calculations (see Figure 7.5, bottom, and Figure S25 of the
Supporting Information for the optimized geometries of 4 in the ground state and singlet excited
state).
Once again, the agreement between the experimental and calculated spectra allowed us to as-
sign the peaks in the absorption and emission spectra. Similar to the longer helicene 2, the tran-
sitions in 4 are primarily π → π∗. The peak at 406.7 nm is mainly due to charge transfer from
the HOMO localized on the helicene unit to the LUMO localized on the thiadiazole group (see
Supporting Information, Figure S26). The peak at 341.5 nm is a transition from the HOMO-1,
which is more spread out across the entire molecule, to the LUMO. Finally, the peak at 296 nm is
a combination of two transitions, both from the HOMO but one to the LUMO+1 and the other to
the LUMO+2. The emission peak is a LUMO to HOMO charge transfer from the thiadiazole to
the helicene unit.
Following the work in Ref. 81, the Avarvari group synthesized a series of M-[N]helicene-BTD-
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Figure 7.5: Absorption, emission, and excitation spectra of 4 (c=2.58 x 10−5 M in CH2Cl2 solu-
tion) at RT; for emission λex = 396 nm, for excitation λem = 515 nm (top). Calculated absorption
and emission spectra of 4; DFT/ CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ, solvent: CH2Cl2, solvation model:
PCM with SMD radii and nonequilibrium solvation; absorption peaks at 406.7, 341.5, and 296 nm
for λem =495.2 nm (bottom).
Figure 7.6: A) M-[4]H-BTD-M-[4]H, B) M-[5]H-BTD-M[5]H, and C) M-[6]H-BTD-M[6]H
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M-[N]helicene molecules, with N = 4, 5, 6 (reported as M-[N]H-BTD-M-[N]H in Figure 7.6).
Since these are conformationally flexible molecules, multiple minima are present, which need to
be accounted for to reproduce the experimental spectra. We first determined all stable conformers
at CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. We then selected enough conformers such that the total Boltz-
mann contribution was greater than 70% (2 conformers for each molecule), and re-optimized these
structures with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. We computed the spectra for the selected conformers
with the larger basis set, with Boltzmann weighting evaluated with the new energies. Thus, each
plot in the following is a population average of the individual spectra for each of the two major
conformers.
Figure 7.7: Experimental (left) and simulated (right) absorption spectra of M-[4]H-BTD-M-[4]H
(green), M-[5]H-BTD-M-[5]H (blue), and M-[6]H-BTD-M-[6]H (red). Measurements were per-
formed at room temperature in CH2Cl2 solutions (2-3·10−5 M) by the Avarvari group.
Absorption spectra are blue-shifted overall by about 20 nm but are otherwise in good agreement
with experimental spectra (Figure 7.7). Compared to the other two molecules, the M-[4]H-BTD-
M-[4]H peaks are slightly red shifted. M-[5]H-BTD-M-[5]H and M-[6]H-BTD-M-[6]H intensities
are in good agreement with experimental spectra; however, the relative intensity compared to the
other two molecules in the M-[4]H-BTD-M-[4]H spectrum is nearly two times larger than in ex-
periment outside the 300-350 nm range. Fully matching all relative peak intensities would likely
require more conformers for all three molecules, particularly M-[4]H-BTD-M-[4]H. Because there
is an overall agreement in peak positions, we can use the simulated spectra for the peak assign-
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Figure 7.8: Experimental (left) and simulated (right) ECD spectra of M-[6]H-BTD-M-[6]H. Ex-
periments are performed at room temperature in CH2Cl2 solutions (2-3*10−5M) by the Avarvari
group.
ment. Peak wavelengths in the following text are taken from the calculated results. Each peak is
a combination of multiple states, π → π∗ in nature, where the electron density moves across the
helicene arms through the central BTD unit, and vice-versa. More specifically, the transitions can
be categorized in five common types. In every molecule, the first peak near 400 nm is always a
HOMO→ LUMO charge transfer, where the HOMO is spread out across the arms of the helicene
and the benzene unit of the BTD, and the LUMO is entirely on the BTD unit (1). The second
common type of transition is a localized entirely on the helicene arms (2), and the third is localized
entirely on the BTD unit (3). The fourth common transition (4) comprises states where the electron
density is initially spread across both helicene arms and moves to the central BTD unit. The final
common transition (5) is a charge transfer from the central BTD unit to the helicene arms.
In the M-[4]H-BTD-M-[4]H spectrum, there are peaks at 394, 320, 274, 259, and 237 nm. The
320 nm peak is a combination of type 2 and type 3 transitions, and the 274 nm peak is comprised
of type 4 transitions. The 259 nm peak includes 2 transitions, and the 237 nm peak includes type
5 transitions. The peaks in the M-[5]H-BTD-M-[5]H spectrum are at 392, 304, 274, and 250 nm.
The 304 nm peak is a type 2 transition, while the 274 nm peak is a combination of type 5 and
type 3 transitions, and the 250 nm peak are type 4 transitions. Finally, there are peaks at 391, 317,
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266, and 243 nm in the M-[6]H-BTD-M-[6]H spectrum. The 317 nm peak is characterized type
4 transitions, the 266 nm peak also includes type 4 transitions, and the 243 nm peak is a type 5
transition.
The ECD spectra for M-[6]H-BTD-M-[6]H are presented in Figure 7.8, and we find good
agreement with the experimental spectrum. The main peaks are at 393, 330, 287, and 238 nm. The
negative peak at 250 nm is likely an artifact due to the limitations in the conformational sampling
of the calculations. As mentioned above, the 393 nm peak is a type 1 transition, the 330 nm peak
is a combination of type 2 and type 4 transitions, the 287 nm peak includes type 4 and type 5
transitions. The final peak at 238 nm is a combination of type 3, type 4, and transitions where
electron density begins on both helicene arms and moves to a single arm.
Figure 7.9 presents calculated and experimental emission spectra for all 3 molecules, which
are in good agreement in both peak positions and relative intensities. The peak maximum of the
M-[4]H-BTD-M-[4]H spectrum is correctly slightly blue shifted relative to the other two peaks,
which are nearly on top of each other. All three transitions are type 1 π∗→ π transitions.
Figure 7.9: Experimental (left) and simulated (right) emission spectra of M-[4]H-BTD-M-[4]H
(red), M-[5]H-BTD-M-[5]H (blue), and M-[6]H-BTD-M-[6]H (green). Measurements performed
at room temperature in CH2Cl2 solutions (2-3*10−5M) and λex = 400 nm by the Avarvari group.
Calculations are performed with CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ, in CH2Cl2 simulated using PCM
and the SMD radii.
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7.4 Discussion and Conclusions
Thiadiazole-fused [7]helicene 1 and [5]helicene 3, together with their S-shaped double [4]helicene
2 and thiadiazole-benzanthracene 4 isomers, were investigated experimentally and with DFT sim-
ulations. Additionally, absorption, ECD and emission spectra series of M-[N]H-BTD-M[N]H he-
licenes are simulated and compared to experiments, and are found to be in good agreement. These
results have allowed us to discuss the types of transitions which comprise the peaks in the spec-
tra. The DFT calculations accurately reproduce the experimental spectra of 1-4, and allow the
assignment of the transitions between the thiadiazole and helicene units, which are π → π∗ type.
The calculations give a strong rationale for the fluorescence quenching of thiadiazole-[7]helicene
1, which likely occurs by ISC from the minimum of the S1 state to one of the many triplet states.
The shorter [5]helicene 3 is also not very emissive. In striking contrast, the S-shaped isomer 2 and
benzanthracene 4 show strong luminescence.
The transitions involved in the absorption spectra of the M-[N]H-BTD-M[N]H molecules are
all of π → π∗ nature, and the accuracy of the calculations with respect to experimental results
allows us to assign the peaks in each spectra. The transitions which make up the spectra can
be subdivided into 5 basic types, which involve either some form of charge transfer between the
central BTD unit or the helicene arms (transitions 1, 4, and 5), or are localized on either the
helicenes (transition 2) or the BTD unit (transition 3). These molecules are also highly emissive,
in contrast to 1 and 3.
These agreement between calculated and experimental results allows us to investigate enhanc-
ing the emission properties via functionalization of the helicene, and thus observation of circularly
polarized luminescence, or analyze the electron-poor character in combination with electron-rich
moieties to probe helical donor–acceptor systems. This would lead to better design of helicenes
with targeted optical properties.
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In this dissertation, we used electronic structure theory to examine the fundamental electronic
effects that govern optical rotation, and developed tools to reduce the cost of [α]ω calculations.
Our goal has been to help answer two fundamental questions that remain open in the study of
optical rotation; namely, how can we relate the structure of a chiral molecule to the resulting
magnitude and sign of [α]ω using chemical intuition beyond just performing black-box quantum
mechanical calculations, and how does the environment affects this property?
We have worked to answer the first question by examining functional and structural effects that
influence the intrinsic specific rotation of a prototypical class of chiral molecules: helicenes. We
have also worked on the second question by studying whether implicit solvation models can repro-
duce experimental trends of solvation effects on [α]ω using a series of small organic molecules.
Because accurate optical rotation calculations are computationally demanding,2 we have also de-
veloped two approaches to reduce the computational cost: by selectively reducing the number of
determinants used in the solution of the linear response equations, and by optimizing a small basis
set specifically for this property.
In our study of the structure-property relationship of helicenes and [α]ω , we have employed
the S̃k method,23,26,98 which decomposes [α]ω into occupied-virtual molecular orbital (MO) pair
contributions, such that the orbitals which comprise the largest contributions can be visualized and
analyzed. For instance, we have explored the effect of increasing the length and varying the pitch
on unfunctionalized helicenes, and then proceeded to functionalize them with electron withdrawing
and electron donating groups. We found that [α]ω can be described by two types of transitions,
categorized by the orientation of the magnetic dipole with respect to the helical axis, and that the
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addition of functional groups affects the specific rotation depending on their electron directing
strength. Additionally, because canonical orbitals are delocalized across the entire molecule, and
may be difficult to interpret, we have tested two localization schemes for the MO analysis of [α]ω ,
i.e., the Boys,111,112 and of Pipek & Mezey methods.113 We found that localized MOs can indeed
be useful when the chromophoric groups in the molecules are small.
In order to study solvent effects on [α]ω , we collaborated with the Vaccaro group at Yale
University, who performed gas and solution phase optical rotation measurements.45,219 Using rigid
chiral molecules to limit conformational effects, we compared theoretical and experimental values
of [α]ω in gas phase and in a series of solvents of increasing polarity ranging from cyclohexane to
acetonitrile. We found that, while gas phase calculations are capable of reproducing experimental
values, continuum solvation models fail to reproduce both solvent shifts and relative trends in the
solvent effect, even when including vibrational corrections.
The effort to reduce the computational cost of the linear response equations necessary to com-
pute [α]ω was based on our previous work on the MO decomposition of the optical rotation ten-
sor, where we showed that many MO pairs contributed very little to the final value of the prop-
erty.23,26,98 Because solving the linear response equations is an iterative procedure, we have used
the guess density to find and discard MOs with small contributions. We have tested a number of
selection criteria and cutoff values, using 51 molecules, two basis sets, and two functionals for the
assessment. This method accurately reproduced [α]ω calculations despite discarding a significant
number of excited determinants, which resulted in significant computational savings. The results
mainly depended on the magnitude of the cutoff, and only moderately on the selection criteria.
We have also built a small specialized basis set inspired by the work of Wiberg et al., who
showed that diffuse functions have the largest effect on accurate [α]ω calculations.61 The basis sets
were built by combining the 3-21G basis set with the diffuse functions of either the aug-cc-pVDZ
and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets: augD-3-21G and augT3-3-21G, respectively. We then optimized the
exponents of the diffuse functions to provide the best agreement (in a least mean square sense)
with [α]D computed with CAM-B3LYP and the corresponding full basis set for a training set of
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21 organic molecules. Each basis set was then tested at different frequencies, with a different
functional, and with a different set of molecules. The new basis sets proved to be successful at
reproducing the [α]ω values of the target basis sets. The errors were on average small across
the training and control sets at all tested wavelengths and functionals, and augT3-3-21G was as
effective as aug-cc-pVDZ in reproducing aug-cc-pVTZ calculations. Timing data showed that the
new basis sets were 3-4 times as fast as aug-cc-pVDZ calculations, and more than 20 times faster
than aug-cc-pVTZ calculations.
Finally, we have also worked with the Avarvari group at the Université d’Angers on a joint
experimental-computational study of functionalized helicenes, because of their interesting elec-
tronic properties. We simulated absorption, emission, and ECD spectra, and characterized the
transitions. For instance, the simulations allowed us to determine that the cause of fluorescence
quenching, observed experimentally, is the abundance of triplet states available for intersystem
crossing from singlet excited states.81
Our efforts over the last 5 years in the study of chiral molecules has increased our understand-
ing of environmental effects, and the structure-property relationship between chiral molecules and
OR. However, further work is necessary. For instance, the failures of continuum solvation models
suggests that solvation effects are likely not just electrostatic in nature, and should be investigated
with fully quantum mechanical calculations of a chiral molecule with the surrounding first and
maybe second solvation shell, perhaps in concert with the smaller basis sets detailed here. Ad-
ditionally, the orbital localization analysis should be employed on more molecules with compact
chromophores as localized orbitals can provide an easier to interpret method to study the effect
of functionalization and structural changes. This analysis, may be also used to analyze quantum
mechanical solute-solvent interactions from the QM solvation shell calculations, as the effect of
specific solute-solvent interactions on OR are still not well understood. The orbital windowing
technique should be implemented in a efficient code to actually reduce the cost of production level
calculations, and it could be used in concert with the new reduced basis sets we developed. The
same approach should then be extended to CC methods, so that accurate calculations can be per-
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formed on larger molecules.14
While the coming years may not see the ability to predict the [α]ω of a given structure without
quantum calculations, our work will assist in the design of chiral molecules. With efficient imple-
mentations of our cost saving methods and usage of our technique to decompose the OR tensor,
functionalization and conformation studies may give experimental groups more control over the
development of chiral molecules with desired optical properties. We believe we may soon see
the answer to the question of how solute-solvent specific interactions produce such large changes
in the OR. Cheaper calculations will allow us to explore larger solute-solvent systems, while our
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Appendix A
Appendix for A Molecular Orbital Selection Approach for Fast
Calculations of Specific Rotation with Density Functional
Theory
Table A.1: Specific rotation (deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) computed with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and
the AGn selection criterion. Full refers to the reference calculation with all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 -18.65 -19.50 -27.82 -4.72 -17.13 -17.98 -22.73 -7.41
2 70.86 71.90 73.80 76.42 76.00 76.73 79.62 86.73
3 71.76 72.35 67.71 54.59 54.61 55.01 52.47 63.23
4 169.19 169.37 166.91 140.24 165.25 165.33 164.68 168.82
5 57.04 57.19 54.65 32.90 58.50 58.65 58.70 48.30
6 15.31 14.71 12.95 46.14 11.77 11.37 8.53 34.52
7 86.58 85.92 82.58 103.99 102.12 101.52 100.86 125.48
8 -38.42 -39.04 -41.92 -41.11 -24.97 -25.56 -25.68 -30.28
9 -23.53 -24.83 -25.92 -33.98 -10.03 -10.76 -11.49 -20.24
10 67.88 67.55 67.93 66.91 80.78 80.56 82.37 70.94
11 -136.99 -137.09 -136.78 -143.03 -134.75 -134.90 -134.07 -137.41
12 -24.52 -24.92 -26.73 -22.92 -13.36 -13.53 -13.62 -7.24
13 -86.89 -86.96 -85.83 -94.40 -83.11 -83.13 -81.23 -91.68
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14 -160.21 -160.62 -160.91 -168.33 -169.40 -169.88 -169.17 -177.19
15 -48.53 -47.95 -47.95 -37.56 -65.78 -65.22 -63.90 -49.72
16 -38.86 -39.06 -40.12 -43.29 -41.32 -41.56 -42.10 -45.97
17 126.14 125.82 132.42 124.63 131.22 131.18 135.77 134.10
18 2.32 2.31 2.29 5.69 1.89 1.88 1.54 6.20
19 9.95 9.69 7.84 3.42 8.46 8.17 7.12 2.82
20 -923.43 -922.18 -914.96 -860.93 -1192.48 -1191.78 -1180.66 -1129.04
21 42.24 42.17 44.51 38.84 58.18 58.32 59.08 54.56
22 -57.31 -57.15 -57.30 -89.72 -67.11 -67.21 -66.33 -78.39
23 85.82 85.91 87.55 84.00 94.08 94.50 95.10 98.18
24 95.97 95.42 95.84 93.15 116.21 115.82 116.02 113.14
25 80.36 80.65 84.12 79.86 84.02 84.30 87.65 87.76
26 68.21 67.40 68.46 72.91 79.69 78.90 79.47 82.21
27 44.72 44.78 45.11 58.16 43.04 43.24 43.47 47.66
28 28.48 28.83 30.45 31.92 29.63 29.75 30.01 34.24
29 128.21 128.37 128.53 124.11 149.84 149.99 150.26 147.61
30 94.34 94.32 96.41 90.34 111.35 111.38 112.06 103.92
31 58.93 58.42 58.62 61.14 45.71 45.23 45.20 52.81
32 6.68 6.81 6.94 -7.40 26.44 26.78 27.22 18.84
33 -212.58 -211.76 -210.48 -205.37 -254.35 -253.67 -252.12 -247.65
34 -9.52 -9.67 -9.00 -11.96 -8.97 -9.04 -10.22 -8.29
35 388.21 387.06 381.27 344.29 407.89 407.04 404.29 347.36
36 -226.91 -226.49 -225.65 -220.35 -347.72 -347.58 -345.59 -342.57
37 97.83 98.60 96.74 105.07 90.67 90.95 90.21 92.78
38 -2387.07 -2382.97 -2382.44 -2320.68 -2913.11 -2910.71 -2910.18 -2887.47
39 -3629.51 -3622.68 -3613.20 -3568.01 -4822.08 -4817.72 -4810.71 -4780.12
40 4567.17 4557.09 4547.70 4423.17 6364.12 6357.20 6349.74 6248.84
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41 -3540.40 -3532.63 -3523.93 -3453.64 -4822.80 -4818.00 -4813.66 -4765.13
42 -4926.46 -4917.50 -4908.49 -4814.98 -7000.30 -6993.93 -6991.31 -6928.89
43 90.25 90.23 95.61 112.23 136.37 136.40 139.86 161.36
44 156.37 156.53 156.81 152.60 175.88 175.98 176.33 172.72
45 -104.57 -103.71 -104.96 -101.28 -96.04 -95.34 -95.63 -98.31
46 -176.19 -175.82 -177.15 -176.73 -214.64 -214.44 -213.53 -213.43
47 -118.95 -118.97 -119.62 -113.62 -145.99 -145.98 -145.45 -144.19
48 -39.09 -38.72 -40.03 -36.83 -51.76 -51.58 -52.56 -47.75
49 201.15 200.32 198.37 201.70 238.03 237.67 235.58 238.62
50 235.89 235.76 236.48 248.51 281.02 280.70 283.19 265.90
51 -274.59 -273.94 -272.87 -263.15 -328.47 -327.87 -326.89 -315.46
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Table A.2: Specific rotation (deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) computed with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and
the RGn selection criterion. Full refers to the reference calculation with all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 -18.65 -18.68 -18.72 -21.65 -17.13 -17.16 -17.71 -21.91
2 70.86 71.13 71.10 73.47 76.00 75.97 77.03 82.71
3 71.76 71.70 71.99 71.72 54.61 54.60 54.70 45.98
4 169.19 169.20 169.65 171.48 165.25 164.89 165.54 175.09
5 57.04 57.19 56.88 55.81 58.50 58.51 58.78 56.35
6 15.31 15.18 14.17 11.35 11.77 11.62 11.01 20.01
7 86.58 86.76 86.98 88.74 102.12 102.43 101.71 99.80
8 -38.42 -38.69 -38.89 -37.61 -24.97 -25.55 -25.43 -26.68
9 -23.53 -23.92 -24.47 -29.94 -10.03 -10.93 -11.49 -21.80
10 67.88 68.11 67.37 74.22 80.78 80.57 79.93 87.01
11 -136.99 -137.20 -136.98 -135.72 -134.75 -134.90 -133.80 -137.41
12 -24.52 -24.60 -24.75 -26.57 -13.36 -13.48 -13.34 -13.52
13 -86.89 -86.94 -86.96 -85.83 -83.11 -83.23 -83.51 -79.85
14 -160.21 -160.10 -160.54 -158.92 -169.40 -169.97 -169.99 -174.77
15 -48.53 -48.50 -47.95 -47.95 -65.78 -65.76 -64.61 -57.35
16 -38.86 -38.86 -39.58 -49.31 -41.32 -41.56 -42.14 -45.97
17 126.14 126.01 125.61 127.76 131.22 131.48 131.53 137.94
18 2.32 2.32 2.03 1.67 1.89 1.88 2.16 4.58
19 9.95 9.90 10.08 11.73 8.46 8.36 8.90 -5.19
20 -923.43 -923.12 -918.54 -877.29 -1192.48 -1189.45 -1159.24 -1125.22
21 42.24 42.28 42.43 39.54 58.18 58.37 61.57 44.76
22 -57.31 -57.33 -58.06 -55.11 -67.11 -67.34 -63.28 -94.81
23 85.82 85.81 86.02 87.65 94.08 94.07 94.36 93.69
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24 95.97 95.89 95.39 93.88 116.21 116.15 115.53 115.96
25 80.36 80.27 80.35 80.89 84.02 83.93 84.26 89.21
26 68.21 68.27 67.87 69.68 79.69 79.69 78.90 78.92
27 44.72 44.72 44.70 44.10 43.04 43.01 43.34 46.27
28 28.48 28.45 28.64 28.73 29.63 29.69 29.77 32.44
29 128.21 128.21 128.34 129.33 149.84 149.88 150.17 147.34
30 94.34 94.32 94.43 95.02 111.35 111.45 111.38 112.85
31 58.93 58.87 57.75 58.10 45.71 45.09 43.74 52.02
32 6.68 6.71 7.00 7.51 26.44 26.45 26.71 26.90
33 -212.58 -211.93 -210.59 -197.62 -254.35 -254.10 -246.26 -279.05
34 -9.52 -9.53 -8.90 -8.91 -8.97 -8.13 -7.11 -10.01
35 388.21 387.89 385.53 380.48 407.89 407.04 404.16 350.90
36 -226.91 -227.08 -225.60 -229.23 -347.72 -344.99 -350.85 -310.13
37 97.83 98.45 96.53 114.73 90.67 90.83 91.69 108.40
38 -2387.07 -2381.89 -2338.30 -2301.54 -2913.11 -2897.12 -2882.08 -2796.70
39 -3629.51 -3614.15 -3569.90 -3473.17 -4822.08 -4781.33 -4730.69 -4872.17
40 4567.17 4543.45 4390.72 4164.11 6364.12 6275.65 6130.67 6303.69
41 -3540.40 -3528.61 -3487.45 -3318.14 -4822.80 -4773.72 -4720.40 -5197.12
42 -4926.46 -4900.12 -4767.51 -4514.49 -7000.30 -6916.30 -6850.35 -7472.16
43 90.25 90.09 90.19 102.12 136.37 136.24 137.57 153.09
44 156.37 156.43 156.49 156.57 175.88 175.93 175.96 176.10
45 -104.57 -104.31 -103.61 -97.33 -96.04 -95.46 -95.74 -97.46
46 -176.19 -175.79 -175.54 -181.53 -214.64 -214.56 -215.12 -202.86
47 -118.95 -118.96 -119.07 -119.63 -145.99 -145.94 -145.41 -142.32
48 -39.09 -38.74 -39.18 -40.36 -51.76 -51.58 -52.93 -43.88
49 201.15 200.85 199.96 198.00 238.03 237.55 235.66 231.55
50 235.89 235.82 235.37 236.82 281.02 280.26 279.75 280.39
149
51 -274.59 -274.64 -274.35 -274.08 -328.47 -328.14 -327.49 -314.14
150
Table A.3: Specific rotation (deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) computed with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and
the ASn selection criterion. Full refers to the reference calculation with all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 -18.65 -18.67 -19.85 -50.43 -17.13 -17.19 -20.01 -51.45
2 70.86 71.13 72.87 83.71 76.00 76.13 78.09 85.57
3 71.76 71.84 71.17 60.57 54.61 54.65 54.57 49.40
4 169.19 169.32 169.83 169.09 165.25 165.29 165.40 166.29
5 57.04 57.26 57.59 50.52 58.50 58.60 58.95 49.60
6 15.31 15.21 14.05 16.22 11.77 11.67 10.73 10.81
7 86.58 86.58 88.43 96.33 102.12 102.05 103.01 114.49
8 -38.42 -38.29 -39.57 -33.68 -24.97 -24.84 -25.65 -23.32
9 -23.53 -23.54 -25.32 -29.93 -10.03 -9.98 -11.82 -18.17
10 67.88 68.12 67.35 72.08 80.78 81.03 80.27 80.51
11 -136.99 -137.11 -136.83 -137.84 -134.75 -134.84 -134.65 -130.85
12 -24.52 -24.77 -24.14 -19.51 -13.36 -13.56 -12.33 -10.99
13 -86.89 -86.97 -87.49 -82.93 -83.11 -83.14 -83.53 -88.35
14 -160.21 -160.29 -160.15 -160.85 -169.40 -169.44 -169.96 -177.14
15 -48.53 -47.97 -47.79 -37.39 -65.78 -64.94 -64.74 -50.71
16 -38.86 -38.80 -38.49 -40.22 -41.32 -41.31 -41.09 -54.64
17 126.14 126.17 125.57 129.66 131.22 131.28 130.76 135.18
18 2.32 2.32 2.11 -0.74 1.89 1.88 1.69 5.45
19 9.95 10.00 10.64 17.19 8.46 8.52 8.80 6.36
20 -923.43 -923.27 -918.01 -888.44 -1192.48 -1192.37 -1184.76 -1155.21
21 42.24 42.28 42.12 40.51 58.18 58.22 58.12 53.64
22 -57.31 -57.36 -59.44 -62.54 -67.11 -67.18 -67.91 -66.18
23 85.82 85.79 85.48 87.80 94.08 94.07 94.12 102.23
151
24 95.97 95.85 96.82 88.03 116.21 116.12 115.25 113.42
25 80.36 80.22 82.33 84.10 84.02 83.91 84.66 85.71
26 68.21 68.21 68.89 62.48 79.69 79.67 80.06 83.38
27 44.72 44.65 46.18 47.95 43.04 43.01 44.60 45.62
28 28.48 28.54 28.96 26.62 29.63 29.71 29.85 26.72
29 128.21 128.21 128.74 118.43 149.84 149.88 149.90 149.56
30 94.34 94.42 95.05 98.60 111.35 111.45 111.00 119.97
31 58.93 58.83 58.16 59.98 45.71 45.59 44.49 47.39
32 6.68 6.71 7.17 8.72 26.44 26.35 26.64 14.64
33 -212.58 -212.68 -211.39 -218.04 -254.35 -254.36 -252.70 -256.83
34 -9.52 -9.53 -10.42 -19.13 -8.97 -8.95 -8.21 -18.53
35 388.21 388.33 385.01 374.31 407.89 407.65 405.20 400.58
36 -226.91 -227.43 -226.78 -216.47 -347.72 -348.43 -347.42 -342.28
37 97.83 98.28 98.38 117.91 90.67 90.77 90.83 102.21
38 -2387.07 -2386.37 -2383.06 -2349.45 -2913.11 -2912.68 -2911.16 -2880.21
39 -3629.51 -3625.47 -3620.50 -3568.22 -4822.08 -4820.25 -4815.75 -4787.07
40 4567.17 4558.93 4550.09 4393.36 6364.12 6358.35 6351.85 6230.95
41 -3540.40 -3533.10 -3528.71 -3451.12 -4822.80 -4817.27 -4813.50 -4745.83
42 -4926.46 -4920.46 -4912.84 -4830.89 -7000.30 -6998.53 -6990.70 -6930.33
43 90.25 90.09 89.47 104.72 136.37 136.24 136.30 152.34
44 156.37 156.42 157.02 151.48 175.88 175.93 176.20 173.44
45 -104.57 -104.27 -103.42 -94.15 -96.04 -95.72 -95.96 -97.67
46 -176.19 -175.80 -174.92 -176.06 -214.64 -214.38 -213.81 -216.49
47 -118.95 -118.90 -116.89 -115.54 -145.99 -145.93 -144.56 -144.13
48 -39.09 -38.74 -39.08 -35.20 -51.76 -51.59 -51.81 -47.99
49 201.15 200.96 200.69 201.07 238.03 238.02 237.85 232.71
50 235.89 235.11 234.90 247.43 281.02 280.55 279.42 286.50
152
51 -274.59 -274.58 -273.41 -278.23 -328.47 -328.47 -326.57 -332.28
153
Table A.4: Specific rotation (deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) computed with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and
the RSn selection criterion. Full refers to the reference calculation with all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 -18.65 -18.60 -18.64 -19.66 -17.13 -17.16 -17.14 -17.82
2 70.86 70.88 70.88 72.69 76.00 76.00 76.08 77.65
3 71.76 71.76 71.80 72.15 54.61 54.61 54.65 54.57
4 169.19 169.22 169.21 169.62 165.25 165.28 165.47 166.56
5 57.04 57.04 57.16 57.07 58.50 58.50 58.60 58.52
6 15.31 15.31 15.41 13.89 11.77 11.77 11.72 10.73
7 86.58 86.39 86.39 87.92 102.12 101.98 102.05 102.96
8 -38.42 -38.43 -38.27 -39.08 -24.97 -24.94 -24.84 -25.80
9 -23.53 -23.48 -23.51 -25.04 -10.03 -9.97 -9.97 -11.18
10 67.88 68.02 68.12 67.37 80.78 80.92 81.03 80.32
11 -136.99 -136.93 -136.95 -137.19 -134.75 -134.72 -134.84 -134.76
12 -24.52 -24.69 -24.67 -24.87 -13.36 -13.50 -13.48 -13.89
13 -86.89 -87.00 -86.96 -87.69 -83.11 -83.13 -83.13 -83.37
14 -160.21 -160.20 -160.10 -159.72 -169.40 -169.35 -169.82 -168.35
15 -48.53 -48.50 -48.50 -47.40 -65.78 -65.76 -65.59 -64.34
16 -38.86 -38.90 -38.76 -39.13 -41.32 -41.27 -41.31 -41.37
17 126.14 126.14 125.61 130.85 131.22 131.21 130.46 135.91
18 2.32 2.32 2.34 2.21 1.89 1.91 1.88 1.69
19 9.95 9.83 9.93 10.17 8.46 8.46 8.49 8.84
20 -923.43 -923.57 -922.72 -912.62 -1192.48 -1192.54 -1184.95 -1156.58
21 42.24 42.27 42.28 42.08 58.18 58.19 58.23 58.02
22 -57.31 -57.30 -57.29 -57.13 -67.11 -67.12 -67.11 -68.08
23 85.82 85.78 85.78 86.03 94.08 94.06 94.07 94.31
154
24 95.97 95.99 95.85 95.61 116.21 116.22 116.13 115.72
25 80.36 80.31 80.25 80.38 84.02 84.00 83.94 84.62
26 68.21 68.21 68.18 68.07 79.69 79.71 79.66 79.41
27 44.72 44.73 44.65 45.21 43.04 43.07 43.01 43.52
28 28.48 28.53 28.47 29.01 29.63 29.66 29.69 29.95
29 128.21 128.19 128.19 128.87 149.84 149.87 149.87 150.12
30 94.34 94.39 94.39 94.37 111.35 111.42 111.42 111.46
31 58.93 58.88 58.90 57.88 45.71 45.70 45.77 44.89
32 6.68 6.57 6.58 7.08 26.44 26.37 26.30 26.43
33 -212.58 -212.63 -212.26 -207.94 -254.35 -254.33 -253.17 -249.36
34 -9.52 -9.54 -9.55 -9.02 -8.97 -8.92 -8.95 -8.21
35 388.21 388.21 387.88 384.44 407.89 407.89 407.50 403.71
36 -226.91 -227.37 -227.17 -233.64 -347.72 -348.34 -347.70 -344.74
37 97.83 98.24 98.27 98.56 90.67 90.68 90.87 89.97
38 -2387.07 -2386.45 -2383.28 -2332.46 -2913.11 -2910.53 -2906.28 -2853.35
39 -3629.51 -3625.63 -3612.49 -3463.09 -4822.08 -4817.18 -4807.40 -4737.12
40 4567.17 4557.44 4540.72 4276.84 6364.12 6355.85 6307.32 6123.54
41 -3540.40 -3532.67 -3527.94 -3409.06 -4822.80 -4816.97 -4806.33 -4707.34
42 -4926.46 -4917.00 -4902.29 -4702.12 -7000.30 -6992.48 -6967.86 -6803.19
43 90.25 90.09 90.09 91.29 136.37 136.24 136.24 137.45
44 156.37 156.31 156.42 156.53 175.88 175.88 175.93 176.03
45 -104.57 -104.32 -104.40 -104.16 -96.04 -95.96 -95.59 -95.58
46 -176.19 -175.61 -175.80 -174.50 -214.64 -214.31 -213.71 -216.25
47 -118.95 -118.87 -118.87 -118.76 -145.99 -145.91 -145.96 -144.24
48 -39.09 -38.72 -38.83 -38.80 -51.76 -51.59 -51.55 -51.60
49 201.15 200.85 200.83 200.88 238.03 237.89 237.98 235.80
50 235.89 235.79 235.82 235.32 281.02 280.90 280.55 279.42
155
51 -274.59 -274.66 -274.58 -273.56 -328.47 -328.55 -328.51 -328.14
156
Table A.5: Specific rotation (deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) computed with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and
the AGn selection criterion. Full refers to the reference calculation with all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 -11.28 -12.12 -18.19 -25.67 -9.61 -10.20 -15.35 -28.02
2 58.62 59.12 65.71 80.46 62.77 63.04 70.65 87.72
3 46.51 47.12 48.59 53.42 28.41 29.03 30.30 30.44
4 140.91 140.79 141.37 128.41 135.50 135.06 133.40 115.71
5 52.20 51.51 43.46 27.30 52.73 52.21 46.35 39.58
6 1.31 0.90 -1.70 49.75 -3.73 -4.16 -3.99 -5.65
7 79.66 79.71 78.52 83.74 93.39 93.53 92.85 127.10
8 -42.75 -43.27 -44.36 -31.62 -30.49 -30.94 -31.37 -23.59
9 -24.75 -25.97 -26.98 -35.49 -12.22 -13.39 -12.67 -16.25
10 65.50 65.02 66.36 86.42 78.50 78.15 77.89 86.10
11 -139.10 -138.83 -138.69 -123.30 -137.67 -137.47 -136.54 -131.62
12 -21.97 -23.01 -26.26 -8.14 -11.34 -11.92 -14.89 -0.11
13 -86.86 -87.59 -87.62 -106.20 -84.00 -84.21 -85.51 -92.62
14 -153.80 -153.24 -158.18 -141.09 -161.34 -161.10 -164.81 -145.47
15 -46.76 -44.84 -41.50 -46.67 -62.12 -60.42 -56.99 -55.13
16 -36.84 -36.77 -36.82 -30.14 -39.23 -39.24 -39.42 -41.56
17 129.68 129.15 127.47 118.75 134.52 134.06 132.91 124.20
18 1.87 1.78 1.72 4.29 1.53 1.24 1.88 4.57
19 9.49 9.76 14.66 -6.51 8.77 9.26 10.42 12.77
20 -909.64 -906.45 -890.12 -839.73 -1172.15 -1167.99 -1149.32 -1095.27
21 42.32 42.55 39.48 35.26 58.11 57.89 57.50 57.36
22 -54.46 -53.95 -54.66 -69.66 -63.73 -62.90 -64.17 -77.90
23 82.67 82.70 81.03 89.45 90.70 90.54 90.31 96.07
157
24 93.10 92.22 91.92 89.44 112.60 111.86 110.81 108.86
25 79.58 79.33 79.71 90.90 83.63 83.11 84.97 82.82
26 65.79 65.82 66.10 79.31 76.72 75.81 75.77 75.73
27 44.03 44.15 48.07 57.71 42.95 42.91 46.17 39.09
28 27.69 27.96 26.99 26.92 28.94 28.49 28.53 22.50
29 124.23 123.59 125.95 106.37 144.67 144.35 146.00 136.27
30 91.05 90.86 91.78 79.04 106.94 106.98 105.26 95.25
31 58.59 57.65 55.60 66.84 45.22 44.47 42.98 55.03
32 4.34 4.67 -0.45 3.86 23.47 23.67 22.03 19.99
33 -211.62 -210.48 -205.61 -189.68 -252.29 -250.92 -246.76 -240.44
34 -9.94 -8.97 -10.22 -7.56 -9.38 -8.30 -8.32 -2.45
35 393.35 391.77 388.47 328.01 412.68 411.48 408.85 366.50
36 -224.57 -225.87 -221.30 -198.36 -343.56 -343.72 -342.33 -326.95
37 98.51 96.76 96.60 96.26 91.38 90.47 90.73 95.42
38 -2394.97 -2393.20 -2383.99 -2332.43 -2922.54 -2921.24 -2915.52 -2884.40
39 -3648.62 -3645.59 -3633.38 -3587.82 -4847.45 -4845.14 -4837.34 -4804.76
40 4594.76 4587.82 4567.90 4489.63 6402.94 6397.36 6378.57 6300.60
41 -3565.88 -3560.97 -3546.70 -3486.96 -4857.38 -4854.09 -4841.13 -4798.54
42 -4957.50 -4949.82 -4937.74 -4875.50 -7046.15 -7040.73 -7029.41 -6972.44
43 81.65 81.94 87.69 99.35 126.46 126.85 130.08 141.60
44 154.45 154.39 152.77 142.91 173.83 173.79 172.14 173.36
45 -106.39 -106.00 -103.61 -88.72 -98.53 -98.42 -96.47 -73.50
46 -171.43 -171.28 -168.29 -159.41 -209.62 -209.54 -208.39 -199.71
47 -118.84 -118.12 -115.34 -117.33 -145.70 -145.09 -141.98 -145.85
48 -40.25 -40.34 -37.20 -24.20 -53.73 -53.97 -51.77 -47.66
49 201.86 200.93 198.88 213.19 238.65 237.84 236.06 234.89
50 235.77 233.96 236.62 227.01 280.53 278.85 280.47 273.07
158
51 -271.79 -270.42 -272.00 -268.05 -324.86 -323.83 -324.61 -320.75
159
Table A.6: Specific rotation (deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) computed with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and
the RGn selection criterion. Full refers to the reference calculation with all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 -11.28 -11.40 -12.06 -19.66 -9.61 -9.72 -10.28 -15.66
2 58.62 58.99 59.63 64.62 62.77 63.02 62.83 70.15
3 46.51 46.96 46.88 53.48 28.41 28.45 28.24 37.14
4 140.91 140.88 140.95 139.72 135.50 135.54 133.20 121.99
5 52.20 51.99 51.53 41.65 52.73 52.62 52.21 44.69
6 1.31 1.41 0.34 -2.07 -3.73 -3.78 -2.88 -16.94
7 79.66 79.90 79.71 78.52 93.39 93.65 93.28 92.06
8 -42.75 -42.75 -44.61 -43.50 -30.49 -31.01 -32.05 -23.59
9 -24.75 -24.87 -25.71 -28.61 -12.22 -13.32 -12.28 -10.62
10 65.50 65.18 64.30 65.11 78.50 78.24 78.15 87.22
11 -139.10 -138.69 -137.55 -138.05 -137.67 -137.42 -136.54 -127.91
12 -21.97 -22.18 -22.96 -24.28 -11.34 -11.56 -12.33 -15.63
13 -86.86 -86.71 -87.42 -88.05 -84.00 -84.02 -84.68 -86.99
14 -153.80 -153.39 -152.68 -162.78 -161.34 -161.56 -162.75 -170.53
15 -46.76 -46.46 -44.41 -41.50 -62.12 -61.68 -59.59 -60.75
16 -36.84 -36.54 -37.42 -32.84 -39.23 -39.32 -39.44 -43.50
17 129.68 129.38 129.83 128.20 134.52 134.39 134.67 129.23
18 1.87 1.82 2.53 3.27 1.53 1.63 1.52 3.32
19 9.49 9.12 9.55 21.11 8.77 8.86 16.25 0.49
20 -909.64 -906.82 -890.55 -870.39 -1172.15 -1156.87 -1134.72 -1113.54
21 42.32 42.18 42.72 41.24 58.11 58.66 59.20 46.10
22 -54.46 -54.32 -53.99 -53.65 -63.73 -63.26 -62.12 -84.23
23 82.67 82.66 82.68 82.00 90.70 90.68 90.74 89.97
160
24 93.10 92.78 92.58 91.53 112.60 112.37 111.75 110.81
25 79.58 79.52 79.49 80.88 83.63 83.48 83.51 85.16
26 65.79 65.64 65.32 65.42 76.72 76.41 75.84 75.61
27 44.03 43.96 43.80 45.29 42.95 42.87 43.36 46.47
28 27.69 27.62 27.69 26.54 28.94 28.89 28.95 28.47
29 124.23 124.18 124.15 123.94 144.67 144.68 144.30 148.85
30 91.05 91.13 91.31 90.49 106.94 107.00 106.98 105.98
31 58.59 58.27 57.53 53.84 45.22 44.42 43.31 64.37
32 4.34 4.16 4.65 1.99 23.47 23.69 23.68 21.16
33 -211.62 -210.57 -207.15 -190.84 -252.29 -250.38 -239.11 -236.04
34 -9.94 -9.54 -9.18 -7.78 -9.38 -8.12 -9.19 -18.12
35 393.35 393.07 390.33 358.54 412.68 411.39 408.85 366.50
36 -224.57 -225.96 -223.52 -213.82 -343.56 -342.27 -338.96 -291.12
37 98.51 96.79 96.60 94.47 91.38 90.67 95.53 86.03
38 -2394.97 -2386.61 -2334.79 -2286.69 -2922.54 -2902.48 -2900.72 -2893.65
39 -3648.62 -3632.31 -3580.70 -3611.70 -4847.45 -4812.30 -4805.53 -5107.72
40 4594.76 4565.08 4442.02 4364.16 6402.94 6315.41 6229.14 6409.25
41 -3565.88 -3548.45 -3491.79 -3484.82 -4857.38 -4804.95 -4788.60 -5182.78
42 -4957.50 -4929.62 -4875.50 -4976.44 -7046.15 -6966.52 -7070.75 -7900.62
43 81.65 81.58 81.46 85.70 126.46 126.62 127.27 139.88
44 154.45 154.55 154.55 153.68 173.83 173.94 173.82 173.00
45 -106.39 -106.23 -105.68 -99.02 -98.53 -98.48 -96.72 -91.49
46 -171.43 -171.37 -170.63 -164.82 -209.62 -209.73 -206.41 -196.53
47 -118.84 -118.54 -118.12 -114.54 -145.70 -145.24 -143.70 -139.78
48 -40.25 -40.06 -40.23 -34.41 -53.73 -53.97 -52.01 -47.66
49 201.86 201.58 199.94 204.36 238.65 237.66 235.11 237.09
50 235.77 234.20 237.45 224.62 280.53 281.06 274.86 286.85
161
51 -271.79 -270.76 -271.68 -267.63 -324.86 -324.85 -319.96 -310.29
162
Table A.7: Specific rotation (deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) computed with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and
the ASn selection criterion. Full refers to the reference calculation with all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 -11.28 -11.62 -15.05 -4.54 -9.61 -9.85 -13.12 -30.12
2 58.62 58.69 60.05 82.73 62.77 62.84 63.96 79.31
3 46.51 46.45 46.51 32.79 28.41 28.46 29.77 24.19
4 140.91 140.74 143.11 136.50 135.50 135.38 135.97 136.99
5 52.20 51.92 50.69 31.61 52.73 52.59 52.14 31.77
6 1.31 1.26 -0.28 9.60 -3.73 -3.86 -4.73 -7.81
7 79.66 79.97 79.33 75.82 93.39 93.61 93.63 85.39
8 -42.75 -42.52 -44.13 -51.19 -30.49 -30.34 -31.55 -30.78
9 -24.75 -24.64 -26.41 -31.03 -12.22 -12.10 -15.33 -19.95
10 65.50 65.22 62.93 56.65 78.50 78.20 76.98 73.64
11 -139.10 -138.89 -138.02 -143.66 -137.67 -137.47 -137.18 -134.63
12 -21.97 -22.41 -22.10 2.58 -11.34 -11.65 -11.35 -9.76
13 -86.86 -86.81 -85.46 -82.25 -84.00 -83.97 -84.63 -86.37
14 -153.80 -153.60 -153.78 -154.16 -161.34 -161.20 -160.89 -159.35
15 -46.76 -46.31 -44.32 -40.84 -62.12 -61.80 -59.98 -58.98
16 -36.84 -36.80 -36.82 -33.53 -39.23 -39.20 -39.54 -35.38
17 129.68 129.73 128.51 133.88 134.52 134.61 133.89 140.28
18 1.87 1.92 1.60 2.40 1.53 1.57 1.01 1.15
19 9.49 9.68 14.91 -12.21 8.77 8.98 12.63 19.17
20 -909.64 -907.94 -893.26 -873.81 -1172.15 -1170.21 -1156.20 -1117.60
21 42.32 42.33 41.82 51.78 58.11 58.03 58.48 67.06
22 -54.46 -54.17 -54.83 -77.71 -63.73 -63.46 -64.76 -83.24
23 82.67 82.64 83.81 84.45 90.70 90.57 92.47 91.19
163
24 93.10 92.71 91.53 92.47 112.60 112.24 110.81 106.25
25 79.58 79.46 79.83 93.72 83.63 83.45 84.89 85.96
26 65.79 65.48 65.09 68.92 76.72 76.46 76.01 73.34
27 44.03 44.03 43.90 41.65 42.95 42.89 44.96 40.32
28 27.69 27.65 27.30 14.70 28.94 28.92 28.85 19.37
29 124.23 124.20 124.20 126.11 144.67 144.65 143.91 152.35
30 91.05 91.19 91.49 90.16 106.94 107.06 106.93 102.81
31 58.59 58.08 57.12 76.43 45.22 44.86 43.76 50.20
32 4.34 4.23 2.91 1.68 23.47 23.72 22.93 24.75
33 -211.62 -211.00 -205.76 -199.10 -252.29 -251.76 -247.42 -239.73
34 -9.94 -9.60 -11.54 -4.74 -9.38 -8.98 -10.52 -5.84
35 393.35 393.41 390.27 374.71 412.68 413.14 409.52 390.15
36 -224.57 -226.38 -223.75 -218.15 -343.56 -344.39 -342.27 -330.69
37 98.51 96.93 102.05 84.44 91.38 90.59 92.98 92.30
38 -2394.97 -2394.03 -2391.06 -2378.36 -2922.54 -2922.02 -2919.76 -2911.53
39 -3648.62 -3646.54 -3640.21 -3633.15 -4847.45 -4846.21 -4841.63 -4824.65
40 4594.76 4590.59 4576.34 4512.75 6402.94 6399.58 6387.99 6300.36
41 -3565.88 -3563.14 -3553.78 -3526.71 -4857.38 -4855.43 -4847.14 -4806.27
42 -4957.50 -4953.31 -4943.86 -4939.53 -7046.15 -7043.43 -7035.67 -6996.78
43 81.65 81.77 84.20 95.78 126.46 126.70 129.09 133.70
44 154.45 154.55 153.53 156.77 173.83 173.89 172.71 173.60
45 -106.39 -106.13 -105.50 -102.69 -98.53 -98.48 -97.55 -93.22
46 -171.43 -170.90 -171.07 -163.98 -209.62 -209.18 -209.83 -209.15
47 -118.84 -118.26 -117.33 -111.63 -145.70 -145.23 -144.62 -138.70
48 -40.25 -39.84 -39.10 -25.02 -53.73 -53.57 -53.04 -33.47
49 201.86 201.81 199.29 198.58 238.65 238.49 236.98 237.85
50 235.77 234.89 232.62 220.81 280.53 279.65 276.86 283.21
164
51 -271.79 -271.02 -269.88 -268.32 -324.86 -324.09 -320.40 -323.06
165
Table A.8: Specific rotation (deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1) computed with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and
the RSn selection criterion. Full refers to the reference calculation with all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 -11.28 -11.39 -11.52 -11.70 -9.61 -9.74 -9.82 -9.77
2 58.62 58.53 58.62 59.34 62.77 62.78 62.84 63.96
3 46.51 46.58 46.56 47.29 28.41 28.47 28.56 30.10
4 140.91 140.99 141.00 141.85 135.50 135.58 135.07 134.59
5 52.20 51.95 51.96 51.40 52.73 52.58 52.59 52.05
6 1.31 1.22 1.33 0.73 -3.73 -3.80 -3.75 -4.52
7 79.66 79.57 79.63 79.33 93.39 93.34 93.42 93.44
8 -42.75 -42.82 -42.60 -43.20 -30.49 -30.31 -30.33 -30.76
9 -24.75 -24.77 -24.57 -25.91 -12.22 -12.15 -12.06 -13.50
10 65.50 65.47 65.35 64.81 78.50 78.37 78.32 76.54
11 -139.10 -138.82 -138.67 -139.10 -137.67 -137.38 -137.20 -137.49
12 -21.97 -22.21 -22.06 -23.41 -11.34 -11.51 -11.52 -11.61
13 -86.86 -86.86 -86.78 -84.50 -84.00 -83.98 -83.94 -82.87
14 -153.80 -153.69 -153.57 -153.60 -161.34 -161.09 -161.26 -165.57
15 -46.76 -46.61 -46.51 -44.99 -62.12 -61.96 -61.78 -60.34
16 -36.84 -36.87 -36.76 -37.08 -39.23 -39.20 -39.19 -39.96
17 129.68 129.60 129.30 131.95 134.52 134.46 134.08 137.76
18 1.87 1.88 1.93 1.81 1.53 1.55 1.61 1.28
19 9.49 9.41 9.32 10.61 8.77 9.00 9.22 11.59
20 -909.64 -908.69 -906.88 -889.12 -1172.15 -1170.29 -1156.90 -1124.61
21 42.32 42.36 42.28 41.80 58.11 58.18 58.24 59.03
22 -54.46 -54.54 -54.43 -54.46 -63.73 -63.89 -63.79 -63.36
23 82.67 82.71 82.59 84.00 90.70 90.72 90.63 90.84
166
24 93.10 93.11 92.81 92.30 112.60 112.55 112.32 111.48
25 79.58 79.61 79.46 79.20 83.63 83.62 83.45 84.23
26 65.79 65.72 65.57 66.42 76.72 76.69 76.50 76.06
27 44.03 44.07 44.00 44.60 42.95 42.98 42.89 43.29
28 27.69 27.73 27.67 27.58 28.94 28.94 28.89 29.30
29 124.23 124.22 124.24 124.17 144.67 144.70 144.72 144.63
30 91.05 91.16 91.12 91.66 106.94 107.05 107.02 107.23
31 58.59 58.33 58.20 57.43 45.22 45.06 44.82 43.66
32 4.34 4.19 4.26 4.33 23.47 23.45 23.69 22.46
33 -211.62 -211.48 -210.33 -204.19 -252.29 -252.00 -250.77 -244.78
34 -9.94 -9.60 -9.65 -8.94 -9.38 -9.02 -9.03 -10.11
35 393.35 393.36 393.41 390.27 412.68 412.73 412.31 404.60
36 -224.57 -225.76 -225.39 -230.03 -343.56 -344.37 -341.71 -325.13
37 98.51 98.28 97.02 102.14 91.38 90.86 90.77 93.88
38 -2394.97 -2394.64 -2389.43 -2373.70 -2922.54 -2921.26 -2927.04 -2892.25
39 -3648.62 -3646.56 -3632.51 -3614.94 -4847.45 -4843.98 -4844.04 -4803.14
40 4594.76 4588.00 4571.66 4448.36 6402.94 6394.64 6355.31 6219.89
41 -3565.88 -3562.67 -3553.32 -3519.52 -4857.38 -4852.16 -4843.49 -4766.17
42 -4957.50 -4951.66 -4928.97 -4974.84 -7046.15 -7038.39 -7010.30 -6974.12
43 81.65 81.58 81.82 82.82 126.46 126.47 126.85 128.86
44 154.45 154.44 154.61 154.41 173.83 173.83 173.93 173.85
45 -106.39 -106.34 -106.32 -105.49 -98.53 -98.58 -98.38 -97.62
46 -171.43 -171.06 -170.92 -171.16 -209.62 -209.29 -209.34 -208.34
47 -118.84 -118.48 -118.48 -117.82 -145.70 -145.42 -145.17 -143.35
48 -40.25 -39.99 -40.11 -40.17 -53.73 -53.94 -53.70 -53.60
49 201.86 202.11 201.95 200.37 238.65 238.70 237.93 234.94
50 235.77 235.35 234.82 231.11 280.53 279.98 279.66 275.80
167
51 -271.79 -271.63 -271.15 -270.39 -324.86 -324.72 -324.11 -320.41
168
Table A.9: Number of basis functions selected for the AGn calculations with aug-cc-pVDZ (Num-
ber of occupied orbitals, number of virtual orbitals). Full refers to the reference calculation with
all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 16, 130 12, 113 11, 85 10, 51 12, 114 11, 86 10, 52
2 20, 167 15, 152 14, 116 14, 72 15, 155 14, 116 13, 74
3 20, 130 12, 116 11, 89 9, 55 12, 118 11, 90 10, 57
4 73, 559 51, 516 51, 422 49, 260 51, 520 51, 429 46, 261
5 20, 185 15, 164 14, 125 13, 80 15, 164 15, 126 13, 81
6 23, 205 17, 186 16, 146 14, 88 17, 190 16, 148 15, 94
7 20, 176 15, 157 14, 116 12, 73 15, 157 14, 117 12, 77
8 28, 186 18, 161 17, 124 15, 82 18, 163 17, 127 15, 82
9 37, 186 20, 164 17, 133 16, 82 20, 167 18, 134 17, 82
10 24, 149 15, 128 14, 96 12, 64 15, 130 14, 100 12, 68
11 24, 149 15, 130 14, 105 12, 67 15, 131 14, 108 12, 67
12 28, 232 21, 196 19, 145 16, 91 21, 198 19, 148 16, 98
13 32, 269 24, 222 22, 178 19, 107 24, 223 22, 181 19, 112
14 19, 168 14, 148 13, 111 12, 62 14, 148 14, 113 12, 69
15 20, 167 15, 143 14, 109 12, 67 15, 143 14, 112 12, 72
16 31, 188 20, 174 18, 135 16, 82 20, 174 19, 136 16, 85
17 19, 168 14, 153 14, 124 12, 77 14, 155 14, 126 12, 77
18 34, 84 15, 83 12, 67 9, 39 15, 83 11, 67 9, 40
19 30, 244 22, 217 22, 157 17, 106 22, 220 22, 159 18, 112
20 29, 227 21, 202 20, 148 16, 88 21, 207 19, 150 17, 95
21 42, 355 31, 297 29, 225 24, 139 31, 301 29, 230 26, 146
22 42, 355 31, 296 29, 228 25, 127 31, 300 29, 232 26, 143
169
23 31, 243 23, 206 21, 143 17, 86 23, 206 21, 144 18, 95
24 35, 280 26, 238 24, 172 19, 102 26, 243 24, 172 20, 107
25 35, 280 26, 239 23, 173 20, 105 26, 239 24, 176 20, 113
26 39, 317 29, 263 27, 192 21, 116 29, 267 27, 195 23, 120
27 39, 317 29, 261 27, 199 23, 117 29, 264 27, 203 24, 125
28 39, 317 29, 262 27, 195 21, 117 29, 269 27, 198 23, 126
29 31, 225 23, 191 19, 137 17, 83 23, 192 21, 137 17, 91
30 35, 262 26, 216 23, 162 19, 95 26, 220 23, 161 19, 98
31 38, 336 28, 281 27, 211 22, 128 28, 283 27, 215 23, 135
32 38, 336 28, 282 27, 210 24, 130 28, 285 27, 212 24, 133
33 41, 338 30, 293 30, 229 23, 143 30, 296 30, 230 24, 146
34 38, 318 28, 269 27, 208 22, 129 28, 272 26, 212 24, 136
35 31, 279 23, 253 23, 180 19, 114 23, 254 23, 187 19, 113
36 67, 532 48, 490 47, 378 43, 235 48, 495 47, 382 43, 242
37 74, 620 54, 562 53, 431 49, 303 54, 567 53, 435 50, 320
38 86, 656 60, 604 60, 485 57, 300 60, 605 60, 490 53, 304
39 92, 696 64, 629 64, 498 63, 301 64, 631 64, 502 58, 307
40 103, 666 65, 606 63, 477 61, 286 66, 608 63, 486 57, 291
41 99, 753 69, 692 69, 557 66, 335 69, 691 69, 553 61, 338
42 24, 167 15, 153 14, 121 13, 74 15, 153 14, 121 14, 76
43 27, 188 20, 181 19, 117 15, 85 20, 180 19, 118 15, 88
44 44, 317 33, 280 30, 196 25, 136 33, 285 32, 197 25, 145
45 38, 336 28, 289 27, 224 22, 136 28, 292 27, 228 23, 141
46 44, 358 32, 336 31, 249 27, 165 32, 337 32, 256 29, 163
47 46, 329 34, 308 31, 214 27, 154 34, 306 32, 215 27, 162
48 38, 336 28, 282 28, 218 22, 128 28, 282 27, 223 23, 140
49 38, 336 28, 286 27, 216 22, 136 28, 290 27, 224 23, 143
170
50 27, 224 20, 197 20, 149 15, 103 20, 199 20, 150 15, 115
51 27, 224 20, 196 20, 147 16, 99 20, 200 20, 148 16, 105
171
Table A.10: Number of basis functions selected for the RGn calculations with aug-cc-pVDZ (Num-
ber of occupied orbitals, number of virtual orbitals). Full refers to the reference calculation with
all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 16, 130 13, 130 12, 124 11, 92 13, 130 12, 117 11, 89
2 20, 167 17, 167 15, 158 14, 118 16, 166 15, 148 14, 110
3 20, 130 15, 128 12, 108 11, 71 12, 127 12, 102 11, 64
4 24, 167 17, 167 15, 142 14, 105 48, 295 44, 183 38, 81
5 20, 185 17, 184 15, 160 14, 124 15, 182 15, 153 14, 116
6 23, 205 19, 203 17, 178 16, 139 17, 200 17, 157 16, 104
7 20, 176 17, 176 15, 170 14, 128 15, 173 15, 147 14, 111
8 28, 186 20, 183 18, 149 17, 108 18, 164 17, 130 15, 84
9 37, 186 24, 184 18, 149 17, 102 20, 163 18, 134 16, 82
10 24, 149 17, 148 15, 120 14, 81 15, 144 15, 109 13, 72
11 24, 149 17, 145 15, 117 14, 77 15, 131 14, 109 12, 67
12 28, 232 22, 232 21, 194 19, 144 21, 232 21, 179 19, 133
13 32, 269 26, 269 24, 222 22, 178 25, 268 24, 211 22, 163
14 19, 168 14, 166 14, 140 13, 99 14, 156 14, 120 12, 74
15 20, 167 15, 167 15, 143 14, 109 15, 167 15, 132 14, 97
16 31, 188 20, 186 20, 148 17, 105 20, 174 19, 132 16, 85
17 19, 168 16, 166 14, 140 14, 111 14, 162 14, 134 13, 85
18 34, 84 20, 84 13, 75 10, 53 15, 82 11, 65 9, 39
19 30, 244 22, 243 22, 200 20, 146 22, 201 20, 145 17, 84
20 29, 227 21, 213 21, 160 16, 102 21, 168 18, 120 15, 61
21 42, 355 31, 353 31, 282 28, 210 31, 282 28, 209 23, 121
22 42, 355 31, 352 31, 274 28, 194 31, 278 29, 201 23, 114
172
23 31, 243 24, 242 23, 219 21, 155 23, 242 23, 203 21, 141
24 35, 280 27, 280 26, 248 24, 179 27, 279 26, 232 23, 168
25 35, 280 30, 279 26, 254 24, 190 27, 279 26, 227 23, 164
26 39, 317 32, 316 29, 282 27, 217 31, 316 29, 267 27, 194
27 39, 317 33, 316 29, 281 27, 210 29, 316 29, 249 25, 187
28 39, 317 32, 317 29, 286 27, 216 29, 316 29, 254 27, 189
29 31, 225 23, 224 23, 202 20, 146 23, 224 23, 181 19, 133
30 35, 262 30, 262 26, 255 24, 179 27, 261 26, 224 23, 166
31 38, 336 28, 330 28, 260 26, 173 28, 270 27, 191 21, 115
32 38, 336 30, 335 28, 288 27, 216 29, 333 28, 269 27, 183
33 41, 338 30, 298 30, 232 24, 147 30, 261 28, 185 22, 98
34 38, 318 28, 317 28, 249 25, 190 28, 249 26, 189 21, 108
35 31, 279 23, 279 23, 230 22, 158 23, 254 23, 188 19, 114
36 67, 532 48, 511 47, 395 43, 256 47, 411 44, 284 38, 169
37 74, 620 54, 530 53, 410 48, 262 54, 449 50, 338 45, 178
38 73, 559 51, 432 49, 270 43, 160 53, 325 50, 196 40, 65
39 86, 656 60, 483 57, 298 50, 175 58, 333 54, 203 37, 62
40 92, 696 64, 462 62, 285 52, 158 57, 300 52, 185 38, 47
41 103, 666 63, 499 61, 301 53, 183 61, 326 56, 189 32, 42
42 99, 753 68, 503 66, 308 55, 170 15, 160 15, 134 14, 85
43 27, 188 20, 188 20, 173 18, 113 20, 187 19, 137 16, 106
44 44, 317 34, 317 33, 298 32, 204 33, 316 33, 253 28, 183
45 38, 336 28, 333 28, 262 26, 187 28, 298 27, 233 23, 148
46 44, 358 32, 349 32, 271 29, 185 32, 315 31, 223 26, 142
47 46, 329 36, 329 34, 305 31, 213 34, 324 34, 244 28, 193
48 38, 336 29, 333 28, 267 27, 187 28, 282 27, 218 22, 137
49 38, 336 30, 333 28, 273 27, 197 28, 287 27, 215 22, 139
173
50 27, 224 20, 224 20, 185 18, 139 20, 184 19, 137 15, 86
51 27, 224 20, 223 20, 177 18, 130 20, 178 18, 133 15, 78
174
Table A.11: Number of basis functions selected for the ASn calculations with aug-cc-pVDZ (Num-
ber of occupied orbitals, number of virtual orbitals). Full refers to the reference calculation with
all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 16, 130 12, 128 12, 99 10, 64 12, 129 11, 99 10, 64
2 20, 167 17, 167 15, 131 14, 88 17, 167 15, 131 14, 90
3 20, 130 12, 128 12, 104 10, 65 12, 128 12, 105 10, 64
4 73, 559 63, 551 51, 463 46, 286 65, 552 51, 467 45, 286
5 20, 185 19, 183 15, 145 14, 95 19, 184 15, 147 14, 93
6 23, 205 19, 203 17, 166 16, 112 19, 203 17, 166 16, 111
7 20, 176 15, 175 15, 135 14, 84 15, 175 15, 138 12, 85
8 28, 186 18, 185 18, 146 15, 87 18, 185 18, 146 16, 88
9 37, 186 18, 184 18, 144 16, 91 18, 185 18, 146 16, 89
10 24, 149 15, 148 15, 120 12, 72 15, 148 15, 120 12, 74
11 24, 149 15, 147 15, 118 13, 71 15, 147 15, 117 13, 71
12 28, 232 21, 231 20, 171 16, 115 21, 231 20, 172 17, 113
13 32, 269 24, 268 24, 197 18, 127 24, 268 24, 197 18, 128
14 19, 168 14, 164 14, 130 12, 79 14, 165 14, 129 12, 78
15 20, 167 15, 164 15, 128 12, 77 15, 163 15, 129 12, 78
16 31, 188 20, 187 20, 153 16, 100 20, 187 20, 154 16, 102
17 19, 168 18, 167 14, 143 13, 102 18, 167 14, 144 13, 105
18 34, 84 13, 78 12, 72 9, 36 13, 78 12, 73 9, 38
19 30, 244 22, 243 21, 186 18, 118 22, 243 21, 187 18, 118
20 29, 227 21, 224 20, 176 18, 112 21, 224 20, 177 18, 112
21 42, 355 31, 351 30, 265 24, 159 31, 351 30, 266 24, 155
22 42, 355 31, 352 30, 263 23, 157 31, 352 30, 263 24, 163
175
23 31, 243 23, 242 23, 185 19, 114 23, 242 23, 185 19, 117
24 35, 280 26, 279 25, 208 21, 130 26, 279 26, 212 21, 130
25 35, 280 26, 279 25, 208 22, 137 26, 279 26, 209 21, 141
26 39, 317 29, 315 28, 230 24, 150 29, 315 28, 235 22, 145
27 39, 317 29, 316 28, 235 23, 149 29, 316 28, 235 24, 152
28 39, 317 29, 314 28, 231 23, 146 29, 315 28, 234 24, 146
29 31, 225 23, 224 22, 169 18, 115 23, 224 23, 171 19, 118
30 35, 262 26, 261 24, 195 19, 130 26, 261 26, 196 20, 131
31 38, 336 28, 330 28, 259 23, 149 28, 330 28, 258 22, 148
32 38, 336 28, 331 28, 257 23, 150 28, 333 28, 259 23, 150
33 41, 338 30, 331 29, 254 23, 155 30, 334 29, 255 23, 157
34 38, 318 28, 317 27, 238 23, 143 28, 317 27, 238 22, 148
35 31, 279 29, 279 23, 227 22, 142 28, 279 23, 228 23, 142
36 67, 532 48, 531 48, 423 41, 251 48, 530 48, 426 41, 247
37 74, 620 54, 613 53, 453 45, 271 54, 615 53, 454 45, 267
38 86, 656 74, 644 60, 541 53, 316 79, 644 60, 542 53, 316
39 92, 696 64, 663 64, 546 56, 300 64, 668 64, 550 56, 296
40 103, 666 63, 645 63, 519 55, 297 63, 646 63, 520 55, 288
41 99, 753 81, 736 69, 616 60, 347 81, 739 69, 619 60, 349
42 24, 167 17, 166 15, 138 14, 93 17, 166 15, 140 14, 94
43 27, 188 20, 188 20, 146 16, 98 20, 188 20, 148 16, 97
44 44, 317 33, 317 33, 234 26, 169 33, 317 33, 238 26, 169
45 38, 336 28, 331 28, 256 24, 147 28, 331 28, 257 24, 157
46 44, 358 32, 354 32, 275 26, 163 32, 354 32, 276 25, 161
47 46, 329 34, 328 33, 244 26, 159 34, 328 33, 243 26, 159
48 38, 336 28, 330 28, 259 23, 159 28, 331 28, 259 24, 157
49 38, 336 28, 332 28, 259 23, 156 28, 332 28, 259 23, 157
176
50 27, 224 20, 221 19, 169 16, 111 20, 221 19, 169 16, 111
51 27, 224 20, 224 19, 173 16, 108 20, 224 19, 175 16, 109
177
Table A.12: Number of basis functions selected for the RSn calculations with aug-cc-pVDZ (Num-
ber of occupied orbitals, number of virtual orbitals). Full refers to the reference calculation with
all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 16, 130 15, 130 12, 130 12, 110 13, 130 12, 130 12, 102
2 20, 167 19, 167 19, 167 15, 139 19, 167 17, 165 15, 128
3 20, 130 14, 130 12, 129 12, 111 12, 130 12, 128 12, 106
4 73, 559 63, 551 51, 458 45, 285 51, 511 51, 391 42, 212
5 20, 185 20, 185 19, 184 15, 156 20, 185 19, 184 15, 153
6 23, 205 23, 205 22, 205 17, 178 23, 205 19, 205 17, 169
7 20, 176 17, 176 17, 176 15, 143 17, 176 15, 175 15, 137
8 28, 186 20, 186 18, 186 18, 151 20, 186 18, 186 18, 148
9 37, 186 21, 186 18, 185 18, 149 22, 186 18, 186 18, 158
10 24, 149 15, 149 15, 148 15, 126 15, 149 15, 148 15, 127
11 24, 149 16, 149 15, 149 15, 129 15, 149 15, 147 15, 120
12 28, 232 22, 232 21, 232 21, 200 22, 232 21, 232 21, 192
13 32, 269 25, 269 24, 269 24, 223 24, 269 24, 269 24, 209
14 19, 168 17, 168 14, 166 14, 136 14, 166 14, 151 14, 115
15 20, 167 15, 167 15, 167 15, 147 15, 167 15, 166 15, 140
16 31, 188 25, 188 20, 188 20, 167 20, 188 20, 187 20, 158
17 19, 168 19, 168 16, 154 14, 122 18, 168 14, 148 14, 111
18 34, 84 19, 84 13, 79 13, 76 15, 84 13, 78 12, 73
19 30, 244 25, 244 22, 244 22, 215 22, 244 22, 242 21, 186
20 29, 227 21, 227 21, 208 20, 149 21, 225 20, 179 18, 114
21 42, 355 35, 355 31, 354 31, 296 31, 355 31, 354 30, 271
22 42, 355 31, 355 31, 354 31, 290 31, 355 31, 353 30, 272
178
23 31, 243 25, 243 23, 243 23, 202 25, 243 23, 243 23, 202
24 35, 280 30, 280 26, 280 26, 235 28, 280 26, 280 26, 230
25 35, 280 31, 280 26, 280 26, 246 30, 280 26, 280 26, 229
26 39, 317 32, 317 29, 317 29, 259 32, 317 29, 317 29, 262
27 39, 317 34, 317 29, 316 29, 259 33, 317 29, 316 29, 257
28 39, 317 31, 317 29, 317 29, 262 31, 317 29, 316 29, 259
29 31, 225 23, 225 23, 225 23, 199 23, 225 23, 225 23, 183
30 35, 262 26, 262 26, 262 26, 215 26, 262 26, 262 26, 217
31 38, 336 30, 336 28, 331 28, 260 30, 336 28, 333 28, 263
32 38, 336 28, 336 28, 334 28, 269 28, 336 28, 311 28, 235
33 41, 338 30, 338 30, 325 29, 234 30, 338 30, 304 29, 222
34 38, 318 31, 318 28, 318 28, 254 30, 318 28, 317 27, 238
35 31, 279 31, 279 25, 276 23, 214 31, 279 23, 259 23, 179
36 67, 532 50, 532 48, 483 44, 331 48, 527 48, 411 39, 238
37 74, 620 58, 620 54, 615 53, 471 54, 620 54, 610 53, 441
38 86, 656 68, 615 60, 491 51, 270 60, 586 57, 392 49, 206
39 92, 696 64, 634 63, 469 53, 239 64, 599 58, 386 52, 207
40 103, 666 63, 637 63, 507 55, 276 63, 588 60, 397 52, 219
41 99, 753 69, 707 68, 542 59, 290 69, 642 63, 384 54, 208
42 24, 167 19, 167 19, 166 15, 142 19, 167 17, 163 15, 130
43 27, 188 20, 188 20, 188 19, 137 20, 188 20, 188 18, 129
44 44, 317 38, 317 33, 317 33, 296 36, 317 33, 317 33, 283
45 38, 336 30, 336 28, 335 28, 274 28, 336 28, 328 28, 248
46 44, 358 33, 358 32, 354 32, 287 32, 355 32, 297 26, 182
47 46, 329 34, 329 34, 329 34, 278 34, 329 34, 326 32, 225
48 38, 336 32, 336 28, 336 28, 267 32, 336 28, 334 28, 264
49 38, 336 32, 336 28, 336 28, 271 28, 336 28, 315 27, 237
179
50 27, 224 24, 224 20, 224 20, 186 21, 224 20, 221 19, 169
51 27, 224 22, 224 20, 224 20, 179 22, 224 20, 223 19, 169
180
Table A.13: Number of basis functions selected for the AGn calculations with aug-cc-pVTZ (Num-
ber of occupied orbitals, number of virtual orbitals). Full refers to the reference calculation with
all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 16, 306 12, 166 11, 96 9, 63 12, 168 11, 98 10, 66
2 20, 394 15, 215 14, 136 12, 83 15, 218 14, 139 13, 88
3 20, 306 12, 163 11, 107 9, 65 12, 165 11, 108 10, 69
4 73, 1261 51, 732 51, 514 49, 309 51, 742 51, 524 47, 323
5 20, 440 15, 229 14, 150 12, 93 15, 231 15, 152 13, 93
6 23, 483 17, 262 16, 173 14, 110 17, 265 16, 178 15, 114
7 20, 417 15, 212 14, 136 11, 82 15, 216 14, 137 11, 87
8 28, 436 18, 230 17, 146 13, 93 18, 234 17, 147 14, 95
9 37, 436 22, 235 17, 155 14, 98 22, 237 18, 156 16, 103
10 24, 348 15, 188 14, 118 12, 72 15, 191 14, 119 12, 74
11 24, 348 15, 185 14, 117 11, 71 15, 186 14, 117 12, 73
12 28, 547 21, 291 19, 174 16, 106 21, 298 19, 174 16, 114
13 32, 635 24, 331 22, 203 19, 123 24, 338 22, 207 18, 125
14 19, 395 14, 199 13, 134 12, 80 14, 201 13, 134 12, 80
15 20, 394 15, 207 14, 125 12, 78 15, 212 14, 125 12, 81
16 31, 433 20, 255 18, 157 16, 99 20, 256 19, 159 16, 103
17 19, 395 14, 223 14, 155 11, 93 14, 226 14, 157 12, 96
18 34, 190 17, 128 11, 81 9, 53 17, 130 12, 83 9, 54
19 30, 568 22, 329 20, 193 17, 117 22, 333 20, 196 18, 122
20 29, 523 21, 305 20, 175 16, 104 21, 306 20, 178 17, 112
21 42, 832 31, 460 29, 271 24, 154 31, 461 29, 274 26, 165
22 42, 832 31, 435 29, 271 24, 161 31, 444 29, 275 26, 166
181
23 31, 567 23, 297 20, 174 17, 111 23, 302 20, 178 17, 118
24 35, 655 26, 330 24, 203 19, 122 26, 341 23, 208 19, 129
25 35, 655 26, 330 23, 208 20, 127 26, 336 23, 209 19, 130
26 39, 743 28, 369 27, 233 21, 138 29, 377 27, 234 22, 147
27 39, 743 29, 367 27, 231 21, 136 29, 368 27, 238 23, 142
28 39, 743 28, 361 26, 231 19, 134 29, 371 26, 235 24, 144
29 31, 521 23, 274 20, 158 17, 102 23, 282 20, 164 17, 106
30 35, 609 26, 309 22, 187 18, 111 26, 318 23, 189 19, 118
31 38, 790 28, 383 27, 255 23, 153 28, 386 27, 256 22, 160
32 38, 790 28, 385 26, 259 24, 150 28, 391 27, 263 24, 154
33 41, 787 30, 450 30, 261 25, 163 30, 455 30, 271 25, 167
34 38, 744 28, 421 26, 246 23, 151 28, 426 26, 249 22, 155
35 31, 659 23, 337 23, 221 18, 137 23, 343 23, 223 19, 139
36 67, 1221 48, 682 47, 467 43, 288 48, 687 46, 475 44, 303
37 74, 1444 54, 865 53, 540 47, 338 54, 880 53, 555 50, 346
38 86, 1478 60, 855 60, 593 60, 352 60, 864 60, 602 55, 360
39 92, 1564 64, 862 64, 604 64, 358 64, 872 64, 606 59, 369
40 103, 1497 68, 835 63, 563 62, 333 68, 848 63, 579 58, 340
41 99, 1695 69, 947 69, 661 69, 394 69, 965 69, 664 63, 406
42 24, 394 15, 215 14, 144 11, 89 15, 219 14, 144 12, 91
43 27, 433 20, 252 18, 156 15, 99 20, 252 18, 159 15, 103
44 44, 738 33, 420 29, 252 23, 152 33, 423 31, 259 25, 164
45 38, 790 28, 398 27, 269 22, 159 28, 401 27, 276 23, 167
46 44, 830 32, 456 31, 315 28, 181 32, 459 32, 313 29, 182
47 46, 759 34, 460 30, 277 27, 176 34, 462 31, 292 27, 183
48 38, 790 28, 394 27, 258 23, 161 28, 396 27, 266 23, 165
49 38, 790 28, 402 27, 259 23, 161 28, 410 27, 263 23, 169
182
50 27, 525 20, 313 19, 180 15, 115 20, 313 19, 182 15, 121
51 27, 525 20, 310 19, 174 15, 105 20, 313 19, 179 16, 115
183
Table A.14: Number of basis functions selected for the RGn calculations with aug-cc-pVTZ (Num-
ber of occupied orbitals, number of virtual orbitals). Full refers to the reference calculation with
all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 16, 306 13, 237 12, 179 11, 113 12, 232 12, 171 11, 106
2 20, 394 17, 310 15, 227 14, 148 15, 292 15, 210 14, 130
3 20, 306 12, 220 12, 150 11, 101 12, 195 11, 131 11, 87
4 73, 1261 51, 538 50, 327 42, 179 49, 375 44, 206 37, 75
5 20, 440 16, 332 15, 234 14, 155 15, 301 15, 210 14, 135
6 23, 483 18, 362 17, 258 16, 168 17, 297 16, 205 16, 134
7 20, 417 15, 306 15, 212 14, 136 15, 284 15, 198 14, 126
8 28, 436 21, 315 17, 209 17, 139 18, 237 17, 150 14, 95
9 37, 436 23, 314 19, 206 17, 134 22, 235 18, 153 16, 97
10 24, 348 17, 252 15, 166 14, 111 15, 208 15, 130 13, 80
11 24, 348 17, 236 15, 158 14, 107 15, 187 14, 117 12, 74
12 28, 547 22, 416 21, 308 19, 187 21, 378 21, 276 19, 167
13 32, 635 25, 472 24, 341 22, 209 24, 454 24, 314 22, 192
14 19, 395 14, 266 14, 190 13, 126 14, 218 14, 142 12, 91
15 20, 394 15, 279 15, 205 14, 125 15, 257 15, 184 13, 117
16 31, 433 20, 291 19, 214 17, 125 20, 258 19, 162 16, 104
17 19, 395 14, 293 14, 205 14, 139 14, 248 14, 183 14, 117
18 34, 190 21, 145 13, 96 9, 66 17, 124 10, 80 9, 51
19 30, 568 22, 367 22, 267 20, 163 22, 297 20, 173 17, 101
20 29, 523 21, 313 20, 187 16, 121 21, 216 18, 138 15, 67
21 42, 832 31, 547 31, 390 28, 248 31, 415 29, 257 23, 139
22 42, 832 31, 565 31, 389 29, 246 31, 382 29, 241 23, 135
184
23 31, 567 23, 456 23, 329 21, 200 23, 396 23, 289 19, 172
24 35, 655 28, 513 26, 374 24, 227 27, 471 26, 337 23, 206
25 35, 655 27, 504 26, 363 24, 231 26, 448 26, 311 23, 193
26 39, 743 32, 584 29, 434 27, 283 30, 529 29, 383 27, 235
27 39, 743 30, 542 29, 378 27, 245 29, 523 29, 352 27, 228
28 39, 743 31, 552 29, 391 26, 241 29, 524 29, 356 25, 231
29 31, 521 23, 425 23, 300 21, 198 23, 363 23, 271 20, 153
30 35, 609 29, 516 26, 361 24, 245 26, 436 26, 318 23, 188
31 38, 790 28, 528 28, 360 26, 227 28, 361 27, 232 21, 132
32 38, 790 29, 574 28, 395 27, 270 28, 533 28, 356 26, 239
33 41, 787 30, 457 30, 276 25, 167 30, 350 28, 213 22, 108
34 38, 744 28, 497 28, 363 25, 227 28, 381 26, 231 21, 124
35 31, 659 23, 402 23, 282 20, 164 23, 342 23, 223 19, 139
36 67, 1221 48, 754 47, 519 44, 331 48, 549 44, 361 38, 196
37 74, 1444 54, 864 53, 540 47, 334 53, 590 51, 367 45, 186
38 86, 1478 60, 587 58, 342 48, 186 56, 392 50, 216 37, 65
39 92, 1564 64, 566 61, 319 52, 170 59, 410 54, 226 31, 61
40 103, 1497 63, 602 62, 359 52, 200 58, 362 53, 196 32, 43
41 99, 1695 69, 593 68, 333 52, 176 63, 377 56, 206 23, 41
42 24, 394 18, 299 15, 208 14, 139 15, 250 15, 162 14, 114
43 27, 433 20, 314 20, 242 17, 142 20, 273 20, 206 16, 120
44 44, 738 34, 645 33, 445 32, 298 33, 507 33, 395 29, 226
45 38, 790 28, 527 28, 359 26, 240 28, 419 27, 287 24, 177
46 44, 830 32, 503 32, 354 29, 210 32, 419 30, 281 27, 159
47 46, 759 35, 609 34, 449 30, 266 34, 491 33, 380 28, 215
48 38, 790 28, 543 28, 368 27, 244 28, 396 27, 265 23, 165
49 38, 790 28, 507 28, 355 26, 228 28, 389 27, 251 22, 157
185
50 27, 525 20, 357 20, 274 18, 158 20, 282 19, 164 15, 96
51 27, 525 20, 357 20, 265 18, 158 20, 271 18, 161 15, 93
186
Table A.15: Number of basis functions selected for the ASn calculations with aug-cc-pVTZ (Num-
ber of occupied orbitals, number of virtual orbitals). Full refers to the reference calculation with
all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 16, 306 12, 216 11, 138 8, 76 12, 217 11, 138 10, 79
2 20, 394 19, 298 14, 193 14, 110 19, 299 14, 194 14, 112
3 20, 306 12, 214 12, 132 9, 75 12, 213 12, 132 9, 75
4 73, 1261 63, 969 51, 606 45, 347 65, 972 51, 606 45, 352
5 20, 440 19, 321 15, 210 14, 115 19, 323 15, 215 14, 117
6 23, 483 19, 358 17, 222 15, 131 19, 359 17, 226 16, 133
7 20, 417 15, 299 14, 184 12, 99 15, 300 14, 185 14, 100
8 28, 436 18, 314 17, 186 15, 107 18, 312 18, 183 16, 109
9 37, 436 18, 311 17, 190 15, 113 18, 312 17, 193 15, 114
10 24, 348 15, 249 14, 151 12, 86 15, 251 14, 153 11, 82
11 24, 348 15, 242 15, 154 12, 90 15, 245 15, 157 12, 88
12 28, 547 21, 368 20, 235 15, 123 21, 371 20, 236 16, 125
13 32, 635 24, 436 23, 273 18, 145 24, 438 23, 273 18, 143
14 19, 395 14, 274 14, 175 12, 100 14, 276 14, 175 12, 101
15 20, 394 15, 279 14, 183 13, 96 15, 280 14, 181 13, 96
16 31, 433 20, 332 18, 223 16, 116 20, 332 19, 225 16, 119
17 19, 395 18, 301 14, 204 13, 124 18, 302 14, 205 12, 122
18 34, 190 13, 138 12, 91 9, 53 13, 139 12, 92 9, 55
19 30, 568 22, 374 21, 238 17, 132 22, 379 21, 241 18, 132
20 29, 523 21, 367 20, 235 18, 130 21, 367 20, 236 18, 127
21 42, 832 31, 547 29, 332 24, 180 31, 548 29, 326 24, 173
22 42, 832 31, 545 30, 332 23, 180 31, 547 30, 328 24, 183
187
23 31, 567 23, 392 21, 241 19, 133 23, 398 21, 242 18, 130
24 35, 655 26, 455 24, 268 20, 149 26, 458 24, 267 20, 148
25 35, 655 26, 450 24, 267 21, 148 26, 452 24, 277 22, 151
26 39, 743 29, 506 27, 301 22, 167 29, 504 27, 302 23, 169
27 39, 743 29, 496 27, 294 23, 166 29, 500 28, 297 24, 170
28 39, 743 29, 504 27, 302 21, 161 29, 500 27, 303 21, 164
29 31, 521 23, 368 22, 235 18, 129 23, 369 22, 233 19, 130
30 35, 609 26, 422 25, 264 20, 142 26, 424 25, 265 20, 144
31 38, 790 28, 518 27, 317 23, 170 28, 520 28, 317 22, 168
32 38, 790 28, 516 27, 315 23, 171 28, 523 27, 320 22, 170
33 41, 787 30, 525 28, 322 23, 177 30, 529 28, 323 23, 179
34 38, 744 28, 498 26, 307 23, 158 28, 501 26, 302 23, 163
35 31, 659 25, 479 23, 291 20, 162 24, 483 23, 293 21, 163
36 67, 1221 50, 899 48, 553 41, 303 48, 901 47, 557 40, 311
37 74, 1444 54, 952 53, 552 45, 308 54, 956 53, 551 45, 310
38 86, 1478 71, 1130 60, 690 53, 377 73, 1136 60, 697 53, 390
39 92, 1564 64, 1116 64, 683 55, 347 64, 1120 64, 684 55, 350
40 103, 1497 63, 1079 63, 655 55, 332 63, 1087 63, 655 55, 337
41 99, 1695 77, 1265 69, 767 60, 404 79, 1274 69, 768 60, 401
42 24, 394 19, 303 15, 188 14, 112 19, 304 15, 189 14, 115
43 27, 433 20, 312 19, 218 16, 114 20, 313 19, 221 15, 115
44 44, 738 33, 516 32, 337 25, 179 33, 521 32, 340 26, 179
45 38, 790 28, 547 28, 324 23, 175 28, 546 27, 329 23, 178
46 44, 830 32, 568 32, 355 26, 185 32, 567 32, 354 25, 183
47 46, 759 34, 543 32, 342 26, 178 34, 530 32, 345 26, 178
48 38, 790 28, 537 28, 323 22, 174 28, 540 27, 321 22, 175
49 38, 790 28, 533 28, 330 22, 177 28, 537 28, 333 23, 179
188
50 27, 525 20, 360 19, 231 15, 132 20, 361 19, 234 16, 123
51 27, 525 20, 366 19, 227 16, 128 20, 369 19, 230 16, 128
189
Table A.16: Number of basis functions selected for the ASn calculations with aug-cc-pVTZ (Num-
ber of occupied orbitals, number of virtual orbitals). Full refers to the reference calculation with
all molecular orbitals.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule Full n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 n = 5 n = 4 n = 3
1 16, 306 13, 297 12, 249 12, 162 12, 293 12, 231 12, 153
2 20, 394 19, 383 19, 314 15, 211 19, 379 19, 299 14, 194
3 20, 306 14, 302 12, 253 12, 167 12, 291 12, 218 12, 134
4 73, 1261 61, 955 51, 591 45, 326 51, 762 48, 469 42, 234
5 20, 440 19, 433 19, 340 15, 232 19, 431 19, 339 15, 231
6 23, 483 22, 474 19, 374 17, 239 22, 475 19, 375 17, 244
7 20, 417 17, 410 17, 317 15, 220 17, 410 17, 307 15, 194
8 28, 436 20, 431 18, 353 18, 236 19, 431 18, 339 18, 221
9 37, 436 23, 431 18, 350 18, 225 20, 431 18, 338 18, 213
10 24, 348 15, 344 15, 269 15, 178 15, 340 15, 254 15, 154
11 24, 348 15, 344 15, 269 15, 177 15, 344 15, 268 15, 170
12 28, 547 21, 538 21, 441 21, 298 21, 536 21, 402 20, 260
13 32, 635 24, 624 24, 478 23, 309 24, 623 24, 472 23, 298
14 19, 395 17, 389 14, 318 14, 209 16, 334 14, 222 13, 135
15 20, 394 15, 380 15, 307 15, 203 15, 376 15, 284 14, 188
16 31, 433 22, 422 20, 365 20, 259 20, 415 20, 349 20, 234
17 19, 395 19, 334 14, 230 14, 142 18, 321 14, 218 13, 135
18 34, 190 13, 178 13, 159 12, 103 13, 176 13, 141 12, 93
19 30, 568 22, 554 22, 427 22, 293 22, 547 22, 387 21, 248
20 29, 523 21, 447 21, 308 20, 172 21, 378 20, 247 18, 134
21 42, 832 31, 813 31, 610 30, 388 31, 807 31, 578 30, 357
22 42, 832 31, 817 31, 632 31, 416 31, 809 31, 600 30, 377
190
23 31, 567 25, 552 23, 430 22, 276 25, 554 23, 458 23, 298
24 35, 655 30, 641 26, 520 26, 340 28, 638 26, 491 26, 315
25 35, 655 30, 640 26, 509 26, 329 30, 638 26, 493 25, 316
26 39, 743 31, 727 29, 567 28, 365 31, 727 29, 562 29, 362
27 39, 743 33, 729 29, 578 28, 369 33, 726 29, 564 29, 349
28 39, 743 31, 729 29, 581 29, 386 31, 727 29, 579 29, 381
29 31, 521 23, 509 23, 452 23, 292 23, 510 23, 418 23, 272
30 35, 609 26, 599 26, 532 26, 348 26, 595 26, 495 26, 317
31 38, 790 30, 779 28, 590 28, 378 28, 760 28, 526 28, 323
32 38, 790 28, 779 28, 598 28, 380 28, 653 28, 429 27, 256
33 41, 787 30, 723 30, 490 28, 297 30, 648 30, 446 27, 250
34 38, 744 30, 728 28, 560 27, 370 30, 719 28, 510 26, 313
35 31, 659 31, 645 25, 479 23, 291 31, 580 23, 387 23, 230
36 67, 1221 54, 1021 48, 652 43, 383 48, 874 47, 531 39, 286
37 74, 1444 58, 1409 54, 1018 53, 600 54, 1335 54, 884 52, 505
38 86, 1478 61, 993 59, 605 50, 307 60, 770 56, 463 49, 227
39 92, 1564 64, 887 61, 542 53, 263 64, 785 58, 465 52, 213
40 103, 1497 63, 1051 63, 634 55, 323 63, 769 57, 469 52, 227
41 99, 1695 69, 1073 68, 635 58, 324 69, 806 62, 454 54, 221
42 24, 394 19, 388 19, 309 15, 196 19, 367 15, 272 15, 169
43 27, 433 20, 416 20, 290 18, 201 20, 406 20, 273 18, 184
44 44, 738 36, 727 33, 685 33, 439 36, 727 33, 674 33, 435
45 38, 790 28, 777 28, 591 28, 367 28, 721 28, 502 27, 304
46 44, 830 32, 806 32, 573 32, 361 32, 594 32, 374 25, 203
47 46, 759 34, 746 34, 683 34, 454 34, 716 34, 489 30, 305
48 38, 790 33, 780 28, 597 28, 384 33, 774 28, 577 28, 354
49 38, 790 30, 776 28, 573 28, 359 28, 667 28, 451 27, 265
191
50 27, 525 22, 514 20, 410 19, 285 20, 498 20, 360 19, 226
51 27, 525 22, 509 20, 389 19, 266 22, 505 20, 357 19, 222
192
Figure A.1: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results are
calculated with CAM-B3LYP, using relative thresholds determined from 〈m〉2.
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Figure A.2: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results are
calculated with CAM-B3LYP, using absolute thresholds determined from 〈|µ|〉〈m〉.
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Figure A.3: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results are
calculated with CAM-B3LYP, using relative thresholds determined from 〈|µ|〉〈m〉.
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Figure A.4: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results are
calculated with B3LYP, using relative thresholds determined from 〈m〉2.
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Figure A.5: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results are
calculated with B3LYP, using absolute thresholds determined from 〈|µ|〉〈m〉.
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Figure A.6: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results are
calculated with B3LYP, using relative thresholds determined from 〈|µ|〉〈m〉.
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Figure A.7: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results are
calculated with CAM-B3LYP, using relative thresholds determined from 〈m〉2.
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Figure A.8: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results are
calculated with CAM-B3LYP, using absolute thresholds determined from 〈|µ|〉〈m〉.
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Figure A.9: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results are
calculated with CAM-B3LYP, using relative thresholds determined from 〈|µ|〉〈m〉.
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Figure A.10: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results
are calculated with B3LYP, using relative thresholds determined from 〈m〉2.
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Figure A.11: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results
are calculated with B3LYP, using absolute thresholds determined from 〈|µ|〉〈m〉.
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Figure A.12: Histogram of the signed relative errors for each of the 51 molecules. These results
are calculated with B3LYP, using relative thresholds determined from 〈|µ|〉〈m〉.
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Table A.17: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 43.
Element X Y Z
C 0.576832 -0.529628 -0.988559
C -0.803559 -0.994654 -0.742419
C -1.741572 -0.284703 -0.107924
C -1.447463 1.081562 0.458246
C -0.235527 1.797133 -0.167669
C 0.899677 0.903896 -0.632089
C 1.554906 -0.205542 0.150626
H 1.039768 -0.941599 -1.877401
H -1.056135 -1.983348 -1.111685
C -3.128149 -0.812487 0.123927
H -3.249446 -1.817423 -0.279462
H -3.877272 -0.164560 -0.340904
H -3.366975 -0.845140 1.191569
H -2.331145 1.716434 0.344571
H -1.307909 0.988011 1.540248
H -0.582680 2.339015 -1.051417
H 0.134419 2.557951 0.524166
H 1.571126 1.412949 -1.314575
C 1.206709 -0.510337 1.591906
H 0.137399 -0.592670 1.761187
H 1.601895 0.260331 2.258922
H 1.655215 -1.460552 1.890866
C 3.021514 -0.439741 -0.158468
H 3.252928 -0.222437 -1.201919
H 3.301559 -1.477598 0.037994
H 3.657040 0.197639 0.462381
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Table A.18: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 44.
Element X Y Z
C 0.533673 -0.452885 -0.919589
C -0.775127 -1.038823 -0.547619
C -1.812783 -0.301049 -0.146244
C -1.685170 1.202076 -0.020487
C -0.266200 1.659183 0.355841
C 0.812750 0.960262 -0.460645
C 1.645692 -0.185246 0.084888
H 0.879519 -0.724264 -1.911920
H -0.889367 -2.114513 -0.641961
C -3.154739 -0.893706 0.167893
H -3.168899 -1.971103 0.004808
H -3.934392 -0.444709 -0.455131
H -3.439458 -0.699741 1.206349
H -1.985637 1.660610 -0.970160
H -2.397628 1.569958 0.722358
H -0.181909 2.738532 0.218547
H -0.115598 1.480011 1.421702
H 1.326761 1.596386 -1.170612
C 1.500568 -0.633686 1.521830
H 0.463841 -0.660336 1.850012
H 2.053354 0.027547 2.194387
H 1.907427 -1.640234 1.644945
C 3.064166 -0.292128 -0.436791
H 3.134886 0.036322 -1.474607
H 3.746107 0.324621 0.154644
H 3.424017 -1.323081 -0.387817
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Table A.19: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 45.
Element X Y Z
C -1.320087 -0.253322 0.015631
C -0.030259 -1.067500 0.031545
C 1.077321 -0.083115 -0.371103
C 0.561094 1.268783 0.169294
C -0.951884 1.227308 -0.067010
O -2.439012 -0.698941 0.059449
H 0.119350 -1.413645 1.061010
H -0.117619 -1.954404 -0.594544
H 1.091376 -0.020492 -1.464626
H 1.049911 2.118428 -0.306621
H 0.771512 1.332631 1.240763
H -1.550913 1.814308 0.627569
H -1.208378 1.566663 -1.075371
C 2.473062 -0.457556 0.109542
H 3.207043 0.294312 -0.186340
H 2.794582 -1.414944 -0.303568
H 2.499750 -0.538919 1.198745
Table A.20: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 46.
Element X Y Z
C 1.209971 -0.168409 -0.037577
C 0.134587 -0.978918 0.680653
C -1.173625 -0.194078 0.487730
C -0.691218 1.277798 0.406650
C 0.650226 1.221105 -0.335091
O 2.314893 -0.557635 -0.321342
H 0.419876 -1.014664 1.737040
H 0.114995 -2.006666 0.320003
H -1.834407 -0.324472 1.345474
H -1.422475 1.922396 -0.080213
H -0.538990 1.667400 1.415280
H 1.366302 1.989659 -0.047264
H 0.525901 1.298250 -1.418310
C -1.926908 -0.630353 -0.771386
H -2.827093 -0.030840 -0.915342
H -2.228717 -1.676575 -0.703013
H -1.312746 -0.526277 -1.668787
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Table A.21: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 47.
Element X Y Z
C -1.085568 -0.389987 0.020590
C 0.443130 -0.402100 0.180898
C -1.375441 1.113110 -0.032305
H -1.540849 -0.853833 0.911689
H -1.634867 1.498357 0.966937
H -2.140984 1.390838 -0.764229
O -0.146922 1.735140 -0.472878
N 0.861311 0.909354 0.106573
H 1.767953 1.125698 -0.294861
O 1.157082 -1.372740 0.350934
N -1.385066 -1.075008 -1.238923
H -0.930911 -1.986470 -1.252254
H -2.385250 -1.232785 -1.333590
Table A.22: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 48.
Element X Y Z
C -1.444274 0.491851 -0.551958
C 0.077449 0.449126 -0.484982
C 0.643461 1.878362 -0.488549
C -1.329102 2.711549 0.616347
C -1.993653 1.330251 0.606122
H 1.730967 1.860265 -0.306701
H 0.369506 -0.008161 0.472052
H -1.743691 0.948059 -1.508298
H -1.654160 3.229037 -0.300682
H -3.077083 1.476243 0.445413
O 0.114320 2.611887 0.595622
C -1.688839 3.538932 1.838166
H -1.211401 4.524491 1.776455
H -2.777321 3.675327 1.891825
H -1.352945 3.031037 2.748637
O -1.769438 0.683559 1.855320
H -2.017165 -0.243762 1.736355
O -2.006171 -0.817637 -0.430640
H -1.522549 -1.397423 -1.033769
O 0.517146 -0.348669 -1.585453
H 1.457266 -0.539852 -1.491487
O 0.355879 2.472018 -1.740669
H 0.747862 3.354163 -1.746906
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Table A.23: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 49.
Element X Y Z
C -1.157368 -1.404668 0.304377
C 0.302282 -1.182628 -0.007987
C 0.873617 0.018913 -0.181836
C 0.076626 1.297772 -0.066214
C -1.298352 1.094304 0.582529
C -2.042723 -0.160570 0.068693
H -1.537956 -2.255033 -0.282203
H 0.922528 -2.079140 -0.095203
H 0.655037 2.030616 0.519307
H -1.158289 0.972892 1.668257
H -0.027797 1.751084 -1.066741
H -1.927194 1.982494 0.434258
H -2.940501 -0.269816 0.693803
H -1.256334 -1.713874 1.358909
C 2.329033 0.179208 -0.531685
H 2.854686 0.776700 0.230457
H 2.837489 -0.789270 -0.623882
H 2.441915 0.719871 -1.486030
C -2.543384 -0.016108 -1.365960
C -1.620514 -0.335622 -2.518733
H -0.732952 0.310054 -2.525788
H -1.247023 -1.367460 -2.454240
H -2.141005 -0.218597 -3.477338
C -3.803318 0.387966 -1.590478
H -4.191627 0.520578 -2.601113
H -4.489931 0.602273 -0.769775
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Table A.24: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 50.
Element X Y Z
C 0.586874 0.554700 0.323395
C 1.505734 1.596712 0.113545
C 0.992066 2.891629 0.009114
C -0.387596 3.090099 0.101784
C -1.208317 1.978161 0.305840
H 0.954830 -0.467242 0.428527
H 1.665507 3.737662 -0.140894
H -0.820772 4.087359 0.023668
H -2.291559 2.096042 0.385025
C 2.983688 1.312990 -0.028125
C 3.375392 0.672005 -1.383601
H 3.530297 2.277175 0.079899
C 4.802491 -0.050910 0.459171
C 4.598143 -0.227900 -1.055918
H 3.596288 1.444269 -2.130367
H 2.537877 0.075982 -1.764478
H 5.552225 0.746890 0.656417
H 5.145332 -0.961957 0.967572
H 5.494035 0.061961 -1.618413
H 4.380219 -1.275401 -1.296391
N 3.483310 0.342087 0.951646
C 3.484377 0.819335 2.323531
H 2.462553 1.068239 2.635451
H 3.863569 0.031599 2.987443
H 4.119994 1.721744 2.454766
N -0.736998 0.727250 0.420204
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Table A.25: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 51.
Element X Y Z
C -1.022567 0.558913 -0.212436
C 0.738164 2.201616 -0.519948
C -0.607715 2.928478 -0.340386
C -1.437069 1.886884 0.425571
H -1.693635 0.262152 -1.029726
H -1.004569 -0.249526 0.527004
H 1.295893 2.597092 -1.378378
H -0.500944 3.880197 0.190547
H -1.056102 3.116381 -1.324981
H -2.520075 2.062230 0.343642
N 0.323993 0.824164 -0.742910
C 1.002394 -0.150739 -1.421835
C 2.358353 0.218885 -1.994116
H 3.024590 0.614148 -1.217325
H 2.795685 -0.682404 -2.431820
H 2.253365 0.981478 -2.780038
C 1.643010 2.426417 0.700442
O 0.510712 -1.267415 -1.568441
O 1.827684 3.516987 1.195323
O 2.256923 1.303535 1.127342
H 2.806788 1.550939 1.888541
O -1.039136 1.825144 1.802659
H -1.144470 2.697807 2.201773
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Appendix B
Appendix for Small Basis Sets Optimized for Calculations of
Optical Rotation
Table B.1: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the training set with aug-cc-pVDZ.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nma 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -15397.83 -4926.46 -3894.96 -7000.30
2 13083.37 4567.17 3651.20 6364.12
3 -9968.41 -3629.52 -2917.46 -4822.08
4 -9809.52 -3540.40 -2843.39 -4822.80
5 -5925.32 -2387.07 -1948.04 -2913.12
6 -304.21 -160.21 -136.31 -169.40
7 -531.64 -212.58 -173.74 -254.35
8 792.76 388.21 326.10 407.89
9 -483.07 -226.91 -189.06 -347.72
10 -2213.73 -923.43 -757.55 -1192.48
11 300.21 169.19 145.50 165.25
12 -244.85 -136.99 -117.70 -134.75
13 235.26 128.21 109.75 149.84
14 218.58 126.14 108.85 131.22
15 127.53 90.25 79.65 136.37
16 285.30 156.37 134.02 175.88
17 -199.05 -104.57 -88.95 -96.04
18 -334.80 -176.19 -150.02 -214.64
19 -233.89 -118.95 -100.65 -145.99
20 117.61 70.86 61.68 76.00
21 156.22 86.58 74.32 102.12
a) The frequency and functional at which the optimization was performed.
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Table B.2: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the training set with unoptimized augD-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nma 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -13323.89 -4462.56 -3548.37 -6260.98
2 11404.25 4135.84 3323.00 5713.16
3 -8791.68 -3305.89 -2669.01 -4361.77
4 -8679.77 -3237.31 -2611.47 -4381.92
5 -5298.30 -2186.56 -1790.50 -2654.70
6 -299.00 -158.28 -134.79 -165.30
7 -532.13 -216.57 -177.51 -255.91
8 767.74 379.03 318.86 394.87
9 -496.66 -233.71 -194.81 -353.13
10 -2158.14 -906.64 -744.61 -1163.98
11 266.29 148.63 127.61 146.74
12 -271.48 -150.98 -129.63 -148.64
13 239.06 130.60 111.85 151.89
14 188.06 108.89 94.01 113.25
15 157.57 106.46 93.51 155.71
16 292.78 160.44 137.50 180.32
17 -229.77 -122.04 -104.01 -114.70
18 -326.21 -171.25 -145.74 -210.78
19 -240.33 -122.18 -103.37 -149.95
20 126.56 75.33 65.44 79.34
21 157.86 87.01 74.63 102.86
a) The frequency and functional at which the optimization was performed.
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Table B.3: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the training set with optimized augD-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nma 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -13690.04 -4567.78 -3630.52 -6394.13
2 11762.87 4252.78 3415.73 5856.18
3 -9024.49 -3386.24 -2733.20 -4453.59
4 -8922.50 -3321.46 -2678.78 -4476.48
5 -5468.00 -2254.57 -1846.07 -2724.90
6 -292.95 -154.84 -131.83 -163.34
7 -530.92 -211.99 -173.23 -252.04
8 787.26 389.23 327.53 403.04
9 -487.74 -229.11 -190.89 -352.66
10 -2213.59 -922.34 -756.60 -1189.05
11 294.54 164.90 141.70 156.98
12 -232.70 -129.56 -111.26 -126.93
13 241.87 131.95 112.98 153.74
14 228.81 132.11 114.05 130.00
15 123.19 92.60 82.28 139.83
16 295.95 162.20 139.01 182.95
17 -211.76 -111.96 -95.34 -103.96
18 -320.45 -169.26 -144.19 -207.14
19 -233.04 -117.77 -99.53 -146.70
20 124.09 73.76 64.07 75.37
21 160.55 88.96 76.36 103.67
a) The frequency and functional at which the optimization was performed.
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Table B.4: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the control set with aug-cc-pVDZ.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -26.25 -18.65 -16.61 -17.13
2 -40.31 -24.52 -21.39 -13.36
3 -153.64 -86.89 -74.88 -83.11
4 -105.66 -48.53 -40.21 -65.78
5 -65.77 -38.86 -33.71 -41.32
6 4.30 2.32 1.98 1.89
7 31.33 9.95 7.64 8.46
8 107.35 42.24 34.19 58.18
9 -123.42 -57.31 -47.88 -67.11
10 154.47 85.82 73.71 94.08
11 180.56 95.97 81.80 116.21
12 139.24 80.36 69.46 84.02
13 126.84 68.21 58.25 79.69
14 75.28 44.72 38.83 43.04
15 50.03 28.48 24.56 29.63
16 174.61 94.34 80.63 111.35
17 118.41 71.76 62.28 54.61
18 109.26 58.93 50.35 45.71
19 31.03 6.68 4.29 26.44
20 -1.85 -9.52 -9.19 -8.97
21 167.92 97.83 84.01 90.67
22 98.13 57.04 49.34 58.50
23 28.59 15.31 13.02 11.77
24 -57.31 -38.42 -33.67 -24.97
25 -0.60 -23.53 -22.28 -10.03
26 137.75 67.88 57.30 80.78
27 -75.99 -39.09 -33.16 -39.09
28 402.50 201.15 169.66 201.15
29 535.24 235.89 195.39 235.89
30 -604.90 -274.59 -228.53 -274.59
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Table B.5: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the control set with unoptimized augD-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -27.79 -19.27 -17.11 -17.01
2 -70.02 -40.26 -34.80 -28.12
3 -186.04 -104.11 -89.56 -99.43
4 -112.06 -52.03 -43.22 -71.00
5 -55.46 -34.59 -30.24 -37.90
6 12.17 6.30 5.35 5.67
7 36.12 12.78 10.08 12.78
8 102.80 41.31 33.58 56.88
9 -131.84 -60.93 -50.86 -69.94
10 146.85 81.79 70.28 88.66
11 169.33 89.89 76.61 109.38
12 140.65 81.15 70.15 83.39
13 121.06 65.19 55.68 76.71
14 81.09 48.01 41.66 46.04
15 46.93 26.81 23.13 28.09
16 177.93 96.43 82.47 113.01
17 91.28 54.52 47.20 39.72
18 110.01 60.01 51.37 46.11
19 36.63 9.49 6.65 29.09
20 2.08 -7.84 -7.81 -8.11
21 175.90 101.78 87.41 95.29
22 87.72 50.84 43.95 53.22
23 44.43 22.48 18.95 20.43
24 -59.27 -39.46 -34.58 -25.39
25 9.13 -20.98 -20.40 -5.76
26 145.30 71.17 60.00 84.31
27 -95.76 -49.40 -41.92 -64.34
28 412.21 207.45 175.18 241.97
29 517.17 229.62 190.41 275.06
30 -597.63 -273.43 -227.84 -327.97
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Table B.6: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the control set with optimized augD-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -29.20 -19.83 -17.56 -15.28
2 -62.35 -36.88 -32.02 -27.51
3 -175.70 -99.07 -85.32 -95.70
4 -85.94 -37.91 -31.15 -55.82
5 -61.43 -37.31 -32.48 -40.91
6 6.66 3.23 2.70 3.10
7 46.33 17.70 14.23 16.84
8 97.18 36.72 29.47 53.46
9 -130.31 -59.35 -49.43 -68.25
10 155.70 86.79 74.59 93.43
11 177.01 94.36 80.47 114.45
12 137.61 79.52 68.76 82.13
13 118.74 63.99 54.67 75.29
14 74.10 43.95 38.16 42.73
15 33.18 19.09 16.48 19.17
16 169.71 91.79 78.46 108.08
17 111.96 66.78 57.86 49.86
18 100.49 54.68 46.78 39.42
19 37.89 10.26 7.31 29.47
20 11.00 -4.43 -5.06 -2.88
21 157.63 93.03 80.03 85.74
22 70.04 41.60 36.11 41.33
23 25.05 11.43 9.41 11.33
24 -75.20 -46.54 -40.47 -37.06
25 -21.80 -33.37 -30.65 -23.83
26 137.82 69.19 58.53 79.71
27 -75.95 -38.64 -32.71 -52.62
28 428.26 215.98 182.46 252.15
29 557.76 247.59 205.37 294.78
30 -611.85 -276.29 -229.76 -329.60
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Table B.7: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the training set with aug-cc-pVTZ.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nma 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -15545.08 -4957.5 -3917.93 -7046.15
2 13199.46 4594.76 3671.92 6402.94
3 -10044.4 -3648.62 -2931.87 -4847.45
4 -9906.93 -3565.88 -2862.82 -4857.38
5 -5955.15 -2394.97 -1954.02 -2922.54
6 -292.79 -153.8 -130.79 -161.34
7 -526.4 -211.62 -173.09 -252.29
8 802.02 393.35 330.52 412.68
9 -478.22 -224.57 -187.09 -343.56
10 -2174.66 -909.64 -746.47 -1172.15
11 246.27 140.91 121.42 135.5
12 -247.83 -139.1 -119.57 -137.67
13 227.85 124.23 106.36 144.67
14 225.69 129.68 111.84 134.52
15 112.66 81.65 72.24 126.46
16 281.76 154.45 132.38 173.83
17 -202.45 -106.39 -90.5 -98.53
18 -326.1 -171.43 -145.93 -209.62
19 -233.18 -118.84 -100.59 -145.7
20 96.09 58.62 51.12 62.77
21 143.57 79.66 68.4 93.39
a) The frequency and functional at which the optimization was performed.
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Table B.8: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the training set with unoptimized augT3-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nma 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -12763.05 -4309.89 -3430.44 -6073.00
2 10960.72 3999.27 3215.75 5556.37
3 -8433.65 -3187.03 -2574.64 -4228.27
4 -8308.82 -3118.69 -2517.87 -4242.60
5 -5093.55 -2109.96 -1728.68 -2575.65
6 -295.24 -156.60 -133.40 -163.34
7 -532.36 -215.71 -176.68 -254.40
8 756.54 373.14 313.81 388.85
9 -506.73 -238.10 -198.42 -359.93
10 -2170.46 -912.38 -749.44 -1171.67
11 325.71 181.33 155.66 179.28
12 -227.87 -126.15 -108.20 -122.76
13 229.80 125.24 107.21 145.04
14 177.73 103.95 89.88 107.69
15 87.29 69.82 62.39 118.13
16 291.09 159.41 136.61 179.76
17 -217.15 -114.50 -97.45 -105.28
18 -341.13 -179.51 -152.85 -218.46
19 -254.77 -130.10 -110.16 -158.96
20 146.02 85.73 74.31 93.40
21 196.43 108.59 93.19 127.55
a) The frequency and functional at which the optimization was performed.
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Table B.9: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the training set with augT4-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nma 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -14108.33 -4633.37 -3674.96 -6525.46
2 12119.58 4320.41 3463.31 5984.28
3 -9254.07 -3432.05 -2765.60 -4536.42
4 -9115.29 -3352.74 -2699.45 -4543.95
5 -5557.93 -2272.18 -1858.19 -2762.01
6 -305.57 -161.51 -137.50 -169.25
7 -539.69 -219.65 -180.05 -258.93
8 828.48 409.53 344.61 429.44
9 -516.71 -242.77 -202.30 -366.97
10 -2168.14 -908.50 -745.81 -1167.16
11 292.11 162.06 139.05 159.61
12 -239.30 -133.37 -114.53 -130.34
13 235.26 128.59 110.14 148.49
14 218.30 125.30 108.04 128.93
15 121.63 86.09 76.00 135.22
16 295.28 162.01 138.88 181.99
17 -208.38 -110.40 -94.05 -101.48
18 -339.43 -178.07 -151.54 -218.83
19 -233.16 -118.91 -100.66 -146.32
20 93.70 56.91 49.59 60.91
21 157.73 87.00 74.62 103.39
a) The frequency and functional at which the optimization was performed.
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Table B.10: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the training set with optimized augT3-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nma 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -13573.29 -4519.81 -3591.38 -6337.86
2 11659.48 4213.00 3383.47 5814.73
3 -8949.43 -3354.84 -2707.41 -4426.62
4 -8828.61 -3283.62 -2647.83 -4440.05
5 -5359.12 -2202.87 -1802.61 -2674.95
6 -284.33 -149.66 -127.32 -157.49
7 -537.21 -214.84 -175.55 -255.19
8 798.72 395.34 332.73 412.77
9 -483.82 -227.62 -189.71 -347.15
10 -2239.14 -935.37 -767.59 -1201.97
11 234.28 130.53 112.04 124.38
12 -243.65 -135.12 -115.95 -134.35
13 238.68 130.53 111.82 151.84
14 213.31 122.26 105.39 128.13
15 108.98 82.80 73.58 131.20
16 287.72 157.62 135.08 177.31
17 -211.18 -111.29 -94.71 -102.55
18 -334.38 -176.45 -150.30 -214.23
19 -247.12 -125.70 -106.37 -153.39
20 98.42 59.63 51.94 62.91
21 143.37 79.35 68.11 95.19
a) The frequency and functional at which the optimization was performed.
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Table B.11: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the control set with aug-cc-pVTZ.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -13.59 -11.28 -10.23 -9.61
2 -35.76 -21.97 -19.19 -11.34
3 -153.51 -86.86 -74.86 -84.00
4 -101.09 -46.76 -38.81 -62.12
5 -63.01 -36.84 -31.90 -39.23
6 3.36 1.87 1.61 1.53
7 29.54 9.49 7.31 8.77
8 105.61 42.32 34.38 58.11
9 -118.70 -54.46 -45.39 -63.73
10 148.82 82.67 71.00 90.70
11 175.15 93.10 79.36 112.60
12 138.01 79.58 68.79 83.63
13 122.38 65.79 56.18 76.72
14 74.25 44.03 38.22 42.95
15 48.72 27.69 23.87 28.94
16 168.46 91.05 77.83 106.94
17 70.93 46.51 40.74 28.41
18 108.92 58.59 50.03 45.22
19 26.62 4.34 2.29 23.47
20 -3.24 -9.94 -9.52 -9.38
21 169.96 98.51 84.55 91.38
22 89.47 52.20 45.17 52.73
23 2.21 1.31 1.09 -3.73
24 -64.47 -42.75 -37.43 -30.49
25 -2.21 -24.75 -23.36 -12.22
26 133.39 65.50 55.26 78.50
27 -77.95 -40.25 -34.17 -53.73
28 403.74 201.86 170.28 238.65
29 531.89 235.77 195.46 280.53
30 -597.44 -271.79 -226.26 -324.86
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Table B.12: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the control set with unoptimized augT3-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -43.53 -27.55 -24.15 -27.47
2 -77.27 -43.72 -37.68 -32.35
3 -208.01 -116.12 -99.84 -113.01
4 -104.82 -48.64 -40.40 -65.58
5 -51.51 -32.83 -28.79 -37.89
6 12.09 5.65 4.70 5.26
7 36.69 12.07 9.35 11.08
8 109.52 43.25 35.03 58.03
9 -124.77 -57.86 -48.33 -68.12
10 157.03 87.40 75.09 94.52
11 179.44 95.67 81.60 116.73
12 143.32 82.51 71.30 85.59
13 125.63 67.71 57.85 79.61
14 83.79 49.26 42.70 47.63
15 52.24 29.74 25.64 30.79
16 175.74 95.11 81.31 110.94
17 114.46 68.05 58.92 50.38
18 108.97 59.58 51.02 45.04
19 37.75 9.84 6.91 30.00
20 -0.65 -9.35 -9.10 -8.14
21 162.60 96.11 82.75 88.59
22 84.80 49.40 42.74 49.81
23 67.93 37.21 31.86 34.12
24 -11.33 -14.11 -12.93 1.31
25 63.15 3.30 -0.03 19.47
26 178.02 86.60 72.94 98.92
27 -85.05 -42.66 -36.01 -58.73
28 420.81 212.02 179.07 247.06
29 524.53 232.55 192.80 278.27
30 -582.32 -265.44 -221.05 -317.79
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Table B.13: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the control set with augT4-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -12.84 -10.36 -9.36 -8.81
2 -60.06 -35.21 -30.53 -22.35
3 -176.09 -99.04 -85.27 -95.03
4 -96.03 -44.03 -36.48 -60.78
5 -38.20 -24.02 -21.01 -28.17
6 4.45 1.79 1.45 1.33
7 51.55 19.63 15.76 19.10
8 115.19 47.49 38.81 63.66
9 -119.27 -55.06 -45.94 -64.26
10 154.85 86.30 74.17 93.84
11 173.24 92.23 78.64 112.15
12 142.97 82.46 71.28 85.58
13 118.09 63.52 54.25 74.32
14 76.73 45.40 39.39 43.41
15 51.64 29.51 25.47 30.43
16 171.67 93.15 79.68 108.24
17 97.54 58.21 50.42 40.41
18 108.73 58.81 50.27 45.55
19 31.93 6.84 4.37 26.22
20 3.60 -6.98 -7.07 -5.86
21 165.25 95.99 82.46 88.09
22 73.80 43.15 37.35 43.82
23 53.37 28.27 24.04 25.22
24 -36.86 -27.31 -24.18 -12.48
25 38.51 -6.92 -8.54 8.72
26 169.82 84.09 71.01 96.71
27 -93.12 -48.54 -41.28 -62.85
28 406.66 203.77 171.95 239.96
29 534.47 237.03 196.52 281.15
30 -597.74 -271.65 -226.10 -323.75
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Table B.14: [α]ω [deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1 ] values for the control set with optimized augT3-3-21G.
CAM-B3LYP B3LYP
Molecule 450 nm 589.3 nm 633 nm 589.3 nm
1 -13.83 -11.33 -10.27 -8.65
2 -61.36 -36.36 -31.58 -25.40
3 -180.80 -102.00 -87.86 -99.01
4 -104.46 -47.91 -39.69 -66.54
5 -69.35 -41.40 -35.96 -45.79
6 10.72 5.84 5.00 4.62
7 32.43 11.34 8.93 10.86
8 106.36 42.47 34.49 60.03
9 -128.10 -57.48 -47.74 -64.11
10 168.30 93.88 80.69 101.80
11 178.02 94.99 81.02 115.80
12 142.32 82.11 70.98 85.54
13 128.59 69.53 59.44 82.58
14 85.23 50.25 43.59 49.71
15 52.91 30.26 26.12 30.79
16 180.17 97.77 83.63 114.94
17 54.44 34.99 30.57 14.21
18 114.18 62.31 53.34 48.15
19 47.56 15.28 11.58 36.97
20 15.20 -1.98 -2.95 -1.57
21 193.49 112.30 96.52 106.14
22 88.09 51.30 44.39 53.28
23 28.34 13.00 10.73 9.99
24 -59.42 -37.77 -32.94 -25.57
25 2.39 -19.28 -18.53 -6.86
26 129.46 64.72 54.71 73.33
27 -80.53 -40.07 -33.78 -53.68
28 376.27 187.50 158.04 221.66
29 521.82 229.06 189.59 276.15
30 -595.38 -268.25 -222.96 -323.35
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Table B.17: Total number of basis functions for each molecule with augD-3-21G and aug-cc-
pVDZ.
Training Set Control Set
Molecule augD-3-21G aug-cc-pVDZ Molecule augD-3-21G aug-cc-pVDZ
1 678 852 1 112 146
2 628 788 2 199 260
3 590 742 3 230 301
4 617 769 4 143 187
5 502 632 5 173 219
6 143 187 6 100 118
7 293 379 7 212 274
8 236 310 8 305 397
9 469 599 9 305 397
10 200 256 10 212 274
11 147 191 11 243 315
12 135 173 12 243 315
13 200 256 13 274 356
14 143 187 14 274 356
15 169 215 15 274 356
16 281 361 16 231 297
17 286 374 17 116 150
18 312 402 18 286 374
19 294 375 19 286 374
20 143 187 20 274 356











Table B.18: Total number of basis functions for each molecule with augT3-3-21G and aug-cc-
pVTZ.
Training Set Control Set
Molecule augT3-3-21G aug-cc-pVTZ Molecule augT3-3-21G aug-cc-pVTZ
1 678 1794 1 112 322
2 628 1656 2 199 575
3 590 1564 3 230 667
4 617 1600 4 143 414
5 502 1334 5 173 464
6 143 414 6 100 224
7 293 828 7 212 598
8 236 690 8 305 874
9 469 1288 9 305 874
10 200 552 10 212 598
11 147 418 11 243 690
12 135 372 12 243 690
13 200 552 13 274 782
14 143 414 14 274 782
15 169 460 15 274 782
16 281 782 16 231 644
17 286 828 17 116 326
18 312 874 18 286 828
19 294 805 19 286 828
20 143 414 20 274 782











Table B.19: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 15 of the training set.
Element X Y Z
C -1.085568 -0.389987 0.020590
C 0.443130 -0.402100 0.180898
C -1.375441 1.113110 -0.032305
H -1.540849 -0.853833 0.911689
H -1.634867 1.498357 0.966937
H -2.140984 1.390838 -0.764229
O -0.146922 1.735140 -0.472878
N 0.861311 0.909354 0.106573
H 1.767953 1.125698 -0.294861
O 1.157082 -1.372740 0.350934
N -1.385066 -1.075008 -1.238923
H -0.930911 -1.986470 -1.252254
H -2.385250 -1.232785 -1.333590
Table B.20: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 16 of the training set.
Element X Y Z
C -1.444274 0.491851 -0.551958
C 0.077449 0.449126 -0.484982
C 0.643461 1.878362 -0.488549
C -1.329102 2.711549 0.616347
C -1.993653 1.330251 0.606122
H 1.730967 1.860265 -0.306701
H 0.369506 -0.008161 0.472052
H -1.743691 0.948059 -1.508298
H -1.654160 3.229037 -0.300682
H -3.077083 1.476243 0.445413
O 0.114320 2.611887 0.595622
C -1.688839 3.538932 1.838166
H -1.211401 4.524491 1.776455
H -2.777321 3.675327 1.891825
H -1.352945 3.031037 2.748637
O -1.769438 0.683559 1.855320
H -2.017165 -0.243762 1.736355
O -2.006171 -0.817637 -0.430640
H -1.522549 -1.397423 -1.033769
O 0.517146 -0.348669 -1.585453
H 1.457266 -0.539852 -1.491487
O 0.355879 2.472018 -1.740669
H 0.747862 3.354163 -1.746906
230
Table B.21: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 17 of the training set.
Element X Y Z
C -1.157368 -1.404668 0.304377
C 0.302282 -1.182628 -0.007987
C 0.873617 0.018913 -0.181836
C 0.076626 1.297772 -0.066214
C -1.298352 1.094304 0.582529
C -2.042723 -0.160570 0.068693
H -1.537956 -2.255033 -0.282203
H 0.922528 -2.079140 -0.095203
H 0.655037 2.030616 0.519307
H -1.158289 0.972892 1.668257
H -0.027797 1.751084 -1.066741
H -1.927194 1.982494 0.434258
H -2.940501 -0.269816 0.693803
H -1.256334 -1.713874 1.358909
C 2.329033 0.179208 -0.531685
H 2.854686 0.776700 0.230457
H 2.837489 -0.789270 -0.623882
H 2.441915 0.719871 -1.486030
C -2.543384 -0.016108 -1.365960
C -1.620514 -0.335622 -2.518733
H -0.732952 0.310054 -2.525788
H -1.247023 -1.367460 -2.454240
H -2.141005 -0.218597 -3.477338
C -3.803318 0.387966 -1.590478
H -4.191627 0.520578 -2.601113
H -4.489931 0.602273 -0.769775
231
Table B.22: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 18 of the training set.
Element X Y Z
C 0.586874 0.554700 0.323395
C 1.505734 1.596712 0.113545
C 0.992066 2.891629 0.009114
C -0.387596 3.090099 0.101784
C -1.208317 1.978161 0.305840
H 0.954830 -0.467242 0.428527
H 1.665507 3.737662 -0.140894
H -0.820772 4.087359 0.023668
H -2.291559 2.096042 0.385025
C 2.983688 1.312990 -0.028125
C 3.375392 0.672005 -1.383601
H 3.530297 2.277175 0.079899
C 4.802491 -0.050910 0.459171
C 4.598143 -0.227900 -1.055918
H 3.596288 1.444269 -2.130367
H 2.537877 0.075982 -1.764478
H 5.552225 0.746890 0.656417
H 5.145332 -0.961957 0.967572
H 5.494035 0.061961 -1.618413
H 4.380219 -1.275401 -1.296391
N 3.483310 0.342087 0.951646
C 3.484377 0.819335 2.323531
H 2.462553 1.068239 2.635451
H 3.863569 0.031599 2.987443
H 4.119994 1.721744 2.454766
N -0.736998 0.727250 0.420204
232
Table B.23: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 19 of the training set.
Element X Y Z
C -1.022567 0.558913 -0.212436
C 0.738164 2.201616 -0.519948
C -0.607715 2.928478 -0.340386
C -1.437069 1.886884 0.425571
H -1.693635 0.262152 -1.029726
H -1.004569 -0.249526 0.527004
H 1.295893 2.597092 -1.378378
H -0.500944 3.880197 0.190547
H -1.056102 3.116381 -1.324981
H -2.520075 2.062230 0.343642
N 0.323993 0.824164 -0.742910
C 1.002394 -0.150739 -1.421835
C 2.358353 0.218885 -1.994116
H 3.024590 0.614148 -1.217325
H 2.795685 -0.682404 -2.431820
H 2.253365 0.981478 -2.780038
C 1.643010 2.426417 0.700442
O 0.510712 -1.267415 -1.568441
O 1.827684 3.516987 1.195323
O 2.256923 1.303535 1.127342
H 2.806788 1.550939 1.888541
O -1.039136 1.825144 1.802659
H -1.144470 2.697807 2.201773
233
Table B.24: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 27 of the control set.
Element X Y Z
C 0.576832 -0.529628 -0.988559
C -0.803559 -0.994654 -0.742419
C -1.741572 -0.284703 -0.107924
C -1.447463 1.081562 0.458246
C -0.235527 1.797133 -0.167669
C 0.899677 0.903896 -0.632089
C 1.554906 -0.205542 0.150626
H 1.039768 -0.941599 -1.877401
H -1.056135 -1.983348 -1.111685
C -3.128149 -0.812487 0.123927
H -3.249446 -1.817423 -0.279462
H -3.877272 -0.164560 -0.340904
H -3.366975 -0.845140 1.191569
H -2.331145 1.716434 0.344571
H -1.307909 0.988011 1.540248
H -0.582680 2.339015 -1.051417
H 0.134419 2.557951 0.524166
H 1.571126 1.412949 -1.314575
C 1.206709 -0.510337 1.591906
H 0.137399 -0.592670 1.761187
H 1.601895 0.260331 2.258922
H 1.655215 -1.460552 1.890866
C 3.021514 -0.439741 -0.158468
H 3.252928 -0.222437 -1.201919
H 3.301559 -1.477598 0.037994
H 3.657040 0.197639 0.462381
234
Table B.25: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 28 of the control set.
Element X Y Z
C 0.533673 -0.452885 -0.919589
C -0.775127 -1.038823 -0.547619
C -1.812783 -0.301049 -0.146244
C -1.685170 1.202076 -0.020487
C -0.266200 1.659183 0.355841
C 0.812750 0.960262 -0.460645
C 1.645692 -0.185246 0.084888
H 0.879519 -0.724264 -1.911920
H -0.889367 -2.114513 -0.641961
C -3.154739 -0.893706 0.167893
H -3.168899 -1.971103 0.004808
H -3.934392 -0.444709 -0.455131
H -3.439458 -0.699741 1.206349
H -1.985637 1.660610 -0.970160
H -2.397628 1.569958 0.722358
H -0.181909 2.738532 0.218547
H -0.115598 1.480011 1.421702
H 1.326761 1.596386 -1.170612
C 1.500568 -0.633686 1.521830
H 0.463841 -0.660336 1.850012
H 2.053354 0.027547 2.194387
H 1.907427 -1.640234 1.644945
C 3.064166 -0.292128 -0.436791
H 3.134886 0.036322 -1.474607
H 3.746107 0.324621 0.154644
H 3.424017 -1.323081 -0.387817
235
Table B.26: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 29 of the control set.
Element X Y Z
C -1.320087 -0.253322 0.015631
C -0.030259 -1.067500 0.031545
C 1.077321 -0.083115 -0.371103
C 0.561094 1.268783 0.169294
C -0.951884 1.227308 -0.067010
O -2.439012 -0.698941 0.059449
H 0.119350 -1.413645 1.061010
H -0.117619 -1.954404 -0.594544
H 1.091376 -0.020492 -1.464626
H 1.049911 2.118428 -0.306621
H 0.771512 1.332631 1.240763
H -1.550913 1.814308 0.627569
H -1.208378 1.566663 -1.075371
C 2.473062 -0.457556 0.109542
H 3.207043 0.294312 -0.186340
H 2.794582 -1.414944 -0.303568
H 2.499750 -0.538919 1.198745
Table B.27: Coordinates (Å) for molecule 30 of the control set.
Element X Y Z
C 1.209971 -0.168409 -0.037577
C 0.134587 -0.978918 0.680653
C -1.173625 -0.194078 0.487730
C -0.691218 1.277798 0.406650
C 0.650226 1.221105 -0.335091
O 2.314893 -0.557635 -0.321342
H 0.419876 -1.014664 1.737040
H 0.114995 -2.006666 0.320003
H -1.834407 -0.324472 1.345474
H -1.422475 1.922396 -0.080213
H -0.538990 1.667400 1.415280
H 1.366302 1.989659 -0.047264
H 0.525901 1.298250 -1.418310
C -1.926908 -0.630353 -0.771386
H -2.827093 -0.030840 -0.915342
H -2.228717 -1.676575 -0.703013
H -1.312746 -0.526277 -1.668787
236
